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Chapter 1

Preface
MuPAD is a computer algebra project of the MathPAD group at the University of
Paderborn. MuPAD was designed as a parallel system. The design and implementation of MuPAD grew out of the desire to efficiently handle large data generated
by algorithms used to investigate the group theoretical structure of nonlinear systems. Nevertheless, MuPAD outgrew this original goal and was developed as a
general pur pose system and should be used as such.
MuPAD had two major design goals. As already mentioned, firstly we wanted
to provide a tool for fast and efficient handling of large data. This goal was
motivated by the special problems which came up in our research on nonlinear
systems, where data of several GB are not unusual. As a consequence of this
MuPAD is a parallel computer algebra system working on the basis of a shared
memory machine. Special interfaces, simulating shared memory, will be provided
for machines with a different architecture. A sequential version of MuPAD is
available which, nevertheless, in its high-end language provides parallel constructs
for programming. In this sequential version parallel blocks are executed at random,
thus allowing for logical tests of parallel programs on sequential machines. The
sequential MuPAD version is the topic of this reference manual.
The second major design goal was to make sure that future versions of MuPAD
could be the basis for a system capable of learning during interactive use. Thus, the
chosen data structure allows the manipulation of all data, including any programs
written in the high-end programming language of MuPAD. The functionality of
each MuPAD program and of those functions implemented in the kerneI, can be
changed according to the need of the user. The advantages and risks of such a
strategy will be described in a future publication.
At present MuPAD versions under UNIX and the Macintosh OS have been released. The UNIX version runs either under the usual operating system or with
a more comfortable user interface under X (at present we are using the XView
Toolkit but we shall change to Motif in the future). In addition we have apre-
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release parallel version running on aSequent Symmetry. This, and other parallel
versions, will be released at a future date.
MuPAD consists of basic system functions which, for speed and efficiency, were
implemented in the kernel of the system. FUrther components are a high level language, allowing the user comfortable programming (including parallel constructs)
and several interface modules.
The system functions include the necessary arithmetic of arbitrary length. This
arithmetic is realized by incorporating the PARI! system into MuPAD. A comfortable graphic system which allows efficient computation and display of threedimensional and two-dimensional functions is included in the system.
Since acceptance of software systems by the user community is often based on
comfortable user interfaces, special care has been taken to provide weIl designed
user interfaces which were already distributed with MuPAD's first release. At
present the MuPAD interfaces include a comfortable debugger, running either
interactively within the system or as a more comfortable separate tool under X.
For X, we also provide a comfortable on-line hypertext help system based on
the HyTeX2 system allowing a hierarchical search in this manual and its helpfiles.
FUrthermore there is the interface for the MuPAD kernel, which is nearly complete
under X and less complete in the Macintosh version. This last version, however,
will be enhanced in the near future.
This manual describes the functionality of MuPAD from the users point of view
only. A technical guide-book describing the design strategy and the technical
details of the implementation of the system will follow. The english documentation
of MuPAD is divided into two parts, the Reference Manual and this Tutorial.
This tutorial gives an introduction to MuPAD and is addressed to beginners in
computer algebra as weIl as advanced users. A basic knowledge and education
in mathematics is required. Experience with other computer algebra packages is
useful but not necessary to understand most part of the book.
This tutorial is not meant to be a step-by-step guide to MuPAD, but encourages a
user to get MuPAD known through "learning by doing". Therefore, the first part
of the tutorial consists of "A sample session", in which fundamental structures
and features of MuPAD are introduced. In the second chapter programs written
in the MuPAD language are discussed, which give an overview of some specific
MuPAD characteristics as weIl as exhibit possible application areas. The third
part of the tutorial summarizes the MuPAD system systematically, whereas the
forth chapter concentrates on "Tools and User Interfaces" provided by MuPAD.
A list of functionality items completes the tutorial.
MuPAD was developed as a service to the scientific community. As a consequence MuPAD, although copyrighted materiaf', has a special distribution policy.
IpARI. Copyright (c) by C. Batut, D. Bernardi, H. Cohen, and M. Olivier
2HyTeX, Copyright (c) by N. Koeckler, University of Paderborn, Germany
3MuPAD, Copyright (c) by B. Fuchssteiner, Automath, University of Paderborn, Germany
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MuPAD will be distributed to scientific and educational non-profit organizations
anywhere in the world free of charge, however a licence has to be acquired. Ir, in
the future, the maintenance and development of MuPAD can not be continued,
then the source code will be made public.
Beginning with the distribution of MuPAD version 2.0, research groups working
in the area of computer algebra will, under certain restrictions, have access to the
source code of the MuPAD system. This also includes the sources of the MuPAD
kernel.
Many organisations have supported the development of MuPAD. We are grateful
to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the Heinz-Nixdorf-Institute, the Mathematische Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, the University of Technology in Loughborough, and finally the University of Paderborn (here especially the University
administration). Furthermore we are indebted to those groups who allowed us
to incorporate parts of their software in our system, especially the developers of
PARI and the HyTeX system. Additionally, we are very grateful to those colleagues in computer algebra who gave us technical and scientific advice, especially
to members of the Maple'' group.
MuPAD is a joint effort of many people, some working full-time on the system
and others working marginallyon its development. In addition to the authors
of this reference manual Birgit Tomann, Gerald Siek, Ralf Hillebrand and Klaus
Hering should be mentioned. Mrs. McIntosh-Schneider was of invaluable help in
preparing the English manuscript.
In case you would like to obtain a copy of the MuPAD system please send either
an e-mail to
MuPAD-distribution@uni-paderborn.de
or a letter to
MuPAD distribution
Automath (FB 17)
University of Paderborn
Warburger Strasse 100
D-33095 Paderborn
Germany
This manual is dedicated to the memory of our friend Waldemar Wiwianka, the
project leader of MuPAD from its beginnings, who was tragically killed in an
accident in July 1993, at the age of 31. MuPAD owes a great deal to his enthusiastic
work and the perspectives he helped to develop.
Paderborn, October 1993
4MapleV, Copyright (c) 1981-1990 by thc Univcrsity of Waterloo. Maple is a registered trademark of Waterloo Maple Software.

Chapter 2

A sample session
The following examples explain how to work with MuPAD. At the end of this
sample session the reader should feel at ease with the system commands and should
have some basic understanding of the MuPAD language and the data structures
of the system. The sarnple session is concluded with a collection of tips and tricks,
which enable the user to enhance the efficiency of his programs. Many elements
of MuPAD are more or less self-explanatory, therefore, no special experience in
programming is necessary in order to understand the sample session. Although
no knowledge of other computer algebra systems is required, such knowledge will
nevertheless facilitate the understanding of MuPAD. Some basic knowledge and
education in mathematics is necessary.
During this sam ple session some auxiliary programs are needed. These programs
will be documented in the last section. Their functionality is explained when
they are used for the first time. In order to have access to these programs
the reader should load them at the beginning of the session with the command
read ( l l t u t o r i a l ll ) : •
Under UNIX MuPAD is started by the command
mupad

or
xmupad

However, this depends on the local installation and the chosen hardware. On the
Macintosh, MuPAD is started by the usual double-click on the MuPAD icon.
After calling MuPAD the MuPAD logo appears. MuPAD then indicates that it is
ready by showing its Prompt, which in the usual version has the form ». This, as
weIl as subsequent prompts, indicates that MuPAD is waiting for the user's input.
The screen now has the following form
5
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Copyright (c) 1992 by B. Fuchssteiner, Automath
University of Paderborn. All rights reserved.
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»
Here, as well as in the following, input and output are indicated by using typescript.
Any valid MuPAD statement can now be given as input. The user should start
with the command read("tutorial"): followed by <Return>.

2.1

Simple arithmetic
Only the expression to be computed is needed as input in simple arithmetic:

» 2 + 3

*

4;

14
The input 2 + 3 * 4 is entered between the prompt and a semicolon. The output
is then the result 14. Executed input is simplified according to the usual rules
of arithmetic. For example, fractions are simplified by dividing nominator and
denominator by the greatest common divisor:

» 333/450 + 234/900;
1

Input will be executed by pressing either <Return> or <Enter>, depending on
the hardware platform.
MuPAD output can have different forms depending on the variable PRETTY_PRINT
which is a so-called Environment variable. The not ion environment variable means
that by such a variable the user can control and customize his MuPAD environment. If MuPAD output should have the form of valid MuPAD input, the prettyprinter must be switched off. Otherwise a form of output is chosen which is closer
to the usual mathematical notation. The pretty-printer is switched on and off in
the following way:

» PRETTY_PRINT

:=

FALSE:

(a+b)/(c+d);

(a+b)/(c+d)

» PRETTY_PRINT := TRUE:

(a+b)/(c+d);

7
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a + b
c + d

One can argue a lot about advantages and disadvantages of these two forms of
output. If the value of the variable PRETTY_PRINT is TRUE then, at least for small
data, output can be understood more easily. Apart from a few exceptions output
with pretty-printer switched off has the advantage that it has the same form as
valid input. In this tutorial we use output with the pretty-printer switched off
most of the time. For tables and polynomials, we prefer the formatted output
obtained with the pretty-printer switched on.
The MuPAD system contains the following arithmetic functions:
~ Function

+
*
/
A

signf)
absO
maxO

minf)
fact 0
roundf)
ceilt)
floorO
truneO
fraeO
floatO

I Meaning
sum
difference
multiplication
division
exponentiation
sign
absolute value
maximum
minimum
factorial
rounding
rounding from above
rounding from below
integer part
fraetional part
conversion to decimal

I Example
333 + 42566
476 - 88384
45*678
45/678
2~66

sign(-5)
abs(-5)
max(4, 5, 6)
min(-2, 6, 78)
fact (43)
round(3.5)
ceil(4.3)
floor(4.3)
trunc(8/3)
frac(8/3)
float(8/3)

If all the commands eontained in this table are entered, and if the corresponding
input is properly ended by a semicolon, the result is:

» 333 + 42566; 476-88384; 45*678; 45/678; 2~66; sign(-5);
abs(-5); max(4, 5, 6); min(-2, 6, 78); fact(43); round(3.5);
ceil(4.3); floor(4.3); trunc(8/3); frac(8/3); float(8/3);
42899
- 87908
30510
15/226
73786976294838206464
- 1

A
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5
6
- 2

60415263063373835637355132068513997507264512000000000
4
5
4
2

2/3
2.666666666
We chose so many commands simultaneously in order to show that they may
extend over severallines if the end of line is masked by a backslash (\)j however
this is not necessary if MuPAD runs under the X-interface or on the Macintosh.
We have seen that MuPAD commands are ended by a semicolon, however, if a
command is ended with a colon, the output generated by that command does not
appear on the screen. For example, the input of

» 333 + 42566: 476-88384: 45*678: 2-66: sign(-5): abs(-5):
max(4, 5, 6): min(-2, 6, 78): fact(43): ceil(4.3): floor(4.3):
round(3.5): trunc(8/3): frac(8/3): float(8/3):
results in no output at alle
Output can be influenced not only by using the environment variable PRETTY_PRINT
but also by TEXTWIDTH controlling the width of in- and output-lines. Output, even
when suppressed by use of the colon, is accessible either by %, YoIl, or last (n), The
percentage sign %always accesses the last output whereas %7 or last (7) gives access to the seventh from last output. So, after having entered the last input, the
use of:

» %; %2; last(4);
will result in
2.666666666
2.666666666
2/3
This may seem surprising at first since we might have expected:
2.666666666
2/3
4

However, the input of %has lead to a new enumeration of the output. Hence, this
phenomenon can be explained by the change in the history of the session.
The user has access to the history of the system by use of hi story (). So if we start
a new session, or if we generate the state of a new session by use of the command
reset 0 and then enter some commands followed by history 0 the result on the
Macintosh will be:

9
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» reset(): round(3.4): fact(3): 2*3: 4 + 8: historyO;
1
12
2
6

3
6

4
3
5
6

TRUE

So the result of history 0 is the output generated by the session up to then. This
is independent of whether or not output was suppressed by the use of a colon.
Sometimes the command history shows more output than seen in this example.
The reason for this is that initialization of MuPAD leads to the automatie execution
of a number of commands which are also documented by the history mechanism.
The history mechanism of MuPAD does not reach back indefinitely into the past,
As a rule only the last twenty output expressions, and in programs only the last
3 express ions, are shown. However, these values can be changed by use of the
environment variable HISTORY. For example, the command HISTORY := [25, 12]
teIls the history mechanism to record the last 25 interactive output expressions and
the last 12 expressions in programs.
Some particularities should be mentioned. Functions such as max and min only
evaluate as far as possible. For example, if a is a non-assigned identifier then the
maximum of 1, 2 and a cannot be computed. Nevertheless, no error is returned,
the function call is only partially evaluated:

»max(1, 2, a)j
max(a, 2)
Here, it can be seen that evaluation was executed as far as possible, a strategy
which is also followed by other functions. A completely different result, however,
is obtained if a value is assigned to the identifier a:

» a

:=

14;

14

» max(1, 2, a);
14
The result of conversion into a floating point number by use of float depends on
the accuracy which is required from the system. Generally ten significant digits
are required as default value, however, this value can be changed by use of thc
environment variable DIGITS:

» float(1/3);
0.3333333333

A SAMPLE SESSION
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» DIGITS := 50;
50

» float (1/3) ;
0.33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

» DIGITS:=10:
Not all MuPAD functions are independent of each other. Sometimes there are
relationships between them. For example, between trunc and frac:

» frac(8/3) + trunc(8/3);
8/3
The careless use of some MuPAD functions will lead to cumbersome situations.
The calling of fact (10000) produces output of many pages and blocks the computer for some time. Most of the time is used for producing output on the screen.
The actual computation takes much less time. Measuring that with the time
command:

» time(fact(10000»;
33100
yields 33 seconds, i.e., 33100 milliseconds. Of course, this result depends again on
the computer platform chosen for running MuPAD.
Calling fact (10000) really was a little bit demanding because even 500 factorial
is a lengthy number:

» fact(500);
1220136825991110068701238785423046926253574342803192842192413\
5883858453731538819976054964475022032818630136164771482035841\
6337872207817720048078520515932928547790757193933060377296085\
9086270429174547882424912726344305670173270769461062802310452\
6442188787894657547771498634943677810376442740338273653974713\
8647787849543848959553753799042324106127132698432774571554630\
9977202781014561081188373709531016356324432987029563896628911\
6589747695720879269288712817800702651745077684107196243903943\
2253642260523494585012991857150124870696156814162535905669342\
3813008856249246891564126775654481886506593847951775360894005\
7452389403357984763639449053130623237490664450488246650759467\
3586207463792518420045936969298102226397195259719094521782333\
1756934581508552332820762820023402626907898342451712006207714\
6409794561161276291459512372299133401695523638509428855920187\
2743379517301458635757082835578015873543276888868012039988238\
4702151467605445407663535984174430480128938313896881639487469\
6588175045069263653381750554781286400000000000000000000000000\
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000\
0000000000000000000000000000000000000
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These examples show that MuPAD, when using rational or natural numbers, can
compute with arbitrary length.

2.2

Number theory
In addition to simple arithmetic there are some number theoretic functions and
operations of modular arithmetic. These functions comprise of:

~ Function
div
mod
ifactor
igcd
igcdex
ilcm
ithprime
nextprime
isprime
phi

I Meaning
integer division
remainder
decomposition in prime factors
greatest common divisor
extended Euclidian algorithm
least common multiple
i-th prime number
next prime number
probabilistic primality test
number of coprimes

Entering them one after the other yields:

» 9 div 7;
1

» 9 mod 7;
2

» ifactor(355355538452);
1, 2, 2, 59, 1, 9587, 1, 157061, 1

» igcd(345 , 867);
3

» igcdex(345 , 867);
3, - 98, 39

» ilcm(34, 6);
102

» ithprime(56);
263

» nextprime(6778);
6779

I Example
9 div 7
9 mod 7
ifactor(355355538457)
igcd(345, 867)
igcdex(345 , 867)
ilcm(34 , 6)
ithprime(56)
nextprime(6778)
isprime(3447)
phi (51)

12
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» isprime(3447)j
FALSE

» phi(51);
32
Here div and mod are the usual operations of modular arithmetic. Decomposing
a number into its prime factors by use of ifactor results in output with the first
term representing the sign of tbe number which was decornposed, and tbe following
terms representing its factors. Each factor is followed by its exponent. Hence from:

» ifactor(355355538452);
1, 2, 2, 59, 1, 9587, 1, 157061, 1
the original argument follows as a product:

» 1*2-2*59-1*9587-1*157061-1;
355355538452
In addition to the greatest common divisor itself, the function igcdex gives tbis
as a linear combination of its arguments. Tbe first part of the output is tbe
greatest common divisor followed by the coefficients of the representation as a
linear combination of tbe arguments of igcdex, multiplied by the coefficients. So
the information contained in:

» igcdex(345 , 867);
3, - 98, 39
is tbe greatest common divisor:

» igcd(345 , 867)j
3

together with its representation by the original arguments:

» 345*(-98) + 867*(39);
3

The function i thprime returns the n-th prime number as a result. Using this tbe
sequence consisting of the first 100 prime numbers is obtained by:

» ithprime(n) $ n=1. .100;
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13,
59, 61, 67, 71, 73,
127, 131, 137, 139,
191, 193, 197, 199,
257, 263, 269, 271,
331, 337, 347, 349,
401, 409, 419, 421,
467, 479, 487, 491,

17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53,
79, 83, 89, 97, 101, 103, 107, 109, 113,
149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 173, 179, 181,
211, 223, 227, 229, 233, 239, 241, 251,
277, 281, 283, 293, 307, 311, 313, 317,
353, 359, 367, 373, 379, 383, 389, 397,
431, 433, 439, 443, 449, 457, 461, 463,
499, 503, 509, 521, 523, 541

Here we used the sequence operator which we shall explain in greater detaillater.
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The function nextprime eomputes the next prime number following its argument,
and isprime is a probabilistie primality test. Ir isprime returns FALSE then
the argument is eertainly not a prime number, however, if isprime returns TRUE
then there remains a small probability that its argument has nontrivial faetors.
The function phi is the Euler function returning the number of relatively prime
remainder classes for a natural number.

2.3

Roots and transeendental numbers
MuPAD makes all its funetions available with arbitrary precision. For example
roots, like the square root sqrt or the third root:

» sqrt(5);
5- (1/2)

» 5-(1/3);
5-(1/3)
However, these expressions are only numerieally evaluated if cxplicitly desired,
either by use of the function float:

» float(sqrt(5)); float(5-(1/3));
2.236067977
1.709975946
or when an argument of these functions is a floating point number:

» sqrt(5.0); 5.0-(1/3); 5-(1/3);
2.236067977
1.709975946
5-(1/3)
Apart from roots, MuPAD knows the following transeendental funetions:

~ Function
In
exp
sin
eos
tan
sinh
eosh
tanh
asin
aeos

I Meaning
naturallogarithm
exponential function
sine
eosine
tangent
hyperbolie sine
hyperbolie eosine
hyperbolie tangent
inverse sine
inverse eosine

I Example
In(2.0)
exp(5)
sin(3.0)
cos(PI)
tan(5.1)
sinh(E)
cosh(5)
tanh(3.1)
asin(1)
acos(5.0)

14
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~ Function
atan
asinh
acosh
atanh

I Meaning
inverse
inverse
inverse
inverse

tangent
hyperbolie sine
hyperbolie eosine
hyperbolie tangent

I Example
atan(1/2)
asinh(E)
acosh(5)
atanh(3.1)

On evaluating some of the eommands in this table we obtain:

» In(2.0)j
0.6931471805

» exp(5)j
exp(5)

» sin(3.0)j
0.1411200080

» cos(PI) ;
cos(PI)

» tan(5.1)j
- 2.449389415

» sinh(E)j
sinh(E)

» tanh(3.1)j
0.9959493592

» acos(5.0)j
-2.292431669*1

» atanh(3.1) ;
0.3345248144 + 1.570796326*1
When ealling tan(3.1) our attention is drawn to the output in its typical floating
point form -0.4161665458e-1. Here e-1 denotes that the first part of the expression has to be multiplied by 10- 1 • Therefore the expression 0 .1e-10 is equal
to 10- 11 . In analogy to the square root sqrt, automatie evaluation only takes
place if the argument is a floating point number.
It may be disturbing that cos (PI) only returns the function eall, although MuPAD
knows numbers like E, PI and I:

» float(PI)j
3.141592653
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» float (E) ;
2.718281828
»

float(I

A2);

- 1.0

However, the user can easily change this by using MuPAD's remember mechanism:

.=

» cos(PI)

-1;

- 1

» 3*cos(PI);
- 3
MuPAD will not forget this assignment during the session if the user assigns the
value -1 to the function cos. This functionality is already implemented in the
shared libraries. It is still unsatisfactory that even after this assignment MuPAD
does not know the result of cos (n*PI) for n E Z.

2.4

Expressions and Identifiers
MuPAD not only works with numerical values but also with identifiers.

» resetO:
» a + b;
a+b
Here a and bare identifiers (data type DOM_IDENT) , and a + b (data type
DOM_EXPR) is an expression built up by use of these. The MuPAD data type
can be checked by use of the system function domtype:

» domtype(a); domtype(b);
DOM_IDENT
DOM_IDENT

» domtype(a

+ b);

DOM_EXPR
As already seen, an assignment of values to identifiers and expressions is possible.
For example, if a polynomial is assigned to y:

» y

:= 2

*z

+ 1;

z*2+1
then a polynomial in y can be assigned to the new variable x:
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»

X

:= y-2 - y;
z*(-2)+(z*2+1)-2-1

Obviously, while eomputing the output, the value for y from the seeond last assignment was inserted. The result of X therefore is a polynomial in z. It is possible
to work in the usual way with these expressions:

» a

:= b-2 * x + C * y;
c*(z*2+1)+b-2*(z*(-2)+(z*2+1)-2-1)

Here MuPAD has evaluated all variables as far as possible. Also a subsequent assignment to the unassigned identifiers band c ean be earried out. On ealling a this
subsequent assignment is inserted and the expression is simplified eorrespondingly:

» b

:= 2: c := 2: a;
z*(-4)+(z*2+1)-2*4-2

A furt her expansion, for example the expansion of the braekets, is only aehieved
by the explicit use of the eommand expand:

» expand(a);
z*12+z-2*16+2
In order to revoke all assignments made in a MuPAD session the system function
reset has to be used. This eommand forees MuPAD to resurne its starting-up
status.
Assignments to single identifiers ean be ehanged by assigning them new values:

» a

:= A: a-2;
A-2

Single identifiers ean also be reset to their original unassigned state. This is done
by assigning them the value NIL:

»

a := 1234: a;

1234
» a := NIL: a;
a
Most MuPAD data are expressions, for example, data eonstrueted by algebraie
operations or programs written in the MuPAD language. Other, more special
data types will be deseribed in later seetions.
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2.5

Polynomials
In some computer algebra systems polynomials are represented by expressions, for
example, the polynomial assigning each number its square is usually represented
by the expression x-2. Such a representation is possible in MuPAD. However, in
order to work more efficiently with polynomials, MuPAD offers aseparate data
structure for these. The system function poly serves to convert expressions into
the corresponding data type DOM_POLY. So, for example:
»

resetO:

»Q:=poly(x~2+3*x*y,

[x,y]);

P:=poly(x*y~2+3*x*y+3*y,

[x,y]);

/ 2 \
poly \ x

+ x Y 3, [x, Y ] /

/
2
\
poly \ x y + x Y 3 + Y 3, [x, Y ] /

generates two polynomials Q and P with indeterminates x,y. The expression corresponding to a polynomial is easily recovered by use of the function expr:
»

expr(P);
2

Y3 + x Y3 + x Y
With polynomials the user can perform computations in the usual way:
»

P+Q;

/
poly \ x
»

2

\

2
+ x y

+ x Y 6 + Y 3, [ x , Y ] /

P*Q;

3
2
2 3
2 2
2
/ 3 2
\
poly \x y + x Y 3 + x Y 3 + x Y 9 + x Y 3 + x Y 9, [x,y] /
» P-2;
2 3
2 2
3
2
2
/ 2 4
\
poly \x y + x Y 6 + x Y 9 + x Y 6 + x Y 18 + Y 9, [x,y] /
»

diff(Q,x);
poly( x 2 + Y 3, [x, Y ] )

A warning is appropriate at this point. MuPAD distinguishes betwcen a polynomial, say P, and the corresponding expression expr(P) which represcnts it. Therefore, it also distinguishcs betwcen thc expression 1 and the polynomial givcn by
this:

I:\.

6

A
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» P+1;
/ 2 \
poly \ x y + x Y 3 + Y 3, [x, Y ] / + 1

» P+poly(l,[x,y]);
/ 2 \
poly \ x y + x Y 3 + Y 3 + 1, [x, Y ] /
P+1 is no longer a polynomial, it is now an expression:

» domtype(P+1);
DOM_EXPR
whereas P+poly(l, [x,y]) is again a polynomial:
» domtype(P+poly(l,[x,y]»;
DOM_POLY
Moreover, creating a new data type for polynomials has the considerable advantage that the necessary operations are fairly fast, the data are automatically in
normal form, and the memory needed for storing large polynomials is considerably less than for the corresponding expressions. In addition, when representing
polynomials by expressions, the user will have difficulties with any normal form
representation because the internal simplifier automatically sorts sums and products of expressions. Another advantage is that polynomials are automatically given
a third operand, namely the coefficient ring over which they are defined, In the
case above this is the ring of expressions:

» op(P);
2

x Y + x Y 3 + Y 3, [x, y], Expr
Instead of the ring of expressions the user can choose any other ring. Internally
MuPAD knows, for example, the remainder classes for integers, which are represented by the identifiers IntMod(n), where n has to be an integer:

» q:=poly(x
p:=poly(x*y

ft2+12*x*y,[x,y],IntMod(5»;

ft2+13*x*y+3*y,[x,y],IntMod(5»;

/ 2
\
poly \ x + x Y 2, [x, y], IntMod( 5 ) /

/

2

\

poly \ x y + x y ( - 2 ) + Y ( - 2), [x, Y ], IntMod( 5 ) /
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Looking at these examples the user can see that, contrary to its modular arithmetic, MuPAD chooses asymmetrie representation for remainder classes, i.e. 2
mod 5 is represented by 2 whereas 3 mod 5 is represented by -2.
Of course, for polynomials over rings different from the ring of expressions, M uPAD
automatically replaces the arithmetic operations by the corresponding operations
in these rings. Therefore adding the polynomial p five times correct1y yields the
zero polynomial:

» p+p+p+p+p;
poly( 0, [x, y ], IntMod( 5 ) )
Apart from the rings provided internally by the system the user can use any other
self-defined ring with the help of the domain concept treated later in this tutorial.

2.6

The sequence operator $
In the last example of the number theory section 2.2 the sequence operator $
was used. The command for generating an expression sequence consists of an
expression (possibly dependent on an index), the sequence operator $ and the
range of the index. The result is the sequence of the corresponding expressions
dependent on the index. For example, the first ten square numbers are obtained
by:

»

$ i=1 .. 10;
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100

i~2

and the first seven random numbers are generated by MuPAD's random number
generator random:

» random() $ i=1 .. 7;
845473509473, 676470788342, 281338779191, 792495900393,
751209539300, 628363443011, 313746086538
In the last example we saw that it is not necessary for the expression to really
depend on an index. The old-fashioned teacher's special assignment for the pupil
to write "I am not supposed to contradict my teacher" six times is carried out by
the following command:

»print("I am
"1 am not
"1 am not
"1 am not
"1 am not
"1 am not
"1 am not

not supposed to contradict my teacher") $ i=1 .. 6;
supposed to contradict my teacher"
supposed to contradict my teacher"
supposed to contradict my teacher"
supposed to contradict my teacher"
supposed to contradict my teacher"
supposed to contradict my teacher"
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The sequence operator can also be used to write small routines. So, if MuPAD
would not have a built-in factorial function, then 126! is easily computed by use
of the sequence operator:

» a := 1: (a := a*(i + 1» $ i=1 .. 125: a;
237217324288004688567714730513941708057020859738080456618373\
771700524976977833134572272495440764863148394470861871872753\
194004018370139553251793156523769289960651233211908986031308\
80000000000000000000000000000000
Here we initialized a with a : = 1: and then generated a sequence of assignments,
where we changed a in each step by multiplication with the corresponding factor.
Finally, we asked MuPAD to give the last value of aas output. When working with
assignments in the sequence generator, we should not forget to put assignments in
brackets, otherwise they are not considered to be algebraic expressions.
The same task, computing 126!, can be achieved by use of the for-loop:

» a := 1: for i from 1 to 125 do a := a*(i

+ 1) end_for: a;
237217324288004688567714730513941708057020859738080456618373\
771700524976977833134572272495440764863148394470861871872753\
194004018370139553251793156523769289960651233211908986031308\
80000000000000000000000000000000

At this point we are not too far away from writing real programs. It should
be mentioned that the factorial program we have just written is not a very fast
one. For the computation of the 1650-digit number 701! it needed 3 seconds
whereas the corresponding system function needed only 116 milliseconds for the
same computation:

» time(fact(701»;
116
Of course, these times depend on the hardware platform which was chosen for
running MuPAD. Later, we shall demonstrate that, for computing factorials, even
programs written in the MuPAD language can be speeded up considerably by
using either the so-called underline functions or the evaluation mechanism in a
more sophisticated form.
While using the sequence operator the user should keep in mind that the index
must be an unassigned identifier, otherwise an error occurs:

» i := 2: i

$ i=1 .. 5;
Error: Illegal parameter [_seqgenJ
A2

This behavior is not due to negligence in the design of the system, but is intentional. For example, if a sequence pro duces an error then it is desirable to find
out which sequence element generated the errror. Therefore this functionality is
necessary, in order to obtain information about the value of the running index
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after a computation has been stopped. Ir the user wants to work with assigned
indices, then a hold must be used:

» i := 2: i-2 $ hold(i)=1 .. 5;
1, 4, 9, 16, 25

2.7

Data types
Apart from data types like identifiers and expressions we have already seen some
numerical data types. The data type of a MuPAD datum can be determined by
use of the function domtype:

» domtype(2.3);
DOM_FLOAT
» domtype(3/2);
DOM_RAT

» domtype(7);
DOM_1NT
In many cases operations between data are permitted even if they are of a different
data type. This is possible, for example, between numerical data of different types:

» 3/2 + 4.2*1;
3/2 + 4.200000000*1
Here the result is a complex number:

» domtype(%);
DOM_COMPLEX
Operations between numbers and identifiers are also possible:

» d+4;
d+4
» domtype(%);
DOM_EXPR
Here the result is an expression.
Of course, it is necessary to be able to link numbers and expressions by arithmetical
operations. This is important because in a later assignment these expressions may
be evaluated as numbers. Where such operations between different data types do
not make sense, they are not possible:
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» 4+ ll f ll ;
Error: Incompatible operands
Here, by using inverted commas 11f

11

is declared astring:

» domtype(llfll);
DOM_STRING
Hence the operation 4+ 11f

11

never can make sense, so an error is reported.

MuPAD knows about lists and is able to work with them:

» resetO:

» L := [a, b];

Ia,

b]

» domtype(%);
DOM_LIST
When working with lists the user should always keep in mind that so-called flattening takes place. This can be seen in the following example:
» L := [e, b]: e
C, d

»

:= (c, d);

Lj

te,

d , b]

Lists may be combined by use of the concatenation operator which is represented
by a dot:

»

[a, g]. [f, kl :
[a, g, f, k]

Appending elements to a list is carried out with the system function append:

»append([a, b], c);
[a, b, c]

Apart from that, there are further data types which easily allow the implementation of mathematical structures. For example, there are sets:

»

{a, b, c}j

{a, b, c}

» domtype(%);
DOM_SET
as weIl as arrays:
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»A := array(1 .. 2, 1 .. 2, (1,2)=123);
array( 1 .. 2, 1 .. 2, (1,2) = 123)

» domtype(%);
DOM_ARRAY

According to their mathematical meaning there are special rules for some data
structures. For example, multiple entrics of the same elements disappear in sets:

» {1, 2, 3, 2};
{1, 2, 3}

Since the order of elements within a set is irrelevant, sets which differ only in the
order of their elements are recognized as being equal:

» bool({C, B}={B, C});
TRUE

Of course, sets may contain elements other than identifiers and numbers, for example lists and arrays. In fact, all MuPAD data may be used as elements in sets.
This is seen in the array A defined above:

» {A, "string", {j, K}};
{array(1 .. 2, 1 .. 2, (1,2) = 123), {K, j}, "string"}
MuPAD knows the usual operations for sets:

» resetO;
» M1

:=

{a, b, c, d}: M2 := {A, B, c, d}:

» M1 union M2;
{a, b, c, d, A, D}

» M1 minus M2;
{a, b}

In addition to flattening in lists, flattening of entries takes alsoalso place in expression sequences and sets:

»

«1, 2), g);
1, 2, g

» a

:= (1, 2): M := {a, b}: M;
{b, 1, 2}

In lists, as weIl as in expression sequences and arrays, the elements may be addressed individually:

» A

:=

[1, 4, 55664]:
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»B := array(1 .. 2, 1.. 3, 1 .. 5, (1,2,4)=423, (2,1,1)=TTT):

» a

.=

(1, 2, 3):

» A[3];
55664

>> B [1, 2, 4];
423

» a[2];
2

This does not make sense for sets, since the order of the elements is irrelevant:

»M := {1, 2}: M[1];
Error: unknown error [_index]
In the array B defined above, the user should observe that arrays need not necessarily have two dimensions but may be of any dimension. Furthermore, not all
entries need be defined. Accessing an undefined entry returns a datum of the type

DOM_EXPR:

» B[1, 2, 3];
B[1, 2, 3]
» domtype(%);
DOM_EXPR

whereas calling on a nonexistent element of a list returns an error:

» a

:=

NIL:

»L := [a, b, c]: L[4];
Error: Invalid index [list]
A table is a very versatile data type. In tables, a value can be assigned to any
kind of index, i.e. all MuPAD data can be used as indices for tables. Tables are
created automatically by assigning a value to an index. However, this only occurs
if the corresponding identifier is not defined as a table, an array, or a list:

»T[1] := value: T;
table(
1 = value
)

Extensions of tables are carried out by giving additional assignments to Indices:
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»T[MUPAD]

:=

fun: T;

table(

MUPAD = fun
1

= value,

)

Entries of tables are accessed by their indices:

» T[MUPAD];
fun
If the index of a table is changed by a later assignment:

»Tab[s] := a: s := 34: Tab[34]; Tab[s];
Tab [34]
Tab [34]
then, at first, it may seem as if the original assignment has been lost. However,
since the table still shows the old entry:

» Tab;
table(
s

=a

)

there must be a way to access it. Indeed, this is simply done by hold which
prevents the evaluation of the index:

» Tab [hold(s)] ;
a
Some further data types will be discussed in greater detail later, here only the
most important ones will be treated.
Functions and procedures always return weIl defined data types.
output has its type, namely DOM_NULL:

Even empty

» domtype(print());

DOM_NULL
» domtype(null());

DOM_NULL
The user should not confuse this with data like NIL which are of data type
DOM_NIL. This type is used to reset identifiers. The type DOM_NULL can
also be generated by use of the function null, which has the simple function of
not doing anything.
The data type most often used in a computer algebra system is that of an expression. This type, therefore, is divided into a number of subtypes. These can be
determined by use of the function type:
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» domtype(a*b); domtype(a+b);
DOM_EXPR
DOM_EXPR
» type (a*b) i
"_mult"
» type(a+b);
"_plus"

» type(aAb);
"_powerll
This function reveals the construction with which construction the expression has
been created. The subdivision given by type is rather detailed. There are over 50
different expression types. Every system function can be the result of a type call.
For instance lI_pl u SIl, "sin" or "abs".

2.8

Domains
When designing algorithms the user often wants to introduce new data types
either to extend functionality or beeause he wants them to behave differently
under already defined operations.
One way to realize this is to define a new data type inside the MuPAD kernel.
However, normal users are neither willing nor able to modify the kernel, nor is
that part of MuPAD generally aecessible to them. Therefore MuPAD offers the
possibility to extend its data strueture on the level of the MuPAD langnage. This
enables objeet oriented programming on the level of the MuPAD language with
newly defined domains. Thus, the user ean write his algorithms in polymorphie
style.
A domain is a new data type whieh defines how its elements behave with respeet
to those functions either already available in the MuPAD kernel or defined by the
user. For example, when defining a new domain the user ean specify how addition
and multiplieation of its elements shall work or what effeet the exponential function
shall have on these new data,
Furthermore, the user can specify how domains are evaluated, what their output
shall look like, and so on.
Instead of giving an abstract introduetion we ean illustrate MuPAD's far reaehing
domain eoneept with one basic example. More are to be found in the next ehapter.
We start by defining the ring of remainder classes modulo 7. Here, obviously, we
not only have to define these classes but we also have to specify how these classes
have to behave under the arithmetie operations. Hence with the definition of these
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new data objects a modification of operations implemented in the MuPAD kernel
is necessary, here the modification of operations like {+, *, -} and so on.
In order to define a new domain MuPAD provides the functions domain and
domattr. The function domattr specifies new attributes for domains. This function can be invoked as an operator ::, as seen in the following. By the way,
domattr is not only useful for defining new domain attributes, but can also be
used for reading attributes.
We start by using the function domain for the definition of the new ring Z7 of
remainder classes modulo 7:
»

Z7 := domain():

This domain needs a name which is stored under its attribute name:
»

Z7: :name := "Z7":

In order to generate new elements of this domain we have to specify a suitable
method under its attribute nev:
»Z7::new := proc(x)
begin
new(Z7, x mod 7);
end_proc:
However, if now a new element, say newel, is defined as the remainder dass of 12:
»newel:= Z7::new(12);
new(Z7, 5)
then the output is difficult to understand. Therefore, we need to change the
appearance of such a domain element on screen. This is done by defining the
attribute print of that domain:
»

Z7::print := proc(x)
local expr;
begin
expr := subs(hold(Z7(q», hold(q)=extop(x,1»;
print(expr);
end_proc:

Now the output has a more compact form:
»

newel;
Z7(5)

Here the system function extop was used which gives access to a domain element.
In general, a domain element, say with the name domeI, can be understood as a
sequence of operands which contains all the information necessary for its definition. The call extop(domel) returns the operands of this sequence. If the system
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function op is not overloaded, it also gives access to these operands. Each domain
element has a zero operand, namely the domain to which that element belongs.
For example, if an element of Z7 is defined as:

»domel := Z7::new(2);
Z7(2)
then extop returns its parts in the following way:

» extop(domel,O);extop(domel,1);
Z7
2

In order to ensure the usual operators for addition and multiplication are available,
we have to overload the corresponding system functions:

» Z7::_plus := proc()
local x, i;
begin
x := extop(args(1), 1);
for i from 2 to args(O) do
x := (x + extop(args(i), 1» mod 7;
end_for;
Z7: :new(x);
end_proc:
Z7::_mult := proc()
local x, i;
begin
x := extop(args(1) , 1);
for i from 2 to args(O) do
x := (x * extop(args(i), 1» mod 7;
end_for;
Z7: :new(x) j
end_proc:
The same has to be done for the functions which test and recognize data types:

» Z7::type := proc(x)
begin
11Z711
end_proc:
Z7::testtype := proc(x,y)
begin
bool(extop(x,O)
end_proc:

y)j
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Z7::domtype := proc(x)
begin
Z7
end_proc:
Now the new domain has been established and the first computations are possible.
In order to do this we must first define some additional elements of the new domain:

» a2 := Z7::new(2)j a3 := Z7::new(3)j
a4 := Z7::new(4)j a5 := Z7::new(5);
Z7(2)
Z7(3)
Z7(4)
Z7(5)
Addition and multiplication for these elements can then be written in the usual
way:

» a2 + a4j a2 + a3 + a4 + a5;
Z7(6)
Z7(O)

» a4

* a5j a2
Z7(6)
Z7(l)

*

a3

*

a4

*

a5;

Certainly, using the usual notation for arithmetic operations in this new domain is
very convenient. However, from the viewpoint of run-time, the efficiency of these
operations can be increased by using the direct call of the procedures defined for
these domains. So instead of al + a2 the call Z7: : _plus (at , a2) increases the
speed somewhat.
The reason for this effect is to be seen in the way operations work on domains:
First the system function _plus checks its arguments, then, on discovering that it
has to do with an element of Z7, it evokes Z7: : _plus with the given arguments.
When calling Z7: : _plus directly, no check of the arguments is necessary and the
processing speed is increased.
Domains are suitable for implementing different algebraic categories, for example
rings or fields. If in another category procedure the not ion iield has already been
defined, then in order to consider Z7 as an element of that category unit and one
elements Z7: : zero and Z7: : one have to be defined. This of course is done in the
same way:

» Z7::zero := Z7::new(O):
Z7::one := Z7::new(l):
We proceed similarly with any other necessary operations, for example with division, inverse w.r.t. addition and multiplication and exponentiation:
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» Z7::divide := proc(x,y)
begin
Z7::new«extop(x,l) / extop(x,2»
end_proc:

mod 7);

Z7::negate := proc(x)
begin
Z7::new( - extop(x,l) mod 7)
end_proc:
Z7::invert .= proc(x)
begin
Z7::new«1/extop(x,l»
end_proc:

mod 7)

Z7::_power := proc(x,y)
local help, i;
begin
if y=O then return (Z7::one) end_if;
if y>O then
help := x;
else
help := Z7::invert(x);
x := help;
end_if;
for i from 2 to abs(y) do
help := Z7::_mult(help, x);
end_for;
end_proc:
» a2

A2

+ a3

A3

- a4;

6

Those who dislike the notation we have chosen above for the elements of Z7,
can, of course, also represent these elements by their remainder classes given by
the numbers from 0 to 6. For this the user only has to change the procedure
Z7: :print:

»Z7::print := proc(x)
local expr;
begin
extop(x,l)
end_proc:
Ir now two elements are defined
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» a := Z7::new(34);
b := Z7::new(411);
6

5

then we obtain correctly:

» a+b;
4

Further examples and particularities of domains can be found in chapter 3.

2.9

Data Structures
As is the case with other computer algebra systems, in MuPAD data are represented by trees. A reasonable knowledge of the data structure is aprerequisite for
working efficiently with the system.
For example, internally the algebraic expression a
form:

Figure 2.1: Algebraic expression a

*

*

*

b + b

b + b

*

d

~

d

~

2

*

2

*

e has the

e

Here the divided boxes represent internal nodes of the corresponding tree. The
division of each box indicates that there is furt her information hidden which is not
accessible to the user. The boxes, together with their entries, are the leaves of the
tree. In nature, of course, no two nodes can point to the same leaf; however, due
to the principle of unique data representation, this is different in MuPAD. If the
same datum appears in several places then, very often, it exists physically only
once. This strategy saves memory and computation time.
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The leaves, as weH as the subtrees, can be accessed by the system function op.
For this the path leading to the corresponding leave or subtree has to be specified
as the second argument in op. Leaves, 8S weH as a subtrees, which start at a
node are called operands. The path of an operand is represented by a list of
positive integers, with each integer representing the number of the path which
has to be chosen at the corresponding node. The paths are counted from left to
right. The numbering of paths generally starts with 1. However, if the data type
is DOM_EXPR or DOM_ARRAY then it starts with O.
In the example above, the identifier e was reached by the path [2, 3]:

» resetO:

» op(a * b + b * e* d

ft2

, [2, 3]);

e
The same leaf could have also been reached by a number of subsequent calls to op
so that these calls only have paths consisting of single integers:
»

op(op(a * b + b * e * d

ft2,

[2]), [3]);

e
It should be mentioned, that sometimes operands are numbered in a different way

than given by the user:

» op(a*b+y,

[2]);

a*b
The reason for this is, that the argument of the op function is transformed into
a normal form before the call is executed. In this case the normal form of the
expression is:

» a*b+y;
y+a*b
The whole tree in figure 2.1 is of data type DOM_EXPR, and therefore must have
a zero operand. This zero operand is easily found by use of op:

» op(a * b + b * d
_plus

ft2

* e, [0]);

The result is the function name of the operation used at the highest level to form
the expression. For example, if an expression is formed by application of the sine
function then the name of that function is returned 8S the zero operand:

op(sin(a*b), 0);
sin
Here we can see that if the path consists of only one number then it need not be
entered in square brackets. The general rule for a zero operand is: if an expression
»
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is formed at its highest level by an operation or function, then the name of that
function or operation appears as the zero operand. Operations like + or * also have
function names which can be found by use of op. These are the so-called underline
functions. The name of the operation * is found by analysis of the expression a *
b + b * d - 2 * e by taking either the path [2, 0] or [1, 0]:

» op(a * b + b * d-2 * e, [1, 0]);
_mult
» op(a * b + b * d-2 * e, [2, 0]);
_mult
For arrays, the zero operand is an expression sequence consisting of the dimension
and index range of that array:

»Matrix := array(1 .. 2, 1 .. 3, 1 .. 7, (2,3,3)

9):

» op(Matrix, 0);
3, 1. .2, 1. .3, 1..7

Whenever a whole subtree is to be obtained, for example, the subtree being accessible by the second path from above, then only the corresponding path number
need be given:

» op(a * b + b * d-2 * e, [2]);
b*d-2*e
It has already been mentioned that if the path consists of only one number then

the square brackets can be left out:

» op(a * b + b * d-2 * e, 2);
b*d-2*e
The user has to be careful because not all trees have a zero operand, for example
data of the type DOM_LIST:

»op([a, b], 0);
FAlL

Depending on the environment variable ERRORLEVEL, the functions op and subsop
return either FAlL or an error message. The number of paths starting at the
highest node, i.e., the number of operands, can be found by use of the system
function nops:

» nops(a * b + b * d-2 * e);
2

However, the user should note that the zero operand, because of its special role, is
not counted. To find the number of paths starting at an arbitrary node the user
has to combine the functions op and nops. For cxample, in the case of the second
node at the second highest level of the expression reprcsented in figure 2.1:

A
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» nops(op(a * b + b * d A2 * e, 2»;
3

If the sequence of all the operands of an expression is desired then the function op
should be used without giving any path:

» op(a*b*c*d*e);
a , b , c , d, e
This is a powerful tool for efficient programming. For example, to convert a sum
into a product the user can proceed as folIows,

» a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + a6 + a7 + a8 + a9;
a1+a2+a3+a4+a5+a6+a7+a8+a9

» _mult(op(%»j
a1*a2*a3*a4*a5*a6*a7*a8*a9
whereby only the internal function name of the operation * has to be used.
There is a good reason for not counting the zero operands in nops. However,
if a different behavior is desired, a new procedure which does exactly that is
easily written. For example, the procedure nops_own which can be found in the
file IItutorial ll • If there is a zero operand then this procedure returns a value
increased by 1 compared to that of nops:

» nops_own(a * b + b * d A2 * e);
3

» nops(a * b + b * d A2 * e);
2

In all other cases its values coincide with those of nops:

» nops_own(a);
1

» nops(a);
1

The user has to know the structure of MuPAD data in order to execute substitutions correctly. For replacing a complete subtree, there is the command subs:

» ausdr

:= AAG*(A+h);
AAG*(A+h)

» subs(ausdr, AAG
A*123+h*123

123);
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ausdr;
A-G*(A+h)

In this command the first argument is the expression in which substitution takes
place and the substitution itself has to be given in form of an equation. By use of
subs the expression itself remains unchanged; the substitution is only carried out
in a copy of the expression. Substitutions can also be executed subsequently with
one command:
»

subs(ausdr, A = 123, G = NN);
123-NN*(h+123)

If the roles of A and Gare to be exchanged in ausdr the user may be tempted to
try:

»

subs(ausdr, A=G, G=A);
A-A*(A+h)

However, this does not lead to the desired result since here the substitutions were
carried out sequentially: First, A was replaced by G and then all G's were replaced
again by A, so that the result does not contain any more G's. In case this sequential
execution of substitutions is not desired and a parallel substitution should take
place instead, then the substitution equations have to be put in square brackets:
»

subs (ausdr, [A=G, G=A]);
G-A*(G+h)

Sometimes it is desirable to replace an identifier in an expression at only one
position and to leave it unchanged in all others. In order to do this the function
subsop is available where the quantities to be substituted are specified by the
corresponding paths. For example, if in ausdr only the second Ais to be replaced,
then the user should use subsop:
»subsop(ausdr, [2,1]=a);
A-G*(a+h)
With this command, several substitutions can be carricd out:
»subsop(ausdr, [l,l]=a, [2,1]=aa);
a-G*(h+aa)
An option for parallel execution in subsop does not exist. The user should bear
in mind that subsop always carries out its substitution sequentially:
»

A := a-b; subsop(A, [l]=c-d, [1,2]=123);
a-b
(c-123)-b

although the following example scems to contradict that claim:
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»subsop(ausdr, [2,1]=(B+C»;
AAG*(B+C+h)
»

subsop(ausdr, [2,1]=(B+C), [2,2]=g);
AAG*(B+C+g)

If the substitutions had been carried out sequentially then the result would have
been AAG*(B+g+h). However, the user should observe that the first substitution
yields AAG* ( (B+C)+h) and only when the expression is given out does the simplifier
transform it into normal form AAG* (B+C+h). In order to increase execution speed
in tbe implementation of subsop no simplification takes place between substitutions. With tbis in mind, tbe user can see in the example above that the second
substitution subsop (ausdr , [2,1] = (B+C) , [2,2] =g) ; works on AAG* ( (B+C)+h)
and yields tbe correct result AAG* «B+C)+g). Only when returning the expression
after the execution of subsop does the simplifier leave out the unnecessary brack-

ets,
MuPAD also provides a function for the replacement of expressions which do not
form a complete subtree. For this the system function subsex is provided:
»

subsex(a*b*c, a*b=46);
c*46

As already mentioned subs only replaces complete subtrees. Since a*b in the
example above is not a complete subtree, the desired substitution cannot be carried
out by use of subs:
»

subs(a*b*c, a*b=46);
a*b*c

Unfortunately, subsex is considerably slower than subs since a more sophisticated
search strategy has to be applied.

2.10

Evaluation
In order to understand the evaluation mechanism of MuPAD the user should first
look at an assignment, lets say the assignment A : = b*c. If such an assignment
is included in round braekets then it forms a valid MuPAD expression. Normally,
expressions are evaluated immediately. In order to prevent immediate evaluation
MuPAD provides the environment variable EVAL_STMT. If this variable attains
the value FALSE then the automatie evaluation of assignments in expressions is
prevented enabling the user to analyze operands of the assignment A : = b*c by
using the funetion op:

» EVAL_STMT := FALSE:
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» op«A := b*c), O.. nops«A := b*c»);
_assign, A, b*c
»

EVAL_STMT:= TRUE:

Assignments are expressions formed on their highest level by use of the function
_assign. The tree structure of such an assignment is as follows:

Figure 2.2: Assignment A : = b*c

If, for a simplified understanding, such an _assign-node is symbolized for the
moment by a boldface arrow then the user obtains the diagram depicted in figure
2.3 for the assignment above.

Figure 2.3: Assignment A := b*c
The repeated assignment A : = b*c; b := e; e := f; then leads to figure 2.4.
On calling A, MuPAD follows the boldface arrows. The total number of boldface
arrows MuPAD runs through while evaluating A is called the substitution depth.
In this example the substitution depth is 3. While working interactively with the
system, all substitutions according to the boldface arrows are normally carried out.
This, however, only to a maximal depth as defined by the environment variable
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Figure 2.4: Assignments A:=b*c; b: =e; e: =f ;
LEVEL. The current value of level is easily found:

» LEVEL;
100
In order to prevent a recursive evaluation resulting in an infinite loop there is a
second environment variable MAXLEVEL:

» MAXLEVEL;
100
which, in general, has the same value as LEVEL. If, during evaluation, this value is
reached, then the system assumes that there is a recursive assignment:

» B := C: C := B:

» B;
Error: Recursive Definition
However, this need not necessarily be true as the following example performing
100 assignments bl : = b2: b2: = b3:
b99 := bl00: shows:

»

(b.i := b.(i+1)) $ i=1 .. 100:

» b1;
Error: Recursive Definition
Calling b1 does indeed lead to a substitution depth of 100. By this MAXLEVEL is
reached and MuPAD erroneously assurnes a recursive definition. If the value of
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LEVEL and MAXLEVEL had been 101 then calling b1 would have led to the correct
output of b100.

In case the value of LEVEL is less than that of MAXLEVEL then recursive definitions
are never detected:

» LEVEL

:= 99: MAXLEVEL := 100: B := C: C := B:

» B;
C

However, the user is urgently warned against tampering with the environment
variables LEVEL and MAXLEVEL. We have only dealt with them here in order to
explain how evaluation works in MuPAD.
MuPAD provides the function level which, with respect to evaluations, has the
same effect as a temporary change of the environment variable LEVEL. The calling
of level (expr , n) assigns locally, i.e., only during the evaluation of the expression
expr, the value n to the environment variable LEVEL. This is seen in the following
example where the environment variables LEVEL and MAXLEVEL have been set back
to their original default values:

» a := b: b := a:
» level(a,

3);

b

» level(a, 4);
b

» level(a, MAXLEVEL) ;
Error: Recursive Definition
The skillful use of the options available for evaluation provides an efficient tool for
programming. Orten the execution speed of programs written in MuPAD increases
considerably if unnecessary evaluations are prevented. It should be mentioned that
the calilevel(expr) results in a complete evaluation, thus this call is equivalent
to level (expr , MAXLEVEL).
In addition there is a function val, which evaluates to the substitution depth 1
but, contrary to level, it does not simplify its result. The difference between
val(expr) and level (expr , 1) becomes clear in the following example:

» resetO;

» a := b: b .= 1:
» val(a+b+2);
b+1+2

1:\,

B
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» level(a+b+2, 1);
b+3
To suppress undesired evaluations there is another instrument, the function hold,
which prevents all evaluations:

» sqrt(4);
2

» hold(sqrt(4»;
sqrt(4)

» hold(1+2);
1+2
At first it is surprising that in this example a subsequent level does not change
the result:

» hold(1+2);
1+2

» level(%);
1+2
This somewhat confusing behavior is caused by the fact that when calling up the
history table's entries no evaluation takes place. In order to obtain the desired
result 3, the user needs a function which causes a subsequent evaluation of those
system functions which, like hold or last, return their results in unevaluated form.
This functionality is provided by the system function eval:

» resetO:
» a := b: b .= c:

C

0= d;

d

» hold(a);
a

» eval(%);
d

2.11

Programming
The most important aim in the development of programming languages is to provide the user with the possibility of writing his own procedures. Computer algebra
systems have the advantage that procedures can be written in a very short way.
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This is due to the efficient options for data manipulation. In MuPAD this is especially true, since a wide variety of tools for data manipulation are provided.
Generally, procedures are expressions assigned to identifiers. If such procedure
assigned identifiers are called with suitable arguments then, if programmed correctly, the evaluation of the procedure will lead to the desired result. First we
want to analyze a simple procedure which returns the product of its arguments.
We assign this procedure to the identifier f, i.e. we want to have a program that
does the following f(x, y) = x * y. However, this definition cannot be used as a
valid program since the system would consider this expression an equation:

» resetO;
» f(x,y)=x*y;
fex, y)=x*y
» type(%);
lI_

equa l ll

However, in the file IItutorial ll we have provided a procedure which allows a
similar functional definition for programs:

» FUNC(f(x,y)=x*y):
» f(2, 3); f(91233, 778);
6

70979274
If the identifier f is called now, then the user obtains a first look at the structure
of a MuPAD procedure:

» f;
proc(x, y)
name f;
begin

x*y
end_proc
The procedure f starts with the keyword proc which is followed immediately by
the formal parameters of the procedure given in brackets, then by the name of the
procedure. Next, starting with the keyword begin, the algorithm starts. The end
of the procedure is marked again by a keyword, namely, end_proc. The algorithm
between the keywords begin and end_proc is called the procedure body. In this
case the procedure body consists of a single statement. Indeed, the same procedure
could have been defined by interactive input of the expression sequence consisting
of the corresponding keywords and statements:

» h := proc(x,
begin

x*y
end_proc:

y)
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» h(456, 776);
353856
Here the user should keep in mind that the assignment of the procedure to the
identifier h has to be marked by := and that this assignment, as all MuPAD
commands, must be ended by either a semicolon or a colon.
If the operands of f are now investigated:

» op(f);
(x, y), NIL, NIL, x*y, NIL, f
It is seen that a procedure generally consists of six operands. The fourth operand

is the algorithm, i.e. the most important part given by the statement sequence
which forms the procedure body. Of the six possible operands in our example only
three were used, therefore the others are represented by the entry NIL. Obviously
the first operand is the expression sequence defined by the formal parameters. As
already mentioned, the fourth operand is given by the statements of the procedure
body, and in the sixth operand the name of the procedure is stored. Further
statements do not increase the number of operands. This is seen by looking at the
following example, where the square of the product of arguments is calculated:

» quad := proc(x, y)
begin
x*y;
%A2
end_proc:
» quad(2, 3);
36
» op(quad);
(x, y), NIL, NIL, (x*y; last(1)A2), NIL,

quad

Again, all statements forming the procedure body are contained in one operand.
Of course, the statements in the procedure body can be accessed by use of the
function op and the corresponding path names:

»op(quad, [4, 1]);
x*y
» op(quad, [4, 2]);
last(1) A2
All identifiers can be used as formal parameters for procedures. For this it is insignificant whether a value has been assigned to their names outside the procedure:

» x := 15: FUNC(g(x)=x A10):
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»

g(2)j

1024
For computations in programs identifiers can be used in order to store intermediate
results. So, instead of quad the following modification can be used:

» quad_mod

:= proc(x, y)

begin
A := x*y;
AA2
end_proc:

» quad_mod(2, 3);
36

» A;
6

However, this program has a side effect, namely, that after its execution a value is
assigned to the identifier A. Hence the identifier A was considered a global variable
and now has a new value. If, in some other context, A had been used to keep
track of another value, this information is lost. Therefore, wherever possible,
global variables should not be used. There is the possibility that assignments to
identifiers are only valid within the context of the prograrn. Then their meaning
outside that procedure is not effected. These variables are called local variables
and they have to be declared in a special way:

» quad_better

:= proc(x, y)

local b, c;
begin
b := x*y;
b
end_proc:
A2

» quad_better(2, 3)j
36

» b; c;
b

c
As seen here, severallocal variables can be declared, the user only has to write them
one after another: local b , c j. It is not important whether or not these variables
are really needed within the program. The expression sequence, consisting of the
local variables, forms the sccond operand of the procedure:

» op(quad_better, 2);
b, c

Thus, local variables are those variables which can be used within a procedure
without changing their meaning outside that procedure. The values which they

1:\

6
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obtain during the exeeution of the proeedure are forgotten after the proeedure has
been exeeuted. So, the value 15 ean be assigned to the identifier a and the user
ean still work with other assignments a ::::: 2323243545 within the proeedure, the
user only has to declare a as a loeal variable:

» a ::::: 15:

» test ::::: proc(e)
local a;
begin
a ::::: 2323243545; a*e
end_proc:

» testes); a;
s*2323243545
15
After exeeution of the proeedure, a has the value 15 again.
We already know a number of environment variables like DIGITS, TEXTWIDTH,
LEVEL or PRETI'Y_PRINT. An interesting feature of MuPAD is that these environment variables ean also be declared as loeal variables. As is the ease with all other
loeal variables, assignments within proeedures are only effeetive in the eontext of
that proeedure. The only differenee is that these environment variables are automatieally initialized even if they are used as loeal variables. Their initial value is
the one they have in the environment from whieh the proeedure was ealled:

» illustrate_en_var ::::: proc(x)
local DIGITS;
begin
print(float(x»;
DIGITS ::::: 50;
print (float (x»
end_proc:

» illustrate_en_var(1/3);
0.3333333333
0.33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

» DIGITS;
10

» float(1/3);
0.3333333333
In this example, the user should observe that ealling float (x) instead of the
seeond eall of print (float (x) within the proeedure illustrate_en_var only
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leads to a ten-digit return of the decimal number for 1/3. The reason for this is
that output only takes place after a procedure is quit, i.e., at a time when the
variable DIGITS has its default value again.
The third operand in a procedure is formed by the expression sequence comprising
of the so-called options. Options are parameters for controlling procedures. At
present only the options hold and remember are available. The option hold prevents evaluation of the arguments of a procedure. This can be seen in the following
example:

»

a := 0:

» illustrate_hold

:=

proc (b) option hold;
begin
b

end_proc:

» illustrate_hold(a);
a

» a := 0: no_hold .= proc (b) begin b end_proc:
» no_hold(a);

o
In the first case only evaluation of the call illustrate_hold (a) with a subsequent
eval leads to the expected result:

» illustrate_hold(a); eval(%);
a

o
If the option remember is given then MuPAD stores all results computed with
that procedure. These stored results can then be found in a table, the so called
remember table, which forms the fifth operand of a procedure.
MuPAD accesses values in the remember table direct1y. The values computed by
the procedure can be found in the remember table:

» sin_quad

:= proc(x)

option remember;
begin
float(sin(x)A2)
end_proc:

» sin_quad(3); sin_quad(PI); sin_quad(l.l);
0.1991485667e-l
0.0
0.7942505586
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»

op(sin_quad, 5);
table(
PI = 0.0,
3 = 0.1991485667e-1,
1.100000000 = 0.7942505586
)

Proeedures with side effeets, for example those using global variables, ean lead to
erroneous results if the option remember is used:
» Proc_with_side_effect := proc(i)
option remember;
begin

A*i
end_proc:
»

A := 15: Proc_with_side_effect(5);
75

»

A

:= 25: Proc_with_side_effect(5);

75
Values ean also be inserted in remember tables without using the option remember.
Of course, this meehanism ean also be used to insert absolute nonsense in the
remember tables, so that the entries have nothing to do with the algorithm used
in the proeedure body. If nonsense is entered in the remember table this is given
out in future ealls of the proeedure:
»

sin_quad(PI) := " wrong result": sin_quad(pI);
"wrong result"

If an argument has a value already assigned in the remember table, then any new
entry for that argument replaees the old one.

It should be mentioned that a funetional assignment to an unassigned identifier
leads to the ereation of a proeedure:
»

resetO:

»ff(i) := 23234;
23234

» ff;
proc
name ff;
option remember;
begin
procname( args( ) )
end_proc
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» op(ff, 5)j
table(
1

= 23234

)

This procedure then, apart from the single entry in the remember table, only
returns its evaluated argument:

» ff(z)j
ff(z)

» ff(1)

j

23234
In this case the option remember is set automatically.
A further possibility of defining procedures is given by the underline function
_procdef:

» f := _procdef«x, y), (a, b), hold, xAy, NIL, f)j
proc(x, y)
name fj
local a, b;
option hold;
begin
xAy
end_proc
However, the inexperienced user is warned against using this possibility. Generally
he should avoid using any underline function. A wrong use of these can, as we will
explain in section 2.16, lead to a breakdown of the system.
Procedures can call each other. Consider, for example, the following two procedures:

» f

:= proc(x)

begin
sin(x)
end_proc:

» fdiff := proc(x) local y;
begin
subs(diff(f(y), y), [y
end_proc:

= x])

The first computes the sine of its argument, whereas the second computes the
derivative of f at y and then replaces y with the argument passed to that procedure.
Here diff is the built-in differential function of MuPAD. As seen here the second
procedure calls the first one:

I:\!

B
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» fdiff(x);
COS(X)

» fdiff(1.5);
0.7073720166e-1
Within procedures the user can work with MuPAD data in the usual way. However,
there is one essential difference: generally, in procedures only a one-Ievel substitution takes place! By this behavior execution speed of procedures is increased
considerably. If other evaluation depths are desired, then this can be achieved by
an explicit use of the system function level or by redefining LEVEL within the
procedure:

» eval_1level := proc()
begin
a := b;
b .= C;
c := d;

a
end_proc:

» eval_1level();
b

If the same assignments are given interactively, then a complete evaluation takes
place:

» a

:= b:
d

b := c:

c := d:

a;

If, in the last procedure, a complete evaluation of the final a is desired then level
should be used:

» eval_all_level

proc()
begin

:=

a := b;
b := c;
c := d;

level(a)
end_proc:

» eval_all_level();
d

To facilitate programming MuPAD offers a wide variety of control structures.
Among them are:
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The if-statement:
if

< condition > then
< statement >

{ else

< statement > }
Example:
if a > 4 then a else 4 end_if

The for-loop :
for

< running index> from < begin> to < end>
{step < step-width >} do
< statement >

end_for
Example:
for i from 12 to 32 step 2 do a := (a, i) end_for

The while-loop :
while

< condition > do
< statement >

end_while
Example:
while a < 6 do a

.= a

+ 1 end_while

The repeat-statement :
repeat

< statement >
until < condition >
end_repeat
Example:
repeat a := a + 1 until a > 6 end_repeat
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In these tables all places where an entry has to be given are designated by pointed
brackets < > whereas the optional parts are marked by braces { }. If the commands
in these examples are executed then this leads to:

» a

:=

2: if a>4 then a else 4 end_if;

4

» a

:=

34: if a>4 then a else 4 end_if;

34

» a

:=

(beginning):

» for i from 12 to 32 step 2 do a

:= (a, i) end_for;
beginning, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32

» a := -3: while a<6 do a

:=

a + 1 end_while;

6

» a := -3: repeat a := a + 1 until a>6 end_repeat;
7

If the repeat-statement is used the execution runs through the body of the loop
at least once. This is because repeat executes its statement before the given
condition is checked.

The list of control structures given here is by no means complete, there are a number of modifications. In the if-statement we should mention the elif and in the
for-Ioop the user can use the downto instead of the to in order to count in the
opposite direction. Furthermore, instead of using an index, a for-statement can
be made to run through the range given by the operands of an expression.

The if-elif-statement :

< condition > then
< statement >
{elif < condition > then < statement > }
if

{further elif's}
{else
< statement >}

Example:
if a > 4 then a elif a < 3 then "hallo" else 4 end_if
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Tbe for-in-loop :
f or

< running index > in < expression > do
< statement >

end_for
Example:
for i in A*B*C do print(i

A2)

end_for

Tbe for-downto-loop :
for

< running index> from < Beginning >
downto < end > {step < stepwidtb >} do
< statement >

end_for
Example:
for i from 32 downto 12 step 2 do a := (a, i) end_for

Executing tbese examples results in:

» a

:= 11:

» if a < 4 then a elif a < 3 then "halloll else 4 end_if;
"hallo 11

» for i in A*B*C do print Ci A2) end_for;
A-2
B-2
C-2

» i := NIL: a := (beginning):

» for i from 32 downto 12 step 2 do a

:= (a, i) end_for;
beginning, 32, 30, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12

Witbin loops the special keywords break and next can be used in order to quit a
loop or to jump to tbe next execution witbin tbe same loop:

» for i from 1 to 30 do i; break end_for;
1

»

a

:= 2:
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» while a < 30 do a

0=

a+i; break end_while;

3

» a := 2:

» while a<7 do
a := a+1;
if a<5 then
next
end_if;
prmt Ia)
end_while;
5
6
7

The use of break leads to unconditionally quitting the loop and by use of next
all furt her statements within the actual loop are ignored and a jump to the next
execution takes place. Note that this implies updating the loop index and checking
for termination.
Within procedures the meaning of these keywords is similar:

» illustrate_break := proc(x)
begin
print(x);
break;
"hallo"
end_proc:

» illustrate_break(x);
x

A furt her useful programming construct is the case-statement. This is particularly
efficient because, contrary to a repeated if-statement, the expression used for the
comparison is evaluated only once.
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The case-statement :
case <expression>
of <comparison quantityl> do <statement L>;
{of < comparison quantity2> do <statement 2>j}
{further of's }
{otherwise <alternative statement >}
end_case
Example:
case a
of 1 do print(l);
of 2 do print(2);
of 3 do print(3)
otherwise print(Uno case U)
end_case

» illustrate_case

:= proc(a)
begin
case a
of 1 do print (1)
of 2 do print(2)
of 3 do print(3)
otherwise print(llno case ll )
end_case
end_proc:

» illustrate_case(5);
Uno case u
However, the following result might be surprising:

» illustrate_case(l);
1
2
3

llno case ll
But, this is confusing at first sight only. The effect of the case-statement is such,
that, after a first affirmative outcome of the comparison, the remaining statements
are carried out without any furt her comparisons. If this is not desired, then, each
statement must be followd by a break:
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» illustrate_case

:= proc(a)
begin
case a
of 1 do print(1)j break
of 2 do print(2)j break
o~ 3 do print(3)j break
otherwise print(" no case ll )
end_case
end_proc:

» illustrate_case(1)j
1

The keyword next can be used in exact1y the same way it is used in a loop. In
order to understand the effect of the keywords next and break the user should
look at the following example:

» probe

proc (a)
begin
case a
of 1 do
of 2 do
of 3 do
of 2 do
of 4 do
end_case
end_proc:

:=

print(
print(
print(
print(
print(

1
2
3
2
4

)j break
)j next
)
)j break
)

With different arguments the user obtains:

» probe(1)j
1

» probe(2)j
2
2

» probe(3)j
3
2

» probe(4)j
4

» probe(5)j
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Here, on evaluation of the break, the case-statement is quit. On evaluation of
next the remaining case-statemcnt is processed as if it were a new case-statcment.
If neither of the keywords break or next is used then the remaining statements
are executed without performing any comparisons.
Any case-statement can be replaced by a corresponding, logicallyequivalent ifstatement. For example:

» case_proc := proc (a)
begin
case a
of 0 do
of 1 do
of 2 do
of 3 do
end_case
end_proc:

0;
1;
2;
3;

break
break
break
break

is obviously equivalent to:

» if_proc

:= proc ( a )

begin
if a = 0 then

o
elif a

=1

then

=2

then

=3

then

1

elif a
2

elif a
3

end_if
end_proc:
Nevertheless, the case-statement should be, preferred, since it is executed much
faster.

2.12

Input, Output, Files and Text
For the control of output on the screen we are already acquainted with the environment variables TEXTWIDTH, PRETTY_PRINT, and the function print. Apart
from these, there are further functions providing more functionality with respect
to in- and output of files and for writing protocols of sessions. In this respect,
MuPAD offers a convenient variety of possibilities to the user.

If, during the execution of a program, a value is to be read, then this can be done
by use of the functions input or textinput:
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»

input (IIPlease, insert value for A", A);
Please, insert value for A» 1234:

» A;
1234
The use of input ("message" ,A) first prints the message on screen as output followed by a prompt. Until the input, which is required at this point, is terminated
the program stops. The interactive input is then assigned, as a value, to the identifier A. Input has to be ended by a colon or a semicolon and is terminated by either
<Return> or <Enter>, depending on the hardware platform. After termination
the program continues to work with this value assigned to the identifier A. The
function textinput has a similar function. Here, however, input is automatically
considered astring:
» textinput("Please insert string as value for B", B):
Please insert string as value for B»example string

» B;
"example string"
Again a prerecorded message is given as output and the input is assigned, as a
value to the identifier B. Since the input is automatically considered as astring,
no quotes need to be given. Quotes within a text are considered as characters,
therefore, they do not have to be masked by a backslash. Apart from the different
interpretation of the given input as astring, there is another slight difference in
the use of input and textinput. For the application of newlines in textinput,
<Return> and <Enter> are interpreted in the usual way, so they cannot be used
for termination of textual input. For this purpose <Ctrl-D> has to be given.
If text and data have to be read from files, the user can use the functions read,
finput and ftextinput. To store text, MuPAD data or the special M-code data
in files the functions protocol, write and fprint are provided:

»

A := 124: B := "hallo":

» write(Text, "filename", A, B);

»

A := 0;

o
» read("filename"): Ai
124
The function write writes into the file with the name given as astring in the
call of the write command; in this case the file with the name "filename". The
option Text ensures that the data are written in text format, without this option
another format, the so-called M-code ~ used. The command read reads MuPAD
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data from a file and executes it. So, in the example above, the variable A, although
a new value has been assigned to it in the meantime, has its original value again
after execution of the read command. The function ftextinput reads text line
by line. With these utilities the user can now easily write a procedure for reading
in a complete text, for example:

» readtext := proc(fname)
local fid, text, line;
begin
if args(O) <> 1 then
error(lI wrong no of args ll )
end_if;
if domtype(fname) <> DOM_STRING then
error("no filename")
end_if;
fid:= fopen(fname);
text:= ftextinput(fid);
if text = nullO then return ("11)
end_if;
while (line:= ftextinput(fid)) <> null() do
text:= text . "\n ll • line
end_while;
text
end_proc:

» readtext(

l I f i l e n a m e ll

)

;

IA:=hold(124):\nB:=hold(\lIhallo\II):"
This function, readtext, considers the file contents astring and returns it in
quotes. This also allows the user to see which form the data were saved in by
write. Interesting, at this point, is that all assignrnents, when written as text,
were saved with a hold. This hold ensures that the complete assignment structure
of a session is saved. The user should observe that write overwrites the contents
of the corresponding file. If data are to be appended to a file, then the user has to
proceed as described below. Instead of write, fprint can also be used. Then the
data are written in the file the same way as if they were printed on screen by use
of the print command. The command write is used to save the statc of variables
during a session, including the assignment structure, whereas fprint is used for
saving their value.
If Bin is given as the first parameter in write, or if there is only one parameter,

then the MuPAD data are saved as M-code. This code, although independent of
the hardware platform, preserves the internal tree structure of the data. When
reading such code with read or finput MuPAD automatically recognizes that
these data already reftect the tree structure and, therefore, need not be processed
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by the parser. In this case the reading of data is performed very quickly since
parsing and evaluation are unnecessary.
To protocol a session, the user has to save output and input on screen. To do this,
the system function protocol is used. By protocol("filename ll ) the session is
saved in a file with the name "filename".
The protocol is ended by giving either protocol () or protocol (lInewfile 11) . The
last command, however, results in a new protocol being written in lI newfile":

» protocol("newfile

ll

)

:

» "now do something with MuPADlI;
lInow do something with MuPAD"

» 2*8*9927726265;
158843620240

» protocolO:
» readtext(" newfile

ll

)

;

now do something with MuPAD\I;\n\" now do something with MuPAD\
\lI\n\n 2*8*9927726265;\n158843620240\n\n protocol():"
11

\"

» print(Unquoted,%);

lInow do something with MuPAD lI;
lInow do something with MuPAD lI
2*8*9927726265;
158843620240
protocolO:

Here we see that in general text is printed in the format of the data type string
with quotes marked by backslashes and linefeeds given as \n. However, in the
commands print and fprint this format can be avoided by using the option
Unquoted.
If the user wants to read data from a file,

finput("filename", identifier)
or
ftextinput ("filename", identifier)
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should be used instead of the functions input and textinput whieh were deseribed
above, The second parameter given here is the identifier to whieh the data are
going to be assigned. When these two funetions are used no message is given on
sereen. Again the function f input automatieally recognizes whether the data were
saved in M-eode or not.
Apart from this command, MuPAD possesses further possibilities of working with
files. These are given by the funetions fopen and fclose. fopen aceepts up to
three parameters. These ean oeeur in the following eombinations:
fopen(" newfile"):
fopen (" newfile 11 , Write):
fopen(tlnewfile", Append):
fopen(Bin, "newfile", Write):
fopen(Bin, "newfile", Append):
fopen(Text, "newfile", Write):
fopen(Text, "newfile", Append):
Ir exeeuted sueeessfully, l.e. if opening the file "newf i l e " was successful, the return
of this eommand is an integer> O. This number, the so-ealled file descriptor, ean
be used in subsequent eommands. The mode Write eauses the eorresponding
file to be overwritten, whereas Append adds to the eurrent eontents of that file.
Bin eauses data to be saved in M-eode. Ir instead of this Text is used then the
data are saved in text format, Ir only one parameter is given in fopen then the
eorresponding file ean only be read. In this ease MuPAD reeognizes if the data
are text or M-eode.
For proeessing text there are several functions:

» A := "This is a short textil;
"This is a short textil
» write(Text, "newfile", A);
» B := readtext("newfile"):

» B; print(Unquoted, B);
IA:=hold(\"This is a short text\"):"
A:=hold("This is a short textil):

» text2tbl (B, [" "]);
table(
l=IA:=hold(\IThis".
2=" ",

3="is",
4=" ",

5=l a " .
6=" ",

A
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7=11 short 11 ,
8=11 11,
9=lltext\Il):"
Here, the assignment to Awas written as a MuPAD datum into the file Il newfile ll.
Then, it was read in as astring by readtext and assigned to the identifier B. By
use of the conversion command text2tbl (text-to-table) the text was broken up
at the separation points defined in this command, here, at the blanks (11 "). The
resulting substrings were then written as entries in a table. From here furt her
processing of text pieces can take place. The system function text21ist works in
a similar way, but here the text sections are saved in a list instead of a table. The
function text21ist is usually faster than text2tbl. In these funct ions, several
separation marks can be given:

» text2tbl(B, [" ", "s"]);
table(
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

"A:=hold(\"Thi",
Il SIl,

""

" ",
"i",
"s",
"11

11 "
Il all,
11 "
1111 ,

"s",

14

"hort",
11 11 ,

15

"text\"):"

)

Here the user has the additional possibility of running through the separation
marks in a cycle. This means that separation marks, after having been used, can
only be used again after all the remaining marks have been used too:

» text2tbl (B, I" ", "rII] , Cyclic);
table(
IlA:=hold(\IlThis ll,
1
11 "
2
3

"Ls a sho ",

4

"r",

5

"t",

6

" 11 ,
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7 = "text\"):"
)

Text, which without quotes would be a meaningful MuPAD datum, is easily eonverted to such:

» text2expr("AA
AA := x+y

:=

X+yll);

text2expr does not evaluate the datum as ean be seen by:

» AA;
AA
For this purpose the user has to use an explicit eall of eval:

» eval(text2expr("AA
x+y

:=

X+y"»;

» AA;
x+y

2.13

Graphics
MuPAD has very eomfortable graphie faeilities. Plots neeessary for graphical
representation of mathematical objeets ean be obtained by working interactively
with the graphics tool VCam. There, as briefly deseribed in seetion 5.1.4 of this
tutorial, self explaining buttons and menus will easily and eomfortably navigate
even the less experieneed user. But every plot which ean be obtained interaetively,
ean also be achieved by ealling the eorresponding MuPAD eommands. These
eommands, as weIl as the different plot styles and options made available by the
MuPAD language, are illustrated in the following. We will not give a systematie
introduetion into this subjeet but rather prefer to present a variety of examples
instead.
To plot a eurve we use the plot2d eommand:

» plot2d(Axes = Origin, [Mode = Curve,
[u, sin(u)], u = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [40]
]) ;

where we have to specify the parametrization, the range of the chosen parameter
u and the number of points to be ealeulated (here 40). In future MuPAD releases
there will be other two dimensional graphie objects, therefore, the graphie eommand also needs the specifieation that the plot shall be a Curve under Mode. The
result of this plot eommand is:

A
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As normally done for univariate functions, the x-variable coincides with the curve
parameter. However, other parametrizations can also be chosen as seen by the
following plot of a spiral:

= Curve,
= [0, 2*PI],

» plot2d(Axes = Corner, [Mode
[u*cos(u), u*sin(u)], u
Grid = [40]
]) ;

Ifaxes are not desired, then, optionally, we can make the specification Axes
None:

= None,
[Mode = Curve,
[sin(u)*sin(2*u)*sin(3*u),
O.5*sin(4*u)*sin(5*u)*sin(6*u)],

» plot2d(Axes
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u = [0, 2*PI], Grid = [50], Smoothness
Style
[LinesPoints]

[5] ,

]) ;

In this example we have also become acquainted with a new style for the representation of curves, the [LinesPoints] style. Here the sampIe points are marked by
dots and are connected by straight lines. Depending on the curvature of the curve
the result of the linear interpolation might be not smooth enough. In this case
the parameter Smoothness can be set to an integer n ~ 1. Then n intermediate
points between two sam ple points are calculated and used for the interpolation of
these two sampIe points. As a result the curve will now be much smoother.
We can define the coordinates of Pascal's snail and parameter-dependent epicycles
with:

» pasca1_x

:= proc(a, 1, u)
begin
a*cos(u)-2 + l*cos(u):
end_proc:

pasca1_y := proc(a, 1, u)
begin
a*cos(u)*sin(u) + l*cos(u):
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end_proc:
epiz_x := proc(a, b, u)
begin
(a+b)*cos(U) - a*cos«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
epiz_y := proc(a, b, U)
begin
(a+b)*sin(u) + a*sin«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
MuPAD allows to plot several curves into the same window, for example as in:

» plot2d(Axes = Corner, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Curve,
[hold(pascal_x(1, 1, u»,
hold(pascal_y(1, 1, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI], Grid = [50],
Smoothness = [1],
Style = [Points]],
[Mode = Curve,
[hold(pascal_x(1.5, 1, u»,
hold(pascal_y(1.5, 1, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI], Grid = [50],
Smoothness = [1],
Style = [Lines]],
[Mode = Curve,
[hold(pascal_x(2, 1, u»,
hold (pascal_y (2 , 1, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI] , Grid = [50],
Smoothness = [1],
Style = [LinesPoints]
]) ;
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or as in:

= Curve,
[hold(epiz_x(0.2, 3, u»,
hold(epiz_y(0.2, 3, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI] , Grid = [50], Smoothness
[Mode = Curve,
[hold(epiz_x(0.6, 3, u»,
hold(epiz_y(0.6, 3, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI], Grid = [50], Smoothness
[Mode = Curve,
[hold(epiz_x(1.0, 3, u»,
hold(epiz_y(1.0, 3, u»],
u = [0, 2*PI], Grid = [50], Smoothness

» plot2d([Mode

]) ;

= [5]],

= [5]],

=

[5]
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For the second example we had to increase the Smoothness considerably in order
to give a correct representation of the points of return of the epicycles. Of course,
for different graphie objects different styles may be chosen. This can be seen in the
first of the two examples above, where three of the four available styles Points,
Lines, LinesPoints and Impulses were used.

As seen in the following plot of a damped oscillation with envelopes, explicitly
specifying the ticks by Ticks = 0 suppresses the marks at the axes by which the
plot is usually framed:

» plot2d(Axes
[Mode

= Corner, Ticks = 0,

= Curve,

[u,3*exp(-u/3)*sin(3*u)],
u = [0, 2*PI] , Grid = [50],
Smoothness = [1]],
[Mode = Curve,
[u,3*exp(-u/3)],
u = [0, 2*PI] , Grid = [50]],
[Mode = Curve,
[u, -3*exp(-u/3)],
u = [0, 2*PI] , Grid = [50]
]) ;
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MuPAD can also plot three-dimensional graphics, This is seen in the following examples whereby the first two represent soliton solutions of the nonlinear
Korteweg-de Vries equation, and where in the last a third dimension is added to
a family of epicycles:

» kdv := proc(u, v, c)
begin
e
:= exp(c*u -c
f
:= 1 + e;
fx
:= c*e;
fxx := c*fx;
3*(fxx/f - (fx/f)-2);
end_proc:

A3*v):

plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
Eu, v, hold (20*kdv(u, v, 3/5»],
u = [-10, 10], v = [-10, 10],
Grid = [40,30], Style = [HiddenLine, VLine]
]) ;
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» kdv

:= proc(u, v, cl, c2)
begin
el
:= exp(cl*u - cl-3*v)j
e2
:= exp(c2*u - c2-3*v)j
c12 := «cl - c2)/(cl + c2))-2j
e12 := c12*el*e2j
el +
e2 +
e12j
f
:= 1
+
fx:=
cl*el + c2*e2 +
(cl+c2)*e12;
fxx:=
cl-2*el + c2-2*e2 + (cl+c2)-2*e12j
3*(fxx/f - (fx/f)-2):
end_proc:

plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
Eu, v, hold (30*kdv(u, 2*v, 3/5, 2/5))],
u = [-30,30], v = [-25,25],
Grid = [40, 40], Smoothness = [1, 0],
Style = [HiddenLine, VLine]
])j
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» epiz_x := proc(a, b, u)
begin
(a+b)*cos(u) - a*cos«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
epiz_y := proc(a, b, u)
begin
(a+b)*sin(u) + a*sin«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
[sin(v)*hold(epiz_x(l, 3, u)),
sin(v)*hold(epiz_y(l, 3, u)),
2*v] ,
u = [0, 2*PI] , v = [0, PI], Grid = [50,20],
Smoothness = [1, 1],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;
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There is one point the user will have discovered, namely the fact that in order to
prevent premature evaluation in the plot command, functions passed to the plot
command are surrounded by a hold. While this is not really necessary for most of
the examples in this section, it is very important for getting the correct plots for
the imaginary part of the arcsine (see page 80) and for the real part of the arcsine
(see page 81).
Of course, for three-dimensional objects we have to make the specification more
detailed. Let us have a closer look:

» epiz_x := proc(a, b, u)
begin
(a+b)*cos(u) - a*cos«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
epiz_y := proc(a, b, u)
begin
(a+b)*sin(u) + a*sin«a+b)*u/a):
end_proc:
plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
[v/3*hold(epiz_x(1, 3, u»,
v/3*hold(epiz_y(1, 3, u»,
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vl ,

u = [0, 2*PI], v = [-3,3], Grid
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]

[50, 20],

]) ;

The user has to specify the Mode, which now allows the choice between more
options than in the two-dimensional case. Furtherrnore, additional style options
are available, and Smoothness and Grid can now be distinguished for the two
different directions in the parameter space. Here we have plotted a surface Mode
= Surface with the style option Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]. By Axes = Box
the axes were specified in such a way that the graphie is enclosed in a neat box.
Using the additional option Mesh, we required that both parameter lines had to
be drawn. The different Mesh styles are illustrated by three spheres:
»

sphere_x := proc(u, v)
begin
sin(u)*cos(v):
end_proc:
sphere_y := proc(u, v)
begin

A
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sin(u)*sin(v):
end_proc:
sphere_z := proc(u,
begin
COS(U):
end_proc:

V)

plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
Title = "Different Mesh Styles",
[Mode = Surface,
[3*hold(sphere_x(u, v»,
3*hold(sphere_y(u, v»,
3*hold(sphere_z(u, v»],
u = [PI/2, PI], v = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [20,30], Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]],
[Mode = Surface,
[2*hold(sphere_x(u, v»,
2*hold(sphere_y(u, v»,
2*hold(sphere_z(u, v»],
u = [0, PI], v = [0, PI],
Grid = [20, 20], Style = [HiddenLine, VLine]],
[Mode = Surface,
[hold (sphere_x(u, v»,
hold(sphere_y(u, v»,
hold(sphere_z(u, v»],
u = [0, PI], v = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [20,20], Style = [HiddenLine, ULine]
]) ;
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In three dimensions we can also draw Curves instead of Surfaces. For example
the following curve plotted with the option Style = [Impulses], a style which is
also available for two-dimensional plots.

» plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Curve,
[u, u, sin(u)],
u = [-3.0,3.0], Grid = [50],
Smoothness = [2], Style = [Impulses]
])j
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The different styles Points, Lines, LinesPoints and Impulses for curves are all
combined in the following single plot:

» plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
Title = "Different Curve Styles",
[Mode = Curve,
[u, -PI, sin(u)], u = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [50], Style = [Points]],
[Mode = Curve,
[u, -PI/3, sin(u)], u = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [50], Style = [Lines]],
[Mode = Curve,
[u, PI/3, sin(u)], u = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [50], Style = [LinesPoints]],
[Mode = Curve,
[u, PI, sin(u)], u = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [50], Style = [Impulses]
]) ;
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If no styles are specified then all parameter lines are drawn and a WireFrame
representation is used instead of HiddenLine:

» plot3d(Axes = Corner, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
[u, v, 0.5*sin(u-2 + v-2)] ,
u = [0, PI], v = [0, PI],
Grid = [30, 30]
]) ;
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In three dimensions parametrie surface plots are also possible:

» plot3d(Axes = None, Scaling = UnConstrained,
[Mode = Surface,
[u*cos(v)*sin(u), u*cos(u)*cos(v), -u*sin(v)],
u = [0, 3*PI] , v = [0, PI],
Grid = [20,20], Smoothness = [2, 0],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;
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In the preceding plot the surrounding axes were prevented by Axes
None and
an unrestrained scaling was allowed, which means that a scaling can be performed
to make optimal use of the drawing window.

Of course, the HiddenLine style is also available for parametric surface plots:

= None,
[Mode = Surface,
[(1.2)ftv*sin(u)ft2*cos(v),
(1.2)ftv*sin(u)*cos(u),
(1.2)ft v*sin(u) ft2*sin(v)],
u = [0, PI], v = [-1, 2*PI] ,
Grid = [30, 30],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]

» plot3d(Axes

]) ;

When no specification for the axes is made then ticked three dimensional coordinate axes are automatically drawn in one corner of the plot:

» plot3d([Mode

= Surface,
[u, v , sin(u*v)],

u = [-PI, PI], v = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [35,35],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]

]) ;
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We conclude this section with some further examples, so that the reader can study
the effect of the different MuPAD options available in three dimensional plotting
for himself.

Parametrie surface plot of the sine of the radius:

» x := proc(u, v)
begin
v*sin(u):
end_proc:
y := proc(u, v)
begin
v*cos(u):
end_proc:
z := proc(u, v)
begin
1.5*sin(v):
end_proc:
plot3d(Scaling = UnConstrained,
[Mode = Surface ,
[hold(x(u, v», hold(y(u, v», hold(z(u, v»],
u = [0, 2*PI] , v = [0, 3*PI] , Grid = [40,40]
]) ;
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Fo u r d iffe re nt s u r fa cc s co m bined in o n e pl o t:

» plot3d ( Axe s

= Box , Ticks = 0 ,
CameraPo int = [- 3. 6, - 4 . 9, 2 .6] .
[Mode = Surf ace .
[u , v , u -2], u = [-I , 1], v

=

[-1, - 0 . 5],

Gr i d = [30, 2] , Sty le = [Hi ddenLine , Hesh]

i.
[Mode

= Sur face ,
[u , v, u - 3], u = [- I , 1], v = [-0 . 5 , 0],

Gr id = [30, 2], Style = [Hi ddenLine, Hesh]

i.
[Mode

= Surf ace ,
[u , v , u-4], u = [- 1, 1], v = [0 , 0 .5],

Gri d

= [30 ,

2], Styl e

= [Hi ddenLine ,

Hesh]

i.
[Mode

=

Surf ace ,

[u , v , u AS] , u = [ - 1 , 1]. v = [ 0 . 5 , 1],

Gr id
J);

= [30 ,

2] , St yl e

= [H i ddenLine ,

Hesh]
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The imaginary part of the arcsine:

» imaginary := proc(c)
begin
if domtype(c) = DOM_COMPLEX
then
op(c, 2):
else
0:

end_if:
end_proc:
plot3d(Axes = None, Scaling = UnConstrained,
[Mode = Surface,
[u, v, hold(imaginary(asin(u+v*I»)],
u = [-4,4], v = [-4,4],
Grid = [30, 30],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;
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The real part of the arcsine:

» real

:= proc(c)
begin
if domtype(c)
then

= DOM_COMPLEX

op Cc , 1):

else
0:

end_if:
end_proc:
plot3d(Axes = None, Scaling = UnConstrained,
[Mode = Surface,
[u, v, hold(real(asin(u+v*I»)],
u = [-4, 4], v = [-4, 4],

Grid = [30, 30],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;
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Plot of a minimal surface:

» plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode = Surface,
[(3*u+3*u*v~2-u·3),

(3*v+3*u~2*v-v·3),
3*u~2-3*v·2],

u = [-1.5, 1.5], v = [-1.5, 1.5],
Grid = [30, 30],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;

The difference made by smoothness:

» plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
CameraPoint = [0, 10,4],
[Mode = Surf ace ,
[1.2+sin(u)*cos(v), sin(u)*sin(v), cos(u)],
u = [0, PI], v = [-PI, PI],
Grid = [20, 15],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
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],

[Mode

= Surface,
[-1.2+sin(u)*cos(v), sin(u)*sin(v), cos(u)],
u

= [0,

PI], v

= [-PI,

PI],

Grid = [20, 15], Smoothness
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]

=

]) ;

The wavy iterated sine:

» plot3d(Axes = Box, Ticks = 0,
[Mode

= Surface,
[u, v, sin(u + sin(v»],
u

= [-PI, PI],

v

= [-PI, PI],

Grid = [30, 30],
Style = [HiddenLine, Mesh]
]) ;

[0,2],
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Errors and Debugger
In the interactive mode the most common error is that MuPAD is in astate where
the system apparently does not react to input. The reason for this is that a bracket
which has been opened has not yet been closed:

» reset 0 :
»

(1;

»

2;

» "What shall I do, MuPAD is not responding?lI;
» IITry with input of a bracket 11 ;
» "Now a sine-function and then a bracket";
» sin(3.5);

» );
-0.3507832276
Here the input of one or more right hand brackets helps to leave this confusing
state. A similar phenomenon occurs if a procedure has been opened but not closed
with end_proc:
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»

F := proc() local i; option remember; begin procname(args());

» 3;
» 4;
» end_proc;
proc()
name F;
local i;
option remember;
begin
procname(args());
3;
4
end_proc
The elimination of errors in user defined procedures is more difficult. For this
purpose, MuPAD is provided with a convenient debugger. The appearance of the
window based debugger interface depends on the operating system of the chosen
hardware. However, the basic routines of the debugger are realized in the MuPAD
kernel so, it is not surprising that there also is a pure terminal version of the
debugger. Here is abrief introduction to this terminal version.
In the first example we shall ascertain a statement which generates a runtime
error. The procedure minus_list describes an operation for lists which is analog to
performing the difference operation for sets. For better reference we have numbered
the lines of this program:
»minus_list := proc(list1, list2)
local i, j;
begin
for i from 1 to nops(list1) do
for j from 1 to nops(list2) do
if list1[i] = list2[j] then
list1[i] := NIL;
end_if
end_for
end_for;
list1
end_proc:

#
#
#

#
#

1 #

2 #
3 #

4 #
5 #

# 6 #
# 7 #
# 8 #
# 9 #
# 10 #
# 11 #

# 12 #

»minus_list([a,c,b], [b,a]);
Error: Invalid index [list]
To find the error we start the debug version of MuPAD by calling either mupad
-g on UNIX level or by the corresponding choice in the debug menu on the Macintosh, Both calls result in a standard MuPAD window to be opened. The only
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difference is that now, when reading files, additional information is generated.
MuPAD not only memorizes which file contains which prograrn, but also the Une
numbers of the corresponding program lines, since the debugger works Une oriented. So, in order to use the debugger, procedures should be saved in Une format.
Now the file "tutorial" which contains the erroneous program should be read in:
» read("tutorial"):
By using the debug command the error shall be detected:
» debug(minus_list([a,c,b],[b,a]»:
Enter procedure <minus_list>.
args = [a, c, b], [b, a],
proc depth = 1
Stop at line <4> in file <tutorial>.
MuPAD has now changed to the debug mode which is marked by the new prompt
symbol mdx>. By calling c, the abbreviation for continue, we can run through
the program until the error occurs:
mdx>c
Error: Invalid index [list]
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
In Une 6, during the evaluation of a Boolean expression, a runtime error is generated. The reason for this is, that here we performed an invalid access to one of the
lists. By using the command p (print) we can monitor the values of the indices i
and j:
mdx>p i, j
i,j

2, 2

mdx>p listl, list2
listl, list2 = [ c], [b, a]
Thus we see, that calling listl [3] generated the runtime error. The question,
however, still remains as to why the index i in the for-loop has been set to the
value 3 at all, because nops(list1) should have given 1:
mdx>p nops(listl)
nops(listl) = 1
In order to monitor the steps of the evaluation we leave the procedure execution
with q (quit) and repeat the program execution. Now we can follow its execution
step-by-step:
mdx>q
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» debug(minus_list([a,c,b],[b,a]»:
Enter procedure <minus_list>.
args = [a, c, b], [b, a],
proc depth = 1
Stop at line <4> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <5> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <7> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <5> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <7> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>s
Error: Invalid index [list]
Stop at line <6> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>
On taking a better look at the numbered lines the user ean see that line 4, i.e.
the head of the external for-loop, is only exeeuted onee, whereas the body of the
loop was executed two times. This eorresponds to the internal evaluation of the
for-Ioop, and it is precisely here that the error in the program minus_list is to
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be found. The head, in partieular nops (list1), is only evaluated once. Thus,
when the value of list1 or the number of elements in list1, is ehanged, this
has no influenee on the range of the loop. This range remains unehanged. Hut,
sinee in the above example list1 beeame smaller whenever an element of list1
was eontained in list2, an error with respeet to the index was the inevitable
eonsequenee.
The eorrect program should read as folIows:

» minus_list := proc(list1, list2)
local i, j, offsetj
begin
offset := Oj
for i from 1 to nops(list1) do
for j from 1 to nops(list2) do
if list1[i-offset] = list2[j] then
list1[i-offset] := NILj
offset := offset + 1;
break
end_if
end_for
end_for;
list1
end_proc:
In the seeond example other debugger eommands shall be illustrated. We will
eonsider the proeedure:

» mistake:= proc(n)
local a, b, c;
begin
n;
nops_own(sin(x»;
c:=(12*n;float(PI)*n;144);
a:=last(2);
b:=last(3);
a*b
end_proc:

#112#
#113#
#114#
#115#
#116#
#117#
#118#
#119#
#120#
#121#

In this proeedure the argument is evaluated and the number of operands, including
the zero operand, of sin(x) is determined by the user defined proeedure nops_own.
After that, a rather senseless statement is exeeuted. After aceessing the seeondlast operand twice, i.e. the result of the call nops_own(sin(x» , the square of
this operand is calculated. Therefore the result of mistake, independent of the
parameter n, will always be 4, and the values of the variables a and b will always
be 2. Surprisingly, we obtain:
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» mistake(12);
20736
Therefore, there must be amistake somewhere which can be found by use of the
debugger. For this purpose the debug version of MuPAD is started again and,
to locate the error, the file "tnrtord.af," is read in which contains the erroneous
program:
» read("tutorial"):
» debug(mistake(12»;
Enter procedure <mistake>.
args = 12,
proc depth = 1
Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> n
Stop at line <116> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> n
Stop at line <117> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> n
Stop at line <118> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> q

»
The debugger yields information about the corresponding position within the file
under consideration. On input of n (abbreviation for next) MuPAD goes to the
next line. The debug mode can be left at any time by use of q (quit). This returns
us to the usual MuPAD surface. The command n always goes to the next line of
the program under investigation. The line structure of other procedures called
from the procedure under consideration, in this case nops_own, does not enter this
line count. If the user wants to work step-by-step through these other programs
then s (step) should be used instead:
» debug(mistake(12»;

Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
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mdx> s
Stop at line <116> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> s
Enter procedure <nops_own>
from line <116> in file <tutorial>.
args = sin( x ),
proc depth = 2
Stop at line <47> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> q

»
In this ease information about user defined proeedures aceessed from the proeedure
under consideration is available.
However, it is rather boring to run step-by-step through proeedures in big program
packages. In this ease breakpoints are preferred.
» debug(mistake(12»;
Enter procedure <mistake>.
args = 12,
proc depth = 1

Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> S "tutorial" 118
mdx>c
Stop at line <118> in file <tutorial>.
mdx>c
Execution completed.
20736
With c (continue) the user immediately proeeeds to the next breakpoint, here to
line 118 whieh was created by the eommand S "tutorial" 118.
In this example running step-by-step through the proeedure has not yet resulted
in useful information about the eause of the error. To obtain such information the
user needs to monitor the variables. This is done by the eommand D (Display),
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followed by the identifiers to be monitored. Monitoring of global, as well as local,
variables, is possible:
» debug(mistake(12»;
Enter procedure <mistake>.
args = 12,
proc depth = 1

Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> c
Stop at line <118> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> D a c
a
c

=

a

= 144

mdx> n
Stop at line <119> in file <tutorial>.
a = 144
c = 144
mdx> n
Stop at line <120> in file <tutorial>.
a = 144
c = 144
mdx> n
Stop at line <121> in file <tutorial>.
a = 144
c = 144
mdx> n
Execution completed.
20736
Here, the user can see that the display command results in the printing of the
variables under consideration at each Stop.
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In the meantime the reader must certainly have noticed that there is amistake at
the position of the last-assignment to a, Therefore, we should test to see if the
program works correct1y if a attains its correct value. To try this we need to change
the value of a interactively during adebug run, so that the remaining statements
are executed with the corrected value of a. To perform this value change we have
the Execute-command e:
» debug(mistake(12»;
Enter procedure <mistake>.
args = 12,
proc depth = 1
Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> c
Stop at line <118> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> n
Stop at line <119> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> e a:=12; b:=12;
mdx>p a, b
a, b = 12, 12
mdx>c
Execution completed.
1728
In this case the value 12 was assigned to aas well as to band then the computation
was continued.
Unfortunately even this correction did not have the desired result. So something
must be wrong with the assignment to b, In order to correct that, we make some
improvements in the file "tutorial" and read in this file anew. This results in
warnings which indicate that procedures and MuPAD data were overwritten:
» read(lItutorial ll ) :
Warning: Overwrite definition of procedure <minus_list>,
line <1>, file <tutorial>.
New definition: line <1>, file <tutorial>
Warning: Overwrite definition of procedure <fct>,
line <25>, file <tutorial>.
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New definition: line <25>, file <tutorial>
Warning: Overwrite definition of procedure <FUNC>,
line <15>, file <tutorial>.
New definition: line <15>, file <tutorial>
Warning: Overwrite definition of procedure <nops_own>,
line <45>, file <tutorial>.
New definition: line <45>, file <tutorial>

Ir the user wants to get rid of breakpoints then the command C (Clear) should be
used:
» debug(mistake(12»;
Enter procedure <mistake>.
args = 12,
proc depth = 1
Stop at line <115> in file <tutorial>.
mdx> C "tutorial" 118
mdx> c
Execution completed.

20736
The next continue disregards this breakpoint and completes the execution of the
program without stopping.
With respect to the program error we have not yet found out why the assignments
did not have the desired effect. The reason for this is that we have not yet completely understood the interplay between statement sequences and the function
last.
In order to understand the error in the procedure mistake the user should note
that the value of an expression sequence, consisting of statements, is indeed the
value of the last statement:

» bool«2; 4; 7)=7);
TRUE

But, nevertheless, the function last counts all statements which were executed in
this sequence:

»
4

(2; 3; 4);

A
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» print(%, %2, %3);
4, 3, 2
It is not always worthwhile to work with the debugger. If a procedure only consists
of a few lines then it is easily analyzed by increasing the depth of output. In this
case intermediate results are also printed:

» PRINTLEVEL := 40:
» mistake(12);
12
2
2

144
3.769911184e1
144
c:=144
a:=144
b:=144
20736
20736
Here the user sees that something must be wrong with the assignments to a and
b.
Users of MuPAD versions 1.0 or 1.1 should observe that there is a systematic bug in
the debugger. There, the generation of additional information for procedures leads
to the creation of new operands. Thus, in these MuPAD versions, the debugger
should not be used to debug procedures performing program manipulation. This
bug has been abolished in subsequent versions.

2.15

The Profiler
In order to analyse the runtime behavior of a program in detail it is necessary
to protocol the runtimes of the procedures it calls, The number of procedure
calls gives furt her information about the program behavior. With the help of this
information, time-critical or runtime-intensive parts of prograrns can be identified.
Now the user can easily detect which parts of the program need to be optimized
in order to shorten the total runtime. The testing of the efficiency of the option
remember in a procedure, which is often used for runtime optimization, is a further
feature of the runtime analysis of a program.
By using the command profile(statement) the runtime protocol of a program
statement is shown on the monitor. The profile of the following prograrn, which
calculates the n-th Fibonacci number, shows the structure of a run time protocol:

» resetO:
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» fibl:=proc(n)
begin
if n<2 then n else fibl(n-l)+fibl(n-2) end_if:
end_proc:
»

profile(fibl(10»;

Total time: 200 ms
fib1: 100 1. 200 ms total 177 call(s) 0 lookup(s) 1.1 ms/call
<fibl> calls
fib1 : 176 time(s)
The ealeulation of the 10th Fibonacci number takes 200ms. As in this example the
program eonsists of only one proeedure fib1 the total runtime is also the runtime
of the proeedure. The runtime of fib1 is therefore 100% of the total runtime.
The proeedure fibl was ealled 177 times. The mean runtime (arithmetieal mean)
per eall of fib1 is 1.1ms. The seeond part of the protoeol shows for each ealled
proeedure < proc > the proeedures whieh were direct1y ealled in < proc ». In
additon the amount of ealls is noted. The output above shows that the procedure
fib1 ealls itself recursively.

» fib2:=proc(n)
option remember;
begin
if n<2 then n else fib2(n-1)+fib2(n-2) end_if:
end_proc:
» profile(fib2(10»;
Total time: 20 ms
fib2: 100 1. 20 ms total 19 call(s) 8 lookup(s) 1.0 ms/call
<fib2> calls
fib2 : 18 time(s)
In contrast to the proeedure fibl fib2 uses the option remember. Now only 19
ealls of fib2 are neeessary to ealculate the 10th Fibonacci number. Eight of these
ealls ealculated their solutions by looking them up in thc remember table and not
by executing the proeedure body.
To illustrate this further here is a more eomplieated exarnple. The matehing of
the bipartite graph whieh eonsists of the node set V U U and the edge set EDGE
is to be ealculated. The corresponding prograrn ean be found in seetion 3.2.5.2.
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» V:={v1.v2.v3.v4.v5.v6}:
U:={u1.u2.u3.u4.u5.u6}:
EDGE:={[v1,u1]. [v1.u2]. [v1,u4]. [v2,u2], [v2.u6]. [v3.u2].
[v3,u3]. [v4.u3]. [v4.u5]. [v4.u6], [v5.u3]. [v5.u4].
[v5,u5]. [v5.u6]. [v6,u2]. [v6.u5]}:

» profile(bipartite_matching(V. U, EDGE»;
Total time: 340 ms

-----------------build_A

47.0 %160 ms total 7
22.8 ms/call
loop
20.5 % 70 ms total 7
10.0 ms/call
build_Q
14.7 % 50 ms total 7
7.1 ms/call
augment
8.8 % 30 ms total 8
3.7 ms/call
bipartite_matching: 5.8 % 20 ms total 1
20.0 ms/call
init
2.9 % 10 ms total 7
1.4 ms/call

call(s)

o lookup(s)

call(s)

o lookup(s)

call(s)

o lookup(s)

call(s)

o lookup(s)

call(s)

o lookup(s)

call(s)

o lookup(s)

<loop> calls
init
6 time(s)
augment : 6 time(s)
<bipartite_matching> calls
init : 1 time(s)
<augment> calls
augment : 2 time(s)
<init> calls
loop
7 time(s)
build_Q : 7 time(s)
build_A : 7 time(s)
Only user defined procedures, not system functions are protocolled. If system
functions need to be protocolled a runtime protocol can be obtained by simply
re-defining system functions as procedures.
This shall be illustrated on the heuristic algorithm for calculating the greatest common divisor of two simple polynomials with integer coefficients. The corresponding
program can be found in section 3.2.2.1.
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» a ::::: poly(
A5

A4*y*z

9*x + 2*x
- 189*x
42*x
+ 26*x
39*x*y*z + 4*x*y*z + 6,
A2*y A4*z A2

A3*y A3*z

A2*y A2*z A3

A3*y*z A2

+ 117*x

+ 18*x

A2

- 63*x*y

+ 3*x
A3*z

A3

-

+

A2

[x , y, z]
) :

b ::::: poly(
6*x - 126*x
+ 78*x
+ x
+ x
+ 13*x
21*x
- 21*x
+ 13*x
+ 13*x
21*x*y
+ 13*x*y*z
+ 2*x*y + 2*x*z + 2,
[x,y, z]
A6

A4*y*z A2

A4*y A3*z

A2*y A4*z

A2*y A3*z A2

A3*z

A4*y

A4*z

A2*y A2*z A2

A3

A2*y*z A3

-

A2

):

» profile(heu_gcd(a, b»;
Total time: 140 ms
heu_gcd: 99.9 % 140 ms total 3 call(s) 0 lookup(s) 46.6 ms/call
<heu_gcd> calls
heu_gcd : 2 time(s)
To examine the runtime in more detail the system functions igcd, genpoly and
evalp shall also be protocolled.

» igcd_sys ::::: igcd:
igcd ::::: proc() begin igcd_sys(args(» end_proc:
genpoly_sys ::::: genpoly:
genpoly ::::: proc() begin genpoly_sys(args(» end_proc:
evalp_sys ::::: evalp:
evalp ::::: proc() begin evalp_sys (args(» end_proc:
» profile(heu_gcd(a, b»;
Total time: 150 ms

-----------------heu_gcd: 53.3 % 80 ms
evalp
39.9 % 60 ms
genpoly: 6.6 % 10 ms
igcd
0.0 % o ms
<heu_gcd> calls
genpoly 3 time(s)
evalp
: 4 time(s)

total
total
total
total

3
6
3
1

call(s)
call(s)
call(s)
call(s)

o lookup(s)
o lookup(s)
o lookup(s)
o lookup(s)

26.6 ms/call
10.0 ms/call
3.3 ms/call
0.0 ms/call
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1 time(s)
2 time(s)
<igcd> calls
evalp : 2 time(s)
One more comment about call graphs: At first sight the statement that the procedure igcd calls evalp seems to be incorrect. However, the evaluation of an
argument procedure is considered as part of the procedure execution in MuPAD,
therefore, the statement above is true, as igcd(evalp(a,x=xv), evalp(b ,x=xv»
is carried out.

2.16

Underline Functions
The MuPAD kernel contains a number of functions not usually accessed by a
function call but rather by some kind of operational notation. For example *,
+ , -, or break or the case-statement, to name but a few. All these have a
functional equivalent. For + we have already seen that the functional equivalent
is _plus. This is also the case with all other operators. There are internal system
functions which can be used instead of these. These system functions are the socalled underline functions. Their name is explained by the fact that they all start
with an underline <_).
A list of existing underline functions is easily obtained by use of the function
get_ufunc which can be found in the file "tutorial":

» resetO:
» get_ufunc 0 j
[_for_in_par, _repeat, _fconcat, _mod, _case, _seqgen, _if,
_union, _assign, _div, _less, _procdef, _stmtseq, _unequal,
_minus, _power, _for, _index, _equal, _while, _and, _for_par,
_leequal, _next, _for_down, _concat, _break, _intersect,
_parbegin, _mult, _quit, _plus, _not, _for_in, _exprseq,
_seqbegin, _or, _range]
Among these underline functions, which are equivalents of the basic building blocks
for programming, the user finds the for-loop, the commands break and next and
the logic operators and, or etc.
The user has direct access to these underline functions, for example instead of
a+b he can use _plus(a, b) or instead of A := 12 the same result is achieved by
_assign(A, 12):

» _plus(a, b)j
a+b
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» _assign(A, 12): A;
12
Similarly, the user can access control structures. For example, in order to find the
functional equivalent of the following for-statement
for a from 2 to 8 do print(a) end_for;
The best way to analyze this statement is by using op. To prevent evaluation a
hold is necessary:

» op(hold«for a from 2 to 8 do print(a) end_for», 0);
_for

» op(hold«for a from 2 to 8 do print(a) end_for»);
a, 2, 8, NIL, print(a)
The first output, _for, yields the name of the functional equivalent, and in the
second output we find the operands to be inserted in this function, here a, 2,
8, NIL, print (a), The NIL here represents the missing specification of the step
width. If all these operands are inserted in the underline function _for, then this
leads to the same result as the original for-statement:

» _for(a, 2, 8, NIL, print(a»;
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

However, it is strongly recommended not to use these underline functions. These
are only an additional tool for the very experienced MuPAD programmer. Contrary to other functions, when working with underline functions, MuPAD only
performs a restricted semantic check of the operands:

» 12

:= 24;
Syntax Error: Unexpected symbol in aasignment

12 := 24;

» _assign(12, 24);
Error: Invalid left hand aide
In the first casc, by checking the syntax, MuPAD's parser detected that this cannot
be a reasonable assignment. In thc second case such acheck by the parser did not
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take place, and the error was only detected when the assignment was carried out.
In this case, no problems were caused. However, if we cal1 _assign (A), i.e. a call
instead on an assign function with only one argument, a system breakdown is the
result.
A furt her warning is necessary, because manipulation of the underline function
can change the system beyond recognition:

» _plus := _power:

» 2+10;
1024
MuPAD is however, still able to add numbers, but by the assignment _plus :=
_power the operation _power has replaced the usual operation _plus, thus the
result of 2+10 is 2 to the power 10. Although the redefinition of system functions
with the underline function is dangerous, it is nevertheless a powerful tool for the
experienced programmer. By the way, these redefinitions can also be performed
locally:

» resetO:
» plus_localnew := proc(a, b)
local _plus;
begin
_plus .= _multi
a+b
end_proc:

» plus_localnew(12, 12);
144

» 12+12;
24
One advantage in using underline functions is that these constitute efficient means
for brief and concise programming. For example, the following program for the
computation of the arithmetic sum of count elements with the starting point start
and step width step:

» arithm_series := proc(start, stepp, count)
local i;
begin
_plus(start+i*stepp $ i=O.. (count-1»
end_proc:

» arithm_series(2, 3, 2);
7
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Functional Environments
MuPAD's programming language has a similar syntax to Pascal. However, all
statements and expressions are represented functionally. Functions and their associated objects are stored in the form of this functional representation. Generally,
a function is represented by an identifier or a so-called functional environment. If
the representation is carried out by an identifier then, in nearly all cases, this has
a functional environment assigned to it.
The data type DOM_FUNC_ENV is used to store the functional environments.
The relevant data structure has three entries. The first two can be of any type.
However, in most cases these are objects of the data type DOM_EXEC, DOM_
PROC or DOM_EXT. The third entry is either empty or it contains a table.
In the use of the functional environments two situations can be distinguished from
one another. If they appear in an expression (data type DOM_EXPR) as the
zero operand then they determine the evaluation and the output of the functional
expression. The evaluation is determined by the first operand. The second operand
determines the output functionality. In all other cases the functional environments
play no special roles, i.e, they are treated as usual objects. In the following we
would like to demonstrate by some examples how functional environments can be
used.
All MuPAD constructs are internally represented by functional environments.
Therefore, these are themselves absolutely normal data which are available to the
user. The experienced programmer has the opportunity of adapting the system
to his requirements by selective manipulation of these functional environments.
However, for the inexperienced MuPAD user it is urgently recommended not to
manipulate the functional environments: A number of system breakdowns may be
the consequence of careless manipulation.
As the first example we shalllook at one such functional environment:

» opLexprseq);
_exprseq, _exprseq, table("type"="_exprseq")
The first two operands are the so-called executables (data type DOM_EXEC).
The first one is responsible for the evaluation of the functional environment and
consists of four operands.

» op(op(_exprseq, 1»;
55, NIL, "_exprseq", NIL
The first is a natural number and is a reference to an internal C routine. The
second operand is either empty DOM_NIL or a natural number which is also a
reference to a C routine neccessary for evaluation. The third operand is a character
string giving the name of the function and the fourth is either empty or contains
a remember table for the funetion.
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The second DOM_EXEC object also contains four operands and is responsible for
output.

» op (op (_exprseq, 2»j
51, 2,

11,

11,

lI_exprseqll

The first operand is once again a number which refers to an internal C routine.
The second one is a number which determines the binding priority of the output.
If this value is changed it inßuences the brackets in the output. The third operand
contains a symbol for the output in operator style and the final operand contains
a character string for the functional output.
If, for example, the user is uncomfortable with the fact that the elements of an
expression sequence are seperated by a comma instead of the word Seperator,
this can be changed at will:

» _exprseq

:= func_env(built_in(55,

built_in(51, 2,

NIL, lI_exprse qll, NIL),
11

Separator

11,

lI_exprseqll),

NIL):
Firstly, a new functional environment is created by using the functions func_env
and built_in. To do this we copied the neccessary entries from above and assigned
them to _exprseq. Since internally the functional environment for expression
sequences (the comma operator) is accessed via the identifier _exprseq, this new
functional environment is automatically used in the following:

» (a, b, c, (d, k»;
aSeparator b Separator c Separator d Separator k
Due to the fact that the numbers of the internal C routines are difficult to remember, the user can achieve this effect in a more concise (and elegant) way by
selective manipulation of the already present functional environment:

» _exprseq

:= sUbsopCexprseq, [2,3] =

11,

"):

By the selective manipulation of the operator symbol we have succeeded. in restoring the former appearence of expression sequences.

» (a, b, c, (d, k»;
a, b , c, d, k

Instead of changing one single entry in an existing DOM_EXEC element the user
can replace the operand responsible for output. To demonstrate this we shall
consider the absolute value function abs:

» abs(2)j abs(a)j
2
abs Ca)
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Now we want to change the output so that a non-evaluable call abs (a), e.g. a call
with a non-numerical argument a, displays the symbol I a I on the screen. As we
already know the second operand of the functional environment is responsible for
output, so we will have to modify it. For this purpose we shall write a function
that returns its argument enclosed in the absolute value sign:

»

f

:= proc(x)

local h;
begin
h := expr2text(op(x,1»;

111 lI.h.

1I

111;

end_proc:
Now we can substitute the second operand in the functional environment of abs
by this procedure:

» abs

:= subsop(abs, 2 = f):

The following example shows that these few commands have had the desired effect:

» abs(l); abs(-2); abs(a); abs(x+y);
1
2

I a I
I x+y I
Only the output is affected by these changes. They have absolutely no infiuence
on the input. Consequently, the entry I a I leads to a syntax error:

»

la l ;
Syntax Error: Unexpected character
la l ;

Apart from changing the output functionality, the first operand (which is responsible for evaluation) can also be manipulated and replaced. In the following example
we would like to enhance to the functionality of the sine function.

» sin(-4); sin(asin(x»; sin(atan(x»;
sin(- 4)
sin(asin(x»
sin(atan(x»
We want to equip the sine with some elementary simplification rules, like the
extraction of a negative sign in a whole number or rational argument, or the
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elimination of the sine call and its reverse function. Naturally, we need to keep
the old functionality and so first we must store this datum:

» _sin := sin:
Now we shall write a procedure in which we implement the desired rules:

» f := proc(x)
local f;
begin
if args(O) <> 1 then error(lIwrong no of argslI) end_if;
case type (x)
of DOM_INT do
of DOM_RAT do
if x < 0 then return(-_sin(-x»
break;

end_if;

of lI asin ll do
if nops(x) <> 1 then break end_if;
f:= op(x,1);
return(f);
of lIacosll do
if nops(x) <> 1 then break end_if;
f : = op(x , 1); .
return(sqrt(1-f
A2»;

of "at.an" do
if nops(x) <> 1 then break end_if;
f:= op(x,1);
return(f/sqrt(1+f
end_case;
A2»;

_sin(x)
end_proc:
This procedure can of course be added to. Substitution of the operand responsible
for evalution in the sine functional environment transfers these rules to the sine,
so "the sine learns something new."

» sin:= subsop(_sin, 1=f):
sin:= subsop(sin, [1,5]=op(_sin, [1,4]»:
With the second statement, we make a copy of the remember table of the original
sine.
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»

sin(-4); sin(asin(x»; sin(atan(x»;
- sin(4)
x

x

*

(x-2 + 1)-(-1/2)

By using the functional environment of the original sine and retaining its name,
these modifications are areal complement of the functionality. The other functions
deal with this "new" sine exactly as they did before:
»

diff(sin(x-2). x);
x * cos(x-2) * 2

We still have not explained the aim and pur pose of the third operand in the
functional environment. Here, the functional environment can be given attributes
in a table. If the user does not like the output of the functional environment _plus:

»

resetO:

»

_plus;
built_in( 63. NIL. li_plus". NIL)

he can enter the desired form under the attribute "prIrrt 11:
»

_plUS := funcattrLplus. "pränt ", IIAddition ll )

»

_plus;
Addition

:

However, this entry has no inHuence on the expression output formed by _plus.
It only affects the output of the functional environment provided that this is not
the zero operand in an expression.
»a+b; [at _plUS. b];
a+b
[at Addition. b]
The differentiation routine in the MuPAD kernel knows the rules for differentiation
and the derivative of certain elementary functions. If a function f, which cannot
be differentiated by the differentiation routine using its included rules, is contained
in an expression then the call diff(f(x), x), for instance remains unevaluated. With
the aid of the functional environment and the attribute table there is the possibility
to append rules to the differentiation routine. This is carried out on the user level
and not in the kernel. For this purpose the user can enter a procedure fdiff, which
determines the derivative of f, under the index IIdiff ll in the attribute table.
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If the differentiation routine now finds an unknown function, it first checks in
the attribute table for an entry in the index "diff ll • If an entry exists then the

procedure fdiff is called in the form fdiff(expr, var). Here expr is the expression
to be differentiated and var is the differentiation variable. As an example we shall
now look again at the absolute value function abs. This can be differentiated in
JR\{O} and we have

d abs(x)

dx
» diff(abs(x) , x)j
diff(abs(x), x)
MuPAD does not yet know this rule, therefore, we enter it in the abs attribute
table:

» abs

:= funcattr(abs, "diff",

proc(expr,var)
local e1j
begin
e1 := op(expr,1)j
(expr/e1) * diff(e1, var)
end_proc):

» diff(abs(x),x)j
1/x

»

*

abs(x)

diff(abs(x~2),x)j

1/x

* abs(x~2) * 2

This very useful characteristic can of course be used for the user's own procedures
of the data type DOM_PROC. If f is a procedure then the user can embed it in
a functional environment with the call:
funcattr(f, index, attr)
In this functional environment the datum attr is entered in the attribute table in
the index index.

2.18

Program Manipulation
For the further development of MuPAD the fact that procedures can be manipulated by the system itself, in the same way as all other MuPAD data, will play
an important role. This will lead to the development of procedures for optimization and parallelization of MuPAD code. Such procedures for optimization and
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parallelization will be written in MuPAD language itself. Up to now we have not
provided these instruments. However, we want to exhibit the possibilities given
by MuPAD's ability for program manipulation.
As a first example we shall consider the procedure factorial which computes the
factorial of a given number n:

»

resetO:

» factorial := proc(n)
local i, p;
begin
p := 1;
for i from 2 to n do p := p*i end_for
end_proc:

» factorial(80);
71569457046263802294811533723186532165584657342\
36575257710944505822703925548014884266894486728\
0814080000000000000000000
By use of subsop it is easily possible to change this into a procedure which computes the sum of the numbers 1 to n, instead of their product:

» sum := subsop(factorial, [4, 1, 2]=0, [4, 2, 2]=1,
[4, 2, 5, 2]=p+i, 6 = sum);
proc(n)
name sum;
local i, p;
begin
p := 0;
for i from 1 to n do
p := i+p
end_for
end_proc

»

sum(500);
125250

The procedures sum and factorial differ in the start value for the for-Ioop p . =
0; as well as in the operation by which the numbers are combined; these were the
operands with the path names [4, 1, 2] and [4, 2, 5, 2], which were changed
by the corresponding call on subsop.
As motivation for the next example the user should observe that in procedures
local variables are often declared which, after a number of improvements in the
program, are no longer nccessary. These local variables should be erased since
they only slow down the program. However, for long procedures it is not easy to
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see which local variables are necessary and which are not. Therefore, we want to
write a function for optimizing procedures in the sense that it erases unnecessary
local variables automatically. We call this function purge_locals. Its code, also
contained in "tutorial", is:

» purge_locals := proc(f)
local dummy, a, i;
begin
a := {};

for i in op(f, 2) do
if subs(op(f,4), i=dummy) <> op(f,4) then
a := {i, op(a)}
end_if
end_for;
subsop(f, 2=op(a))
end_proc:
Here we simplified the procedure so that it is not able to erase unnecessary variables
with the name dummy. However, this restriction is easily abolished by the more
experienced programmer. One way to do this, is to generate a "new" identifier with
the MuPAD function genident by genident(op(f ,2) ,op(f ,4)), which gives an
identifier not contained in the locals and the body of the procedure. This identifier
serves as a dummy identifier for the necessary substitution. Now, we consider the
function,

» function := proc(a)
local i, G, DIGITS, LEVEL;
begin
i := a-2;

DIGITS := 20;
print(i)
end_proc:

» function(3.2);
1.02400000000el
which contains the unnecessary variables G and LEVEL. Indeed, these are easily
rcmoved by our function purge_locals:
» function := purge_locals(function): function;
proc(a)
name function;
local i, DIGITS;
begin
i := a-2;

DIGITS

:=

20;
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print(i)
end_proc
Here, obviously, it was immaterial whether the local variables to be removed have
a value outside the environment of the considered function or not.
In order to measure the efficiency of the case-statement we want to compare the
system time necessary for a function containing 500 case-statements with that of
the corresponding function containing 500 if-statements. To do this we consider
programs of a type

»

CASE := proc ( a )

begin
case a
of 0 do
of 1 do
of 2 do
of 3 do
end_case
end_proc:

0;
1;
2;
3;

break
break
break
break

where the argument a, beginning with 0, is compared successively with a number
increased by 1 in each step. Such a comparison can also be achieved by use of the
logicallyequivalent if-statement:

» IF := proc ( a )
begin
if a<=O then

o
else
if a<= 1 then
1

else
if a<= 2 then
2

else
AA

end_if
end_if
end_if
end_proc:
However, we want to have 500 comparisons instead of the three above. Writing
500 such loops will certainly be aboring task. However, this can be facilitated by
using MuPAD's ability for program manipulation.
A corresponding program with 500 case-statements is easily generated, for exampIe by:
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» pp := proc(a)

begin AAA end_proc:

» FF(a, subs(hold«LL, (LLj break»), LL=LL + k)

$ k=0 .. 500):

» CASE := subs(pp, AAA=%):
» CASE := subs(CASE, LL=O, FF=_case):
Here we assumed that the identifiers AAA, LL, FF, a and pp are not assigned. With
the first command, we generated a procedure containing the identifier AAA as a
place holder in its procedure body. After that a new procedure body was made
available by calling on the unassigned procedure FF. FF contains the place holder
LL, which was iterated 500 times so that for LL = 0 its arguments were those of
the desired case-statement. Subsequently, this procedure caU was inserted instead
of the place holder. Then LL was equated to 0 and the formal function FF was
replaced by the underline function _case.
Trying this generation for 3, instead of 500, results exactly in the procedure CASE
which was given before. The corresponding IF program is generated similarly:

» LL := NIL: FF := NIL:
» IF := proc(a) begin FF(a<=LL, LL, AA) end_proc:
» (IF := subs(IF, AA=FF(a<=LL + k, LL + k, AA») $ k=1 .. 500:
» IF := subs(IF, LL=O, FF=_if):
Here, the preceding IF program is exactly that generated by calling on 2 instead
of 500. Now comparing system times yields:

» time(IF(501»j
550

» time(CASE(501»j
283
Thus the case-statement is twice as fast as the corresponding if-statement.

Chapter 3

Programs
In this chapter we present a collection of sarnple programs written in the MuPAD
language.
We start by showing ways and means of increasing the performance and efficiency
ofMuPAD procedures. The suggested improvements sometimes result in enormous
savings with respect to run time. The necessary constructions, however, are not
always easy to understand because they are based on knowledge of the internal
data structure and the mechanisms of evaluation for MuPAD data. This first
section, therefore, is addressed to the experienced user, who works with problems
of such complexity that the system is challenged to its limit. Such a user is
certainly willing to improve the efficiency of his programs, even if this causes a
loss in transparency.
For the beginner of MuPAD programming however, we recommend that whenever
there is a choice between transparency of programs and run time savings, he should
choose transparency. However, tricks like those presented in the following section
will be used for the implementation of the MuPAD libraries.
In the subsequent sections sample programs of a more transparent nature are
given. These prograrns deal with a variety of problems such as writing a user
defined differential procedure, or implementing a matehing algorithm, or using the
domain concept for an extension of data structures.

3.1

Some Tips and Tricks
Whenever, in the following examples, there is a statement about the run time
of a procedure, then these are the run times measured by the time command on
a Macintosh Ilfx. Therefore the results of these measurements are not absolute
quantities since they depend on the hardware platform.
We start with a very simple example: the recursively defined procedure for computing the n-th Fibonacci number:
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» fib := proc(n)
begin
if n<2 then n else fib(n-1)+fib(n-2) end_if;
end_proc:
With respect to simplicity and transparency this program is unsurpassed and,
therefore, it is often seen as an example in the manuals of other computer algebra
systems. The disadvantage of this program however, is, that even for a two digit
number n fib calls itself so often that a high run time is the result. In order to
see how often fib calls itself we insert a counter. Now we see that for n = 10 there
are 177 caUs, and for n = 18 there are 8361 caUs, due to the recursive nature of
the procedure. Obviously the number of calls grows exponentially with the size
of the argument of fib and this leads to an enormous slow down of computation.
The computation of fib(18) leads to an unbearable run time of 8 seconds.
Here the option remember leads to considerable speeding up of computation:

» fib_remember := proc(n)
option rememberj
begin
if n<2 then n else fib_remember(n-1)
+fib_remember(n-2) end_if;
end_proc:
This option saves all computed values in the remember table of fib_remember.
Thus no computation is done twice. This reduces considerably the number of
calls of fib_remember. Now, for the first computation of fib_remember(18) only
nineteen caUs are necessary, which result in 83 milliseconds of run time, already an
improvement by the factor 100. If calling on fib_remember for a second time, with
the same parameter the run time is hardly measurable; the time command returns
o milliseconds. This is caused by direct access to those values which were saved
in the remember table. However, even this procedure is far from being optimal,
and some precautionary measures are necessary. For example, when the user calls
fib_remember(1000) for the first time then this leads to a breakdown in smaU
computers caused by a stack overflow.
Aremarkable improvement is achieved by the following procedure which is even
shorter:

» fib_fast

:= proc(n) local i

begin Oj 1j
for i from 1 to n-1 do eval(%1+%2) end_for;
end_proc:
It needs exactly 40 milliseconds for the first computation of fib(18), and for
fib_fast (1000) only 3.5 seconds are necessary. This improvement will be ex-

plained later in this section.

However, when based on a better mathematical
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background like, for example, the Binet formula, the run time can again be considerably improved for arguments which are big integers.
MuPAD does not supply a function which, in analogy to the operator for expression
sequences, generates sequences of statements. We therefore want to write such a
function in the MuPAD language:

» resetO:
» s_seq := proc(ex, range)
local last;
option hold;
beg in
level (hold (_stmtseq)(op(args(),
3 .. nops(args(»), ex$range»;
end_proc:
Here the declaration of last as a local variable prevents the evaluation of a last
given within an argument. Thus, any such last is considered a command which
can be evaluated only outside the environment of the procedure s_seq. To ensure
this, a hold attribute is given to the function s_seq. The command in the fifth
and sixth line serves basically to convert an expression sequence into a statement
sequence; the complicated call is necessary in order to control the evaluation of
that expression. The use of further arguments is connected with the behavior
described below.
The functionality of this procedure now corresponds to the underline equivalent
of the sequence operator. Only, instead of an expression sequence, a statement
sequence is generated:

» s_seq(i-2, i=1 .. 5);
(1; 4; 9; 16; 25)

» eval(%);
25
In s_seq further arguments may also be used. These then appear as starting
elements of the statement sequence generated by this procedure:

» s_seq(i*5, i=1 .. 5, 124, 125);
(124; 125; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25)
Expressions, which are given as a first argument, may contain calls of the function
last:

» s_seq(%*5, i=1 .. 4, 124, 125);
(124; 125; last(l)*5; last(1)*5; last(l)*5; last(1)*5)
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» eval(%);
78125
However, if the call of s_seq is followed immediately by an eval(%), then the
user has to make sure that, whenever the maximal argument of these last calls
is n, then n additional arguments have to be passed to the function s_seq. Ir this
precaution is observed then the user has already generated an excellent tool for
recursive programming. In case the user wants to avoid the necessity of performing
a subsequent evaluation when calling on s_seq he can make use of the system
function context:

» stmt_seq:= proc(ex, ber)
local last, A;
option hold;
begin
A:=level(hold(_stmtseq)(op(args(),
3 .. nops(args(»), eval(ex)$ber), 2);
context(A);
end_proc:
This function stmt_seq has a similar functionality as s_seq, however the evaluation of the variable A is performed outside the context of the procedure stmt_seq.
To do this, the system function context is available, it first evaluates within the
procedure from which it is called, then the result is evaluated in the respective
calling environment. The function stmt_seq generates an evaluated statement
sequence, thus only the evaluation of the final element of that sequence appears as
output. This is seen by running through the same examples as those considered
for s_seq. For example:

» stmt_seq(i*5, i=1 .. 5, 124, 125);
25
Another difference between stmt_seq and s_seq is that when using last in its
arguments the elements to which this last refers can be given either before or
within the call of stmt_seq

» stmt_seq(%*5, i=1 .. 4, 124, 125);
78125

» 124: 125: stmt_seq(%*5, i=1 .. 4);
78125
For example, now the (i+1)-th Fibonacci number is obtained by:

» stmt_seq(%1+%2, i=1 .. 5, 0, 1);
8·

or
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» 0: 1: stmt_seq(%1+%2, i=1 .. 150);
16130531424904581415797907386349
Compared with our fastest procedure this results in a moderate slow down of only
15%, but this seems insignificant compared to the improved transparency of this
procedure.
Often the speeding up of procedures, like that of fib_fast are based on the
efficiency of the sequence operator and the use of the function last. This is due
to the output of last not being evaluated further. A general rule is that evaluation,
simplification and expansion lead to a considerable slowing down of programs.
Avoiding these operations, whenever they are unnecessary, results in considerable
run time saving. To illustrate this point we compare two procedures which determine how many elements of two lists coincide. In the first case, the list elements
are accessed via indexing:
»

compare := proc(A, B)
local m, n, i, k, z;
begin
z:=O;
m:=nops(A);
n:=nops(B);
for i from 1 to m do
for k from 1 to n do
if A[i]=B[k] then
z:=z+l
end_if
end_for
end_for;

» compare([a, b], [a, g]);
1

In the second procedure the elements of the list are accessed directly by running
over the operands of the lists, without using indices. Furthermore, unnecessary
evaluations are suppressed by the val function:

» compare2

:= proc(A, B)

local a, b, z;
begin
z := 0;
for a in val(A) do
for b in val(B) do
if a = b then
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z := z + 1
end_if
end_for
end_for;

»compare2([a,

u.

[a, g]);

1

Now, comparing two lists, each having 100 elements, the user finds that the second
procedure is indeed almost two times faster than the first:

»M := [a.i $ i=1 .. 100]: N := [b.k $ k=1.. 100]:
» time(compare(M, N»; time(compare2(M, N»;
25366
14050
The reason for this is that elements of lists, as well as elements of expression
sequences, are evaluated in each access of the list. Of course, the number of
performed iterations in both procedures is identical. But in compare many more
evaluations have to be done than in compare2. In compare, both lists A and B are
accessed n· m times (n and m are the number of elements in A and B respectively),
whereas in compare2, A is accessed only once, namely in the for in loop, and B
is accessed n times, where again, n is the number of elements in A.
In interactive mode, wherever possible, the function last should be used instead of
an expression or identifier. This does not increase the transparency of expressions,
however, the advantages with respect to speed is considerable. To illustrate this
point we give two statements computing the sum E~~~ a . xi + b- xi for unassigned
a, band x. First, we proceed by rccursive assignment:

» 8:=0:
time«for i from 1 to 200 do 8:=8+a*x Ai + b*xAi end_for»;
52416
The evaluation of this expression is five times slower when compared with an expression where on the right hand side of the assignment the identifier 8 is replaced
by last:

» 0:
time«for i from 1 to 200 do %+ a*xAi + b*xAi end_for»;
9916
However, this observation does not necessarily apply to procedures, as seen by
comparing the following examples:
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» sum1 := proc(n)
local i, S;
begin
S:=O;
for i from 1 to n do
S:=S+a*x-i + b*x-i;
end_for;
end_proc:
» sum2 := proc(n)
local i, S;
begin
0;

for i from 1 to n do
%+ a*x-i + b*x-i;
end_for;
end_proc:
Both cases are almost equally fast:

» time(sum1(200»;
time(sum2(200»;
9483

10300
However, even for these programs a further improvement, by the factor 10, is
possible by use of the sequence operator together with the corresponding underline
function:

» sum := proc(n)
local i;
begin
a*x-i + b*x-i $ i
_plus(%);
end_proc:
time(sum(200»;

1 .. n:

950

The combination of sequence operator and underline functions does not always lead
to such dramatic savings in run time. To show this we shall compare two programs
for the computation of binomials. Programming of the recursion formula with help
of a f or-statement leads to:
»

binom1 := proc(n, k)
local bk;
begin
bk:=O;
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if k>n then bk;
else bk:=l;
case k
of 0 do bk:=l; break
of 1 do bk:=n; break
otherwise
for i from 1 to k-l do bk:=bk*(n-i)/i; end_for;
bk:=bk*n/k;
end_case;
end_if;
bk;
end_proc:
The following program, where the for-statement has been replaced by a sequence
operator, is shorter and has the additional advantage that it also works for non
integer values n:

» binom2 := proc(n, k)
local i;
begin
if k = 0 then return(l) end_if;
if k > n then return(O) end_if;
if k>n div 2 then binom2(n, n-k) end_if;
_mult(n+l-i$i=l .. k);
%/fact(k);
end_proc:
However, for many arguments this only leads to minimal run time savings compared to the first program, although due to the different structure of the algorithm
there are also arguments for which the savings are considerable. The reason for
this rather modest improvement in average is that most data were integers, which
need only few evaluations and simplifications.
We want to point out the usefulness of the function val. As an illustration we
shall consider a procedure for computing the Taylor polynomials. The following
program is already rather polished and has, for a library function, a reasonable
run time:

» taylor := proc(f, eqn, n)
local a, k, x;
begin
x := op(eqn, 1);
a := op(eqn, 2);
_plus(eval(subs(f, eqn»,
eval(subs(diff(f, x $ k ), eqn» / fact(k)
* (x-a)Ak $ k = 1 .. n);
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» taylor(sin(x-2), x=O, 20);
x-2+x-6*(-1/6)+x-10*1/120+x-14*(-1/5040)+x-18*1/362880
Most of the tricks mentioned so far have been used: few assignments and the use
of the sequence operator and underline functions. However, it is still possible to
shorten the run time of this program by a considerable factor (4 for the example
above):

» taylor_fast := proc(f, eqn, n)
local x, y, a, i, xi;
begin
x := op(eqn, 1);
y := op(eqn, 2);
a:=f; xi:=NIL;
(a:=diff(val(a), x)/i*xi) $ i=1 .. n;
_plus(eval(subs«f,level(%,1», [x=y, xi=x-y]»);
end_proc:

» taylor_fast(sin(x-2), x=O, 20);
x-2+x-6* (-1/6)+x-10*1/120+x-14* (-1/5040)+x-18*1/362880
The reason for this considerable improvement is the use of the function val, by
which unnecessary evaluations are prevented. The run time of this MuPAD function comes elose to that of the corresponding system functions of some computer
algebra systems.
At the end of the section dealing with run time problems, the evaluation memory of
MuPAD should be mentioned. Evaluation memory means that intermediate results
are saved until it is logically required that they must be forgotten, in general, until
the next assignment takes place. To see the effect of evaluation memory, we shall
perform a simple but nevertheless costly computation twice:

» time(fact(10000»;
33183

»

time(fact(10000»;

o
MuPAD is not really as fast as the second computation suggests. The system
only remembered the result of the first computation. The evaluation memory provides another good reason for not using too many assignments. By unnecessarily
assignments, the data, to which the system has access with more speed, are erased.

3.1.1

A non commutative Product
To demonstrate that functional environments are not worthless toys we want to
present a convincing example. Unfortunately, good examples in that respect do
necessarily lack transparency.
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We want to define a symbol, say &t, representing the non commutative product in
an arbitrary algebraic structure. For such products we want simplification according to the rules of associativity and distributivity to be automatically performed.
In addition, the product sign should have higher binding priority than the usual
sign + for addition and the output on screen should be in the form of A &t B.
Before realizing the task we would like to mention that MuPAD offers a special
notation for binary operators. If for example a function F is defined, then the user
can write a &F (g, k) which MuPAD transforms automatically into F(a, g, k):

» a &F (g,

k);

F(a, g, k)
However this does not yet solve our problem since MuPAD only understands this
&-notation but does not return its results in this form. Nevertheless the problem
is solvable as the following examples demonstrate:

» a &t b;
a &t b

» a &t (b+c);
a &t b + a &t c
»

(a+b) &t (a+c);
a &t a + b &t a + a &t c + b &t c

»

(a+b) &t (c+d) + e;
e+a&tc+a&td+b&tc+b&td

Here, how it was done: associativity was taken from the operator _exprseq, where
associativity was called flattening. In the functional environment of that operator
we change the entries for the output priority, the operator symbol and the name.
The result of these replacements we save as a function called _write:

» _write := subsopLexprseq, [1,3] =
[2,3] =

11

&t

11,

[2,4] =

lI_

lI_

wri t e ll, [2,2] = 15,

wri t e l l ) :

Now in order to obtain the desired output not only from the input of _write,
hut also from input of the form a &t b, we assign to the identifier t a suitable
procedure:

» t:= procO
local a,b, i;
begin
if args(O) > 2 then
t(args(l), t(op(args(),2 .. args(O»»
else
case args(O)
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of 1 do args(l); break
of 2 do a:=args(l); b:= args(2);
if type(a) = lI_plus ll then
_plus(t(op(a,i),b) $ i=l .. nops(a»
elif type(b)= lI_pluS Il then
_plus(t(a,op(b,i» $ i=l .. nops(b»
else _write(a,b)
end_if;
break;
end_case;
end_if;
end_proc:
This procedure applies the law of distributivity and thereafter passes the result to
the procedure _write.

3.1.2

Evalassign and FUNC
In this section we introduce the programs which wcre used either in the sample
session or in the section 3.1 on Tips and Tricks. Some of these programs are
a bit complex; these are addressed to thc experienced user. If, at some point,
the functionality of some program steps are not understood then we recommend
performing experimental runs or analyzing these programs with the debugger or
an increased PRINTLEVEL variable.
We already used the operation FUNC several times during this tutorial although it
is not a function of the MuPAD kernel. We describe this useful function next. We
start by writing a function, which, if an argument of the form f (x); is given, then
the value 1 is assigned to f. And this should happen independent of whether a
value was already assigned to the identifier f or not. This is far from being a simple
problem, since assignments of the form op(argument, 0) :=1 are not understood
as assignments to the zero operand, but as assignments to the remember table of
op. More general, our task is to write a function which assigns to the evaluation
of an argument left, with evaluation depth depth, an arbitrary value right:

» evalassign_l := proc(left, right, depth)
local EVAL_STMT, stmt, sl, s2, newdepth;
option hold;
#a#
begin
if args(0)<>3 then
error(lIneeds three argumentslI)
end_if;
newdepth:=level(depth);
#b#
EVAL_STMT:=FALSE;
#c#
stmt:=(sl:=s2);
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if domtype(args(2» = DOM_NIL then
stmt:=(subsop(stmt,
1=level(left, newdepth+1), 2=NIL»
else
stmt:=(subsop(stmt,
1=level(left, newdepth+1),
2=level(right»)
end_if;
eval(%);
end_proc:

#d#

#e#

The arguments are frozen in line #a# in order to prevent their premature evaluation. In line #b# the hold attribute is removed from the last argument. In #c#
the evaluation of statements inside of expressions is prevented. This is done in
order to make this assignment available for substitution. So, in asense, it is a
dummy assignment. To prevent an effect in outer environments, the environment
variable EVAL_STMT was declared as a local variable. This guarantees that after
quitting the procedure its original value is restored. Lines #d# and #e# serve to
differentiate between assigning either NIL or another value. This difference reflects
the substitution depth of these assignments. Indeed, now, evalassign_1 has the
desired functionality:

» f := NIL: evalassign_1(op(f(x) , 0), 15, 1): f;
15
»

evalassign_1(f, NIL, 0): f;

f

A shorter and more elegant solution would have been the following:

»

evalassign := proc(left, right, depth)
option hold;
local dummy;
begin
depth:= context(depth);
if depth = 0
then
context(subsop(hold(_assign(dummy, dummy»,
l=left, 2=right»
else
context(subsop(hold(_assign(dummy, dummy»,
1=context(subsop(hold(level(dummy, dummy»,
1=left, 2=depth», 2=right»
end_if;
end_proc:
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This solution of the given problem avoids changing the environment variable
EVAL_STMT.

Now we are in the position to design the auxiliary procedure FUNC which was
already used several times:

» FUNC := proe(argu)
loeal newargu, fet, dummy1, dummy2;
option hold;
begin
if type(args(1» = "_equal" then
#a#
_exprseq(op(args(1»);
newargu:=(op(args(1», NIL, args(i)$i=2 .. args(0»
else
newargu:=args()
#b#
end_if;
fet: =proe (dummy1)
begin
dummy2;
end_proe;
fet:=subsop(fet, 1=op(op(newargu, 1»,
4=op(newargu, 2»;
fet:=level(fet);
domtype(op(newargu, 1»;
if % = DOM_EXPR or % = DOM_ARRAY then
op(newargu, [1, 0]);
if domtype(level(last(1») = DOM_FUNC then
return ("Please, do not redefine
funetional environments");
else
fet := subsop(fet, 6=op(newargu, [1,0]»;
evalassign(op(newargu, [1,0]), fet, 1);
end_if;
else
fet;
end_if;
end_proe:

#e#

#d#
#e#

#f#

Before describing the program steps we should study its functionality. The procedure FUNC accepts an equation as argument as weH as an expression sequence:

» FUNC(f(x)=x-7): f;
proe(x) begin x-7 end_proe
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» FUNC(g(x),
proc(x) begin
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g;
end_proc

x~9):
x~9

If an expression sequence is given as an argument and the first expression is not
a function call, then only the function corresponding to the second argument is
returned:

» FUNC(x, x~9);
proc(x) begin x~9 end_proc
In line #a# it is determined if the argument is an equation or not. In case of
an affirmative answer the input is changed into an expression sequence which
is assigned to the parameter newargu. If the input was already in the form of
an expression sequence, then in line #b# the old arguments are assigned to that
parameter. In line #c# a dummy procedure is created in which the operands
resulting from the decomposition of the function call are inserted one after another.
To do this we need to prevent evaluation by setting a hold attribute. In line #f#
the auxiliary procedure evalassign is used in order to assign the function name
which, in general, was extracted as zero operand of the left side of the argument to
the new function. Additionally a safeguard against overwriting the system function
was introduced in this procedure.
When writing the function get_ufunc, which was used in order to inquire about
the set of underline functions, we used a concatenation of strings:

» get_ufunc

:=

proc() local i, ufunc;
begin
ufunc := [] j
for i in anames(O) do
if strmatch("".i, "_\*") then
ufunc := append(ufunc, i)
end_if
end_for:
ufunc;
end_proc:

Firstly, by use of anames, the set of internal MuPAD functions was determined.
For this set, evaluation had to be prevented, because this leads in older MuPAD
versions to a set of confusing functional environments. In order to do this, we
firstly converted the names by concatenation into strings. From these strings we
singled out those which start with an underline.

3.2

More sampIe Programs
In order to demonstrate the flexibility and the broad spectre of MuPAD's applications in this section we present furt her programs from different areas of applications.
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A user defined differential Procedure
A program for differentiation is easily written:

» der := procO
local d, n;
option remember;
begin
d:=type(args(1»;
case d
of DOM_INT do
of DOM_RAT do
of DOM_FLOAT do
of DOM_COMPLEX do
of DOM_IDENT do
if args(1)=args(2) then 1 else 0 end_if;
break
of "_mult" do
_plus(der(op(args(1), n), args(2»*
subsop(args(1), n=1) $ n=1 .. nops(args(1»);
break
of "_plus" do
_plus(der(op(args(1), n),
args(2» $ n=1.. nops(args(1»);
break
of lI_power" do op(args(1) , 1);
op(args (1), 2);
args(1)*ln(last(2»*der(last(1),
args(2»+last(1)*der(last(2),
args(2»*last(2)~(last(1)-1);

break
otherwise
_par(text2expr(d»(op(args(1»)*
der(op(args(1), 1), args(2»
end_case;
eval(last(1»;
end_proc:

»

der(x~5,

x);

x~4*5

» der(x+x*64, x);
65
When calling this program, the first argument should be the expression of which
the derivative is to be computed, and the second argument is the variable to
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which differentiation is performed. The first case, which only comes into effect
when the first argument is an identifier I asks whether or not this identifier is
equal to the variable of differentiation. If this is the case then the result is 1.
Subsequently, the product rule, the sum rule and the rule for differentiation of
powers are implemented in the second to the fourth case statement.
Unfortunately, this program for differentiation is not yet able to calculate derivatives of weIl known functions:

» der(sin(x) , x)j
_par (sin) (x)
In order to circumvent this disability it is only necessary to teach the function
_par the derivative of the sine function:

» _par(sin) := cos:
Then aIl derivatives of expressions containing the sine function are more than easy:

»

der(sin(x)*sin(x~(1/2)),

x)j

cos(x)*sin(x~(1/2))+x~(-1/2)*sin(x)*cos(x~(1/2))*1/2

Of course, teaching the derivative of only the sine function is not yet suHicient, the
mathematical expert knowledge about derivatives has to be extended to all other
functions implemented in the MuPAD kerneI:

» _par(sinh):=cosh:
» _par(cos):=FUNC([x], -sin(x)):
» _par(cosh):=sinh:
»_par(tan):=FUNC([x],

cos(x)~(-2)

» _par(tanh):=FUNC([x],
»

_par(asin):=FUNC([x],

» _par(asinh):=FUNC([x],
»_par(acos):=FUNC([x],
» _par(acosh):=FUNC([x],
» _par(atan):=FUNC([x],
» _par(atanh):=FUNC([x],
» _par(exp):=exp:

):

cosh(x)~(-2)):
(1-x~2)~(-1/2)):
(1+x~2)~(-1/2)):
-(1-x~2)~(-1/2)):
(x~2-1)~(-1/2)):
(1+x~2)~(-1)):
(1-x~2)~(-1)):
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» _par(sqrt):=FUNC([x],

» _par(ln):=FUNC([x],

(2*(x»~(-1/2»:

(x)~(-1»:

And now we have a program which really performs all desired derivatives:

»

x);
x*2+sin(atanh(x+x-S»+x*cos(atanh(x+x-S»*\
(x-4*S+1)/(-(x+x-S)-2+1)

der(x*sin(atanh(x+x~S»+x-2,

» der(%, x);
x-4*cos(atanh(x+x-S»/(-(x+x-S)-2+1)*20+\
cos(atanh(x+x-S»*(x-4*S+1)/(-(x+x-S)-2+1)*2-\
x*sin(atanh(x+x~5»*(x~4*S+1)-2*(-(x+x-S)~2+1)-\

(-2)+x*(x+x-S)*cos(atanh(x+x-S»*(x-4*5+1)-2*\
(-(x+x~S)-2+1)-(-2)*2+2

3.2.2

Polynomials
As already mentioned in section 2.5 polynomials are represented by a special data
structure. More than 20 functions are available for working with them. Some of
them are used in the following examples.

3.2.2.1

Heuristic Gen
For computing the greatest common divisor of two polynomials over the integers,
the heuristic method listed below is quite fast. Both polynomials are assumed to
be primitive. The result is either the greatest common divisor of the polynomials
or FAlL. In the univariate case, the algorithm is quite fast and reliable. In the
multivariate case, the method should not be used for polynomials with more than
five indeterminates.

» heu_gcd:= proc(a, b)
local x, xv, g, tries, boundj
begin
x:= op Ca, [2,1]) j
bound := max(degree(a,x), degree(b,x»;
xv := 2*min(norm(a), norm(b» + 2;
for tries from 1 to 6 do
if strlen(lIl1. xv) * bound > SOOO then return(FALSE) end_if;
if nops(op(a,2» = 1 then
g := igcd(evalp(a,x=xv), evalp(b,x=xv»
else
g := heu_gcd(evalp(a,x=xv), evalp(b,x=xv»j
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if g = FALSE then return(FALSE) end_if
end_if;
if g <> FAlL then
g := genpoly(g, xv, x);
if divide(a, g, hold(Exact» <> FAlL then
if divide(b, g, hold(Exact» <> FAlL then
return(g)
end_if
end_if
end_if;
xv := trunc(xv * 73794 / 27011);
end_for;
FAlL;
end_proc:

» p1

poly(x - 6*x + 11*x - 6, [x]):
p2 := poly(x - 11*x + 38*x - 40, [x]):
A3

:=

A3

A2

A2

» heu_gcd(p1, p2);
poly(x - 2, [x])
» p1 := poly(x
p2 := poly(x*y

+ x*y

A2*y*z*6

A2*z A2*3

+ x*y

+ x*6 + y*z*3, [x, y, z]):
+ y*z*3 + y*3, [x, y, z]):

A2*z A2*3

A2*z*3

» heu_gcd(p1, p2);
poly(x*y*z*3 + 3, [x, y, z])
3.2.2.2

Orthogonal Polynomials
The Chebyshev polynomials T( n, x) of the first kind are defined by the recurrence
relation:

T(O,x)
T(l,x)
T(n,x) =

1

x
2xT(n -l,x) - T(n - 2,x), für n > 1

From this, it is not very difficult to write a MuPAD program to compute them:

» Chebyshev := proc(n,x)
local T;
begin
case n
of 0 do
T := poly(l,[x]);
break;
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of 1 do
T := poly(x,[x]);

break;
othervise
T := poly(2 * x, [x]) * Chebyshev(n-1,x) - Chebyshev(n-2,x);
end_case;

T;
end_proc:

» Chebyshev(4,x);
poly(x-4*S+x-2*(-S)+1, [x])

» Chebyshev(S,x);
poly(x-S*12S+x-6*(-256)+x-4*160+x-2*(-32)+1, [x])
With the knowledge we gained in section 3.1, this program can be improved substantially. The number of recursive procedure calls can be reduced drastically
by setting the option remember. However, with respect to run time, procedure
calls are rather expensive. So a furt her improvement is obtained by the following
iterative version of the procedure:

» Cheby_iter

:= proc(n, x)
local i;
begin
poly(1,[x]); poly( x, [x]);
for i from 1 to n-1 do
poly(2*x, [x]) * eval(%1) - eval(%2)
end_for;
end_proc:

» time(Chebyshev(8,x»; time(Cheby_iter(8,x»;
1316
216

3.2.3

Combinatorics: Permutations
A frequent problem associated with a set is the determination of all permutations.
A simple recursive procedure for this problem folIows. The list has been chosen
as the elemcntary data structurc. The solution, i.e, the set of all permutations is
also returned in form of a list. The function permute works with a local rccursive
procedure perm. This runs through the entire list in a loop. In cach run one
element of the list is delcted and with this dccreascd list perm calls itself recursively.
The abort critieria of the recursion is the if-enquiry at thc bcginning. Ir the list
contains only two elements the solution is directly dctermined, without any further
recursive calls, and returned.
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» permute:= proc(list)
loca1 permj
begin
perm. := proc(l)
loca1 i, e1em, resu1t, res, r1, 1coPYj
begin
if nops(l) = 2
then return([[op(l,l), op(1,2)], [op(1,2), op(l,l)]])
end_ifj
resu1t := []j 1copy := 1j
for i from 1 to nops(l) do
e1em := l[i]j l[i] := NIL;
res := perm(l);
for r1 in res do
resu1t := append(resu1t, [e1em].r1)
end_forj
1 := 1copy
end_for;
resu1tj
end_proc;
perm.(list) j
end_proc:

» permute([1,2,3,4]);
[ [1,2,3,4],
[1,4,3,2],
[2,4,1,3],
[3,2,4,1],
[4,2,1,3],

[1,2,4,3],
[2,1,3,4],
[2,4,3,1],
[3,4,1,2],
[4,2,3,1],

[1,3,2,4],
[2,1,4,3],
[3,1,2,4],
[3,4,2,1],
[4,3,1 2],

[1,3,4,2],
[2,3,1,4],
[3,1,4,2],
[4,1,2,3],
[4,3,2,1] ]

[1,4,2,3],
[2,3,4,1],
[3,2,1,4],
[4,1,3,2],

The objects to be permutated are not only limited to numbers, but can be of any
type:

» permute ([App1e, "Peach", Pear]) j
[ [App1e, "Peach" ,Pear] , [App1e,Pear, "Peach"],
[llpeach" ,Apple,Pear], ["peach" ,Pear,App1e],
[Pear, App1e, "Peach "l , [Pear, "Peach 11 , App1e] ]

3.2.4

Sorting
One of the most frequently operations carried out on data is sorting. A simple
method for sorting a list of integers is Binary insertion, an improved version of
the well-known Straight insertion (sorting by direct insertion). A corresponding
MuPAD program could resemble this one:
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» bininsert := proc(list)
local i, j, 1, r, m, X;
begin
for i from 2 to nops(list) do
x := list[i]; 1 := 1; r .= i -1;
while 1 <= r do
m := (1 + r) div 2;
if X < list [m]
then r := m-l
else 1 := m + 1
end_if;
end_while;
for j from i-l downto 1 do
list [j+l] := list[j]
end_for;
list [1] := X;
end_for;
list;
end_proc:

» bininsert([10,8,9,6,7,4,5,2,3,1]);
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]

3.2.5

Graphs
MuPAD is also perfectly suited for the implementation of algorithms on graphs.
Due to the multitude of data structures and the powerful operations which can
be used with them, algorithms for graphs can be implementiert very easily. These
algorithms often contain instructions of the form "for each edge do ... " or
"for each node do ... ''. As examples we would like to introduce two graph
algorithms. The first determines the length of the shortest paths in a directed
graph with a distance function. The second algorithm determines a matehing of
maximal cardinality in abipartite graph.

3.2.5.1

Shortest Paths
We are given a directed graph G = (V, E) with the distance function c : E -+ IR,
i.e. c(e) is the length of the edge e. We presuppose that G contains no circles with
negative length. We search for a table d, so that d[i, j] is the length of the shortest
path between node i and node j. The routine short_path presented below fulfils
this task. As its parameters it expects the node set V and the distance function c
in form of a table.
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» short_path := proc(V, c)
local i, j, k, d;
begin
for i in V do
for j in V do
if i <> j
then d[i,j] := c[i,j]
else d[i,j] := 0
end_if;
end_for;
end_for;
for k in V do
for i in V do
for j in V do
d[i,j] := min(d[i,j], d[i,k] + d[k,j])
end_for;
end_for;
end_for;
d;

end_proc:
But, whieh eoneept is behind this algorithm? We would like to examine it in the
following. In G we regard the shortest path between the node i and the node j.
Ir k is anode on this path, so must the paths from i to k and from k to j also be
shortest paths. If k is the node on this path with the highest index then the path
from i to k is one of the shortest paths. On this path no node has an index higher
than k - 1. The same is true for the path from k to j. To determine a shortest
path from i to j the node k with the highest index must be determined. Then the
shortest paths from i to k and k to j must be determined, whereby neither of these
paths ean eontain anode with an index higher than k, If dk(i,j) is the length of
the shortest path from i to j, whieh eontains no node with an index higher than
k, then:

d(i,j) = min( min (dk- 1(i, k)
l~k~n

+ dk- 1(k,j»,e(i,j»

A shortest path from i to i, which passes through no nodes with a higher index as
k, ean either pass through k or not. Thus in the first case dk(i,j) = dk-1(i, k) +
d k - 1 (k , j ) is valid and the second ease, in which no node has an index higher
than k - 1, results in dk(i,j) = dk-1(i,j). This leads to the following recurrence
equation for dk(i,j):

As an example for this we shall examine the following graph:
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The nodes are stored in a set, the weighted edges in a table. An explicit storing
of the edges is not necessary.

» V := {1, 2, 3}:
c [1,1] := 0: c [1,2] := 4: c [1 ,3] := 11:
c [2, 1] := 6: c [2,2] := 0: c [2,3] .= 2:
c [3, 1] := 3: c [3,2] := 25: c [3,3] := 0:
» short_path(V,c)j
table(
(1, 1)
(2, 1)
(3, 1)

0, (1, 2)
5, (2, 2)
3, (3, 2)

4, (1, 3)
0, (2, 3)
7, (3, 3)

6,
2,
0

A furt her example:

» V := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}:
c

:=

table(
(1,1)
0,
(2,1)
2,
(3,1)
6,
(4,1)
1,
(5,1)
25,

(1,2)
(2,2)
(3,2)
(4,2)
(5,2)

2,
0,
2,
25,
= 25,

(1,3)
(2,3)
(3,3)
(4,3)
(5,3)

4, (1,4)
8, (2,4)

0, (3,4)
25, (4,4)
= 25, (5,4)

25,
25,
4,
0,
1,

(1,5)
(2,5)
(3,5)
(4,5)
(5,5)

4)
4)
4)
4)
4)

4,
2,
4,
0,
1,

3,
1,
3,
5,
0

) :

» short_path(V,c)j
table(
(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,
(5,
)

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

= 0,
= 2,

(1,
(2,
= 4, (3,
1, (4,
= 2, (5,

2)
2)
2)
2)
2)

2,
0,
2,
= 3,
= 4,

(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,
(5,

3)
3)
3)
3)
3)

= 4,
6,
0,
5,
6,

(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,
(5,

=

(1,
(2,
(3,
(4,
(5,

5)
5)
5)
5)
5)

=

3,
1,
3,
4,
0
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Matching
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A matching is a set of edges where each
node is incident to no more than one edge. The matehing problem for a graph
consists of finding a match of maximal cardinality.
Let G be a graph and M a matehing in G. The edges of M are called matched
edges the others are free edges. If [v, u] is a matched edge then is u the "mate" of
v. Nodes that are not incident to a matched edge are also called free. Analogue to
the edges all other nodes are also called matched. To find a matehing alternating
paths play an important role. A path p = [Ul' U2, •.• , Uk] is called alternating when
the edges [Ub U2], [U3, U4], ••• , [U2j-b U2j] are free and the edges [U2, U3], [U4, us],
••• , [U2j, U2j+l] are matched. An alternating path p = [Ub U2, •• . , Uk] is called an
augmenting path when Ul and Uk are free nodes.
If P is a set of edges on an augmenting path p = [Ul' U2, .•• , U2k], with respect to a
matehing M, then M' = M$P is a matehing with the cardinality IMI+l. Thereby
8 $ T = (8 - T) U (T - 8) signifies the symmetrical difference of sets. With this
an existing matehing can be enlarged in a simple manner. Hereby is a matehing
M in a graph G a maximum matehing if and only if there is no augrnenting path
in G with respect to M.

With this the basic concept of the algorithm is c1early defined: Begin with any
matehing (e.g. an empty one) and repeatedly search for augmenting paths until
no more such paths exist. This search for extended paths is especially simple in
bipartite graphs. In the following MuPAD program this theory has been converted
into an executable program:

» bipartite_matching:=proc(V,U,EDGE)
local v, erg, A, Q, mate, exposed, label, init,
build_Q, build_A, augment, loop;
begin
init := proc(V, U, EDGE)
local v;
begin
for v in V do exposed[v] := 0; end_for;
A := {}; build_A(V,U,EDGE); build_Q(V,U,EDGE);
loop(V,U,EDGE);
end_proc:
build_A := proc(V,U,EDGE)
local v, u, edge;
begin
for edge in EDGE do
v := op(edge,l); u := op(edge,2);
if mate[u] = 0 then exposed[v] := u
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elif mate[u] <> v then A ,= A union {[v,mate[u]]}
end_if;
end_for;
end_proc:
build_Q := proc(V,U,EDGE)
local V;
begin

Q

:= {};

for

V in V do
label [v] := 0;
if mate[v] = 0 then Q := Q union {v} end_if;
end_for;
end_proc;

augment := proc(v)
begin
if label[v] = 0
then mate[v] := exposed[v]; mate[exposed[v]] := V;
else exposed[label[v]] := mate[v]; mate[v] := exposed[v];
mate [exposed[v]] '= v; augment(label[v]);
end_if;
end_proc;
loop := proc(V,U,EDGE)
local v;
begin
while Q <> {} do
v := op(Q,l); Q := Q minus {v};
if exposed[v] <> 0 then augment(v); init(V,U,EDGE);
else for vs in V do
if label[vs] = 0
then for edge in A do
if edge= lv, vs]
then label[vs] ,= v; Q '= Q union {vs}
end_if;
end_for;
end_if;
end_for;
end_if;
end_while;
end_proc;
# begin main program #
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for v in (V union U) do mate[v]:= 0; end_for;
init(V, U, EDGE); erg := {};
for v in V do
if mate[v] <> 0 then erg := erg union {[v,mate[v]]} end_if;
end_for;
erg;
end_proc:
Before the algorithm is explained we should look at an example:

» V:={v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6}: U:={u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6}:
EDGE:={[v1,u1], [v1,u2], [v1,u4], [v2,u2], [v2,u6], [v3,u2],
[v3, u3], [v4 ,u3], [v4 , u5], [v4 ,u6], [v5 , u3] ,
[v5 , u4], [v5 , u5], [v5 , u6], [v6 ,u2], [v6 , u5] } :
The example is equivalent to the following graph:

» bipartite_matching(V,U,EDGE);
{ [v1, u1], [v3, «si. [v6, u2], [v2, esl , [v5, u4], [v4, u5] }
The algorithm expects the bipartite graph in form of two sets V and U (together
these form the set of nodes of the graph) and an edge set E. Edges are represented
by two-element lists. A simplified form of breadth-first search is used to search for
alternating paths. The table mate contains IVI+IUI entries and is used to represent
the current matchings. For v E V it is true that: exposed [v] is an element of
U, free and adjacent to v. Ir such anode does not exist then exposed[v] = O.
Hereby we have found an extended path for v E V with exposed[v] =F O. label,
A and Q are used for the execution of the actual search. A contains the directed
auxillary graphs in which a breadth-first search is carried out.
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Domains
In this section we would like to give furt her examples for working with domains.
The first example describes a domain generator: the parametrized definition of a
new domain. In the second example the real numbers are extended by the symbols
00 und -00.

3.2.6.1

Domain Generator
In seetion 2.8 we exemplarily presented a domain of the ring of remainder classes
modulo 7. In this section we want to generalize this example by giving a domain
structure that returns the domain 7l./nZ of the ring of remainder classes modulo n
dependant on a positive integer n. Apart from being a furt her example for working
with domains this is also an example for the effective application of the program
manipulation possibilities in MuPAD. All necessary routines in the domain, e.g.
addition, multiplication etc., are generated during run time, i.e. programs are generated. The procedure for this is clearly defined. The domain generator contains
generic forms of these routines. During the run time the parameter specific values
are then substituted.

» moduloring := proc(n)
begin
if args(O) <> 1 then
error("Wrong number of arguments");
end_ifj
if domtype(n) <> DOM_INT then
error("Wrong type of argumentII);
end_if;
if n <= 0 then
error("Wrong argumentII);
end_ifj
mdom := domain():
# addition #
mdom: : _plus : =
proc(x)
local i;
begin
x := extop(x, 1);
for i from 2 to args(O) do
x := (x + extop(args(i), 1» mod nj
end_for;
new (mdom, x);
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# negation #
mdom: :negate :=
proc(x)
begin
new (mdom, -extop(x, 1) mod n);
end_proc;
# subtraction #
mdom::substract :=
proc(x,y)
begin
new (mdom, (extop(x, 1)-extop(y, 1)) mod n);
end_proc;

# multiplication #
mdom: :_mult :=
proc(x)
local i;
begin
x := extop(x, 1);
for i from 2 to args(O) do
x := (x * extop(args(i), 1)) mod n;
end_for;
new (mdom, x);
end_proc;
# inverse wrt. multiplication
mdom: : invert : =
proc(x)
local a;
begin
a := 1/extop(x, 1);
new (mdom, a mod n);
end_proc;

#

# binary division #
mdom: :divide :=
proc(x, y)
begin
new (mdom, extop(x, 1)/extop(y, 1) mod n);
end_proc;
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# exponentiation #
mdom: : _power : =
proc(x,y)
local h, list;
begin
if domtype(y) <> DOM_INT then
error("Wrong exponent");
end_if;

if y=O then
return (one);
end_if;
if y<O then
x := inverse(x);

y

:=

-y;

end_if;
list := [];
while y<>l do
list := append(list, y mod 2);
y := y div 2;
end_while;
y := nops(list);
h := x;

while y<>O do
h := __mult(h, h);
if list[y]=l then
h := __mult(x, h);
end_if;
y := y-l;
end_while;
h;
end_proc;
definition of a new domain element #
mdom: :new :=
proc(x)
begin
if args(O) <> 1 then
error(IIWrong number of argumentslI);
end_if;
if domtype(x) <> DOM_INT then
error ("Wrong type of argument ") ;
end_if;

#
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new (mdom, x mod n);
end_procj
# output of a domain element
mdom: :print .:: :
proc(x)
begin
extop(x, 1);
end_proc;

#

# converting functions #
mdom::convert .:::::
proc(x)
begin
if domtype(x) : : : DOM_INT then
mdom: :new(x);
else

FAlL
end_if;
end_proc :
mdom: :expr ::::::
proc(x)
begin
extop(x,1);
end_proc :
# neutral elements #
mdom::zero :::::: new(mdom, 0);
mdom::one :::::: new(mdom, 1);
# domain name #
mdom: :name :::::: nzn.n;

subs(mdom,
subs(mdom,
subs(mdom,
subs(mdom,
subs(mdom,

hold(mdom) : : : mdom)j
hold(inverse) : : : mdom::invert);
hold(n) : : : n);
hold(__mult) : : : mdom::_mult);
hold(one) : : : mdom::one);

mdom;
end_proc:
The five subs calls at the end of the domain generator are probably puzzling.
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It is suprising that the function calls are not in an assignment. The reason for

this is to be seen in a "reference effect", that is attached to the domains. With
the modification of already existing domains the changes are not carried out on
the copy of the domain, which would produce a new datum, but the changes are
executed on the domain itself. Therefore the subs calls above do not need to be
contained in an assignment. Naturally this rcference effect is found in all data
which contain a domain as a subdatum. These are especially the elements of a
domain.
The subs calls are uscd to accelerate the domain methods. By substituting the
identifiers mdom, inverse, __mult and one with their values an unnecessary step,
which would have normally cost execution time, is omitted. The substitution of
the identifier n with the current parameter n converts the generic domain definition
into the desired domain 7l/ n71.
Finally some more examples:

» Z7

:= moduloring(7);

Z7

» a

:= Z7::new(5); b := Z7::new(11);

5
4

» a + b; a * b; a - b; a / b;
2
6
1

3

»

a - 6;

b - 4;

1
4

3.2.6.2

Extension of the real numbers by

00

and

-00

In some applications it is useful to integrate symbols, such as 00, in the usual
numbers. We would like to demonstrate how this can be effected with the help
of domains in the following example. Here we extend the real numbers by 00 and
-00. We achieve this as follows: We generate a new domain Rinf which contains the usual numbers as elements. Furthermore there are two singular elements
Rinf: : infinity (for 00) and Rinf: :minfinity (for -00). The domain methods
must test if these elements are contained in their arguments. If this is not the case
then the usual number operations can be used. Othcrwise the operations must be
executed with regard to the two special elements.
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Firstly a new domain is generated by calling domain. This domain gets a name
and the methods for defining a new domain element, type testing and output are
determined. Then the zero and unit element, along with the two elements for 00
and -00, are defined.
» Rinf := domain():
Rinf : :name := "Rinf 11 :
Rinf::new := proc(x)
begin
new(Rinf,x);
end_proc:
Rinf::type .= proc(x)
begin
Rinf;
end_proc:
Rinf::domtype := proc(x)
begin
Rinf;
end_proc:
Rinf::print := proc(x)
local expr, infinity;
begin
if x = Rinf::infinity then
expr := hold(infinity);
elif x = Rinf::minfinity then
expr := hold(-infinity);
else
expr .= subs(hold(Rinf(q», hold(q)=extop(x, 1»;
end_if;
expr;
end_proc:
Rinf::zero := Rinf::new(O):
Rinf::one := Rinf::new(1):
Rinf::minfinity := Rinf::new(hold(Mlnfinity»:
Rinf::infinity := Rinf::new(hold(Infinity»:
Nowthe basic operations +., *, ~ are overloaded. Therein it is tested, if 00 and/or
-00 are among the parameters. If this is the case then the corresponding result is
returned. Otherwise the usual operation is executed on the numbers.
»Rinf::_plus := proc()
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local i, L, ci, c2;
begin
L := [args()]; c1:= 0; c2 := 0;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::minfinity» <> 0 do
L[i] := NIL; ci := ci + i;
end_while;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::infinity» <> 0 do
L[i] := NIL; c2 := c2 + 1;
end_while;
if c1 > c2 then return(Rinf::minfinity)
elif c2 > ci then return(Rinf::infinity)
elif c1 = c2 and ci > 0 then return(Rinf::minfinity)
else
i .= NIL;
extop(args(i), 1) $ i
1. .args(O);
Rinf::new(_plus(%»;
end_if;
end_proc:
Rinf::_mult := proc()
local i, L, sign, ci, c2;
begin
if contains([args()], Rinf::zero) <> 0
then return (Rinf::zero)
end_if;
L := [args()]; sign := i; c1:= 0;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::minfinity» <> 0 do
L[i] := NIL; sign := sign * (-i); ci := c1 + i;
end_while;
c2 := 0;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::infinity» <> 0 do
L[i] := NIL; c2 := c2 + 1;
end_while;
if ci > 0 or c2 > 0 then
if sign = -i
then return(Rinf::minfinity)
else return(Rinf::infinity)
end_if;
end_if;
i := NIL;
extop(args(i), i) $ i
i .. args(O);
Rinf::new(_mult(%»;
end_proc:
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Rinf::_power := proc(x,y)
begin
if x < Rinf::zero
then return(FAIL)
elif x = Rinf::infinity or y = Rinf::infinity
then return (Rinf::infinity)
elif y = Rinf::minfinity
then return(Rinf::one)
else
return (Rinf::new(_power(extop(x,l), extop(y,l»»;
end_if;
end_proc:
Now the inverse elements with respect to addition and multiplication are defined.

»Rinf::negate := proc(x)
begin
case x
of Rinf::infinity do
return (Rinf: :minfinity);
break;
of Rinf::minfinity do
return (Rinf::infinity);
break;
otherwise
return (Rinf::new(-extop(x,l»);
end_case;
end_proc:
Rinf::invert := proc(x)
begin
case x
of Rinf::infinity do
return (Rinf::zero);
break;
of Rinf::minfinity do
return (Rinf::zero);
break;
otherwise
return (Rinf::new(l/extop(x,l»);
end_case;
end_proc:
Only the embedding of 00 and -00 in the relational operators < and
missing. In this case, once again a simple case distinction is necessary.

~

is now
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»Rinf::_less := proc(x,y)
begin
if x = Rinf::minfinity and y = Rinf::minfinity
then return (FALSE)
elif x = Rinf::minfinity
then return (TRUE)
elif y = Rinf::minfinity
then return (FALSE)
elif x = Rinf::infinity
then return(FALSE)
elif y = Rinf::infinity
then return (TRUE)
else return (bool(_less(extop(x,l), extop(y,l»»;
end_if;
end_proc:
Rinf::_leequal := proc(x,y)
begin
if x = Rinf: :minf inity
then return (TRUE);
elif x = Rinf::infinity and y Rinf::infinity
then return (TRUE);
elif x = Rinf::infinity
then return (FALSE);
elif y = Rinf::minfinity
then return(FALSE)
else return (bool(_leequal(extop(x,l), extop(y,l»»;
end_if;
end_proc:
Finally the definition of the system functions min and max.

» Rinf::min .= proc()
local i, L;
begin
if contains([args()], Rinf::minfinity) <> 0
then return (Rinf::minfinity)
else
L := [argsO] ;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::infinity»
L[i] := NIL;
end_while;
i := NIL;
L := op(L[i], 1) $ i
1.. nops(L);
Rinf::new(min(L»;

<> 0 do
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end_ifj
end_proc:
Rinf::max := proc()
local i, Lj
begin
if contains([args()], Rinf::infinity) <> 0
then return (Rinf::infinity)
else
L := Iarge O'I ;
while (i := contains(L, Rinf::minfinity»
L[i] := NIL;
end_whilej
i := NILj
1.. nops(L);
L := op(L[i], 1) $ i
Rinf::new(max(L»j
end_ifj
end_proc:

<> 0 do

By overloading the system functions _plus, _mult etc. the domain methods are
automatically called when domain elements are added, multiplied etc. The element
Rinf: :minfinity is always printed as - infinity so that the existence of this
element remains hidden most of the time.

» r1

:= Rinf::new(2); r2 := Rinf::new(4)j
infinity := Rinf::infinity;
Rinf(2)
Rinf (4)
infinity

» type(r1)j domtype(-infinitY)j
Rinf
Rinf

» r1 * infinitYj min(infinity, r1, r2)j
max(infinity, r1, -infinity, r2);
infinity
Rinf (2)
infinity
» bool(-infinity < r2)j

bool(infinity < r1);

TRUE

FALSE
By the definition of a domain method func_call the domain elements can also be
used as functions. If domain elements occur in a functional environment then a
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method func_call is searched for in the domain during evaluation. If it is present
then this routine is called with the functional environment parameters.
We shall interpret such a function call as the call of a constant function for the
domain Rinf defined above:

» Rinf::func_call .= proc()
begin
args(l);
end_proc:
» rl(x,y,z); infinity(2);
Rinf(2)
infinity
In the definition of the domain Rinf the identifier Rinf is explicitly used. This has
the disadvantage that this definition is only valid when the domain is also stored
under the name Rinf. If another name is used to store the domain the user can
no longer correctly use the domain. In order to correct this defect we can replace
the identifier Rinf with the domain itself within the domain. This takes place, for
instance, by:

» subs(Rinf, hold(Rinf) = Rinf):
The user should note that with this a recursive data structure is produced whose
tree, logically seen, is infinitely deep!

3.2.7

Data Manipulation: Flattening
In MuPAD the procedure for flattening is the application of the associative law. In
many system functions flattening belongs implicitly to evaluation, like for instance
in addition where a + (b + c) is evaluated to a + b + c. The routine flatten
shown below carries out this flattening for any expression with any operators.
On calling flatten( e, f) the parameters e and f are evaluated first. If e is an
expression and f an operator then recursively enveloped operators of the form
f(al ..aN, f(aN+l ..aM), aM+l..aK) are converted to f(al ..aK) in e. An example for
this is flatten(f(a, f(b)), J) = f(a, b). If eis not an expression then e is returned.

» resetO:

» flatten := proc(e,f)
local do_flatten, rm_op;
begin
# rm_op(x,f) removes the operator f in x=f( ... ) #
rm_op := proc(x,f)
begin
if domtype(x) = DOM_EXPR then

1:\,

B
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if Op(X,O) = f then
return(op(X»
end_if
end_if;

# do_flatten(e,f) -- flatten without parameter check #
do_flatten := proc(e,f)
local i, res;
begin
if domtype(e) <> DOM_EXPR then
return(e);
end_if;
# flattening of operands #
res:= subsop(e, (i=do_flatten(op(e,i), f» $ i=l .. nops(e»;
# remove operator in the operands #
if domtype(res) = DOM_EXPR then
res:= subsop(%l, (i=rm_op(op(%l,i), f» $ i=l .. nops(%l»
end_if;
res;
end_proc;

main program #
if args(O) <> 2 then
error (11 wrong no of args 11 )
end_if;
if domtype(e) <> DOM_EXPR then
return(e);
end_if;
do_flatten(e,f);
end_proc:
#

» flatten(f(a,f(b», f);
f(a, b)
» flatten(f(a,f(a),f(b,f(b»),f);
f(a, a, b, b)
The attentive reader will already havc noticed that the procedure flatten can
also be formulated in one line. Flattening is an operation that the evaluator
automatically uses with expression sequences (comma operator). Ir we want to
fiatten with respect to an operator f then we need only to equip this with the
comma operator characteristics. For this purpose we substitute the operator f
by the comma operator _exprseq temporarily. By the following evaluation the
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desired flattening is exceuted automatieally. These operations are grouped in the
last line of the following proeedure. The other instruetions are only for type testing
and do not eontribute to the actual funetionality of f1atten2.
» f1atten2 := proc(e,f)
loca1 T;
begin
if args(O) <> 2 then
error(" wrong no of args")
end_ifj
if domtype(e) <> DOM_EXPR then
return(e)j
end_if;
f(eva1(subs(op(e), f = _exprseq»);
end_proc:

Apart from its extremely simple strueture this program has another advantage:
It is noticably faster. To demonstrate this we firstly produee an expression whieh

eonsists of several ealls of a function

f.

» T := f(a),f(b),f(c):
TT := (f(T) $ 100):
A eomparison by the time funetion impressively verifies how a earefully eonsidered
use of already existing data and struetures ean work on the run time:

» time(f1atten(f(TT),f»j time(f1atten2(f(TT),f»;
26233
800

3.2.8

Fast Fourier Transformation
With the next example we will show that MuPAD ean also be used for numerieal
applieations. The fast Fourier transformation plays an important role in teehnieal
applieations. An iterative version of the diserete fast Fourier transformation is
implemented in the program listed below. The roots of unity are deseribed with the
aid of the sine and eosine funetions. A list A with eomplex numbers and a natural
number mare expeeted, whereby lAI = 2m must be valid. Ir A = [ao, al,···, a2 m - l 1
is passed then these points are transformed to B = [bo, b1 , ••• , ~m-l] and we get:
bj

=

L

ake27rljk/N,

os j s N

- 1

O::;k::;2m-1

» fft := proc(A, m)
loca1 i, j, k, 1, n, nd2, p2, p2m, ind, r, s, tj
begin
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n := 2 - m; nd2 := n div 2; j := 1;
for i from 1 to n-1 do
if i < j
then t := A[j]; A[j] := A[i]; A[i] := t;
end_if;
k := nd2;
whi1e k < j do
j := j - k; k := k div 2;
end_whi1e;
j

:= j + k;

end_for;
for 1 from 1 to m do
p2 := 2 - 1; p2m := p2 div 2;
r := 1.0; s := f1oat(cos(P1/p2m) + l*sin(P1/p2m»;
for j from 1 to p2m do
for i from j to n step p2 do
ind := i + p2m; t := A[ind] * r;
A[ind] := A[i] - t; A[i] := A[i] + t;
end_for;
r := r

*

s;

end_for;
end_for;

A;
end_proc:

» A := [2.0,4.0, 1.0,5.0]:
» fft(A, 2);
[ 1.200000000e1, 1.0 - 1.0*1, - 6.0, 1.0 + 1.0*1 ]
» A

:= [ 7.0, 5.0, 3.0, 6.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 8.0]:

» fft(A, 3);
[ 3.600000000e1, 6.535533906 + 2.707106781*1, 7.0 - 7.0*1,
-0.5355339059 - 1.292893218*1, - 6.0, -0.5355339059 +
1.292893218*1, 7.0 + 7.0*1, 6.535533906 - 2.707106781*1 ]

Chapter 4

MuPAD - A Summary
4.1

The MuPAD language in brief
In this section the MuPAD language will be described - in about 11 pages. Naturally this is very short, but the most important language concepts should become
clear. The evaluation of the MuPAD language shall be described in section 4.2.
Comments are one of the most important language elements. In MuPAD they
are enclosed in #, as in # comment #.
Constants are numerical constants, the Boolean constants TRUE and FALSE, and
character strings. Numerical constants are integers , e.g. 175, rational numbers, e.g. -17/3, floating-point numbers, e.g. 12. 3e-4, and complex numbers, e.g. 2/5+4*1. (When giving exponents the user must use a small e.)
Character strings arc enclosed in 11 ,e.g. "Otto".
Numerical values can have any number of digits. The precision of floatingpoint numbers can be predefined with the system variable DIGITS.
Special Constants are I for the imaginary unit, and E and PI for e and 1r respectively. The constant NIL is used to remove values from identifiers.
Identifiers are formed of an alphabetical character followed by any number of
alphabetical characters or digits, e.g. deriv or x_l. (The underline _ is an
alphabetical character.) An identifier can have a value assigned to it by using
the assignment operator : =. At first an identifier has no value assigned to
it. An identifier is of no particular type and can be assigned any valuc.
Function calls have the form procedure_name (parameteclist) or just procedure_name(). Here the parameter list is aseries of expressions seperated
by a J ' Procedure names are frequently identifiers, e.g. reset 0, sin (1) or
append (1 .x). Procedure names can also be given in the form of expressions.
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Expression sequences are series of expressions seperated by the eomma operator" e.g, 2, "x", y, 3/4.
Lists are ordered expression series enclosed in [ ]. The expressions are seperated
by " e.g. [a, b , 3/7], [x] or [] (the empty list). The list entries ean be
aeeessed by [ I, for instanee, 1 [3] is the third element of list 1. By using
append (l ,7) the 7 ean be attatehed to land the new list is returned as the
solution.
Sets are , like lists, expression series, which are enclosed in { }, e.g, {a, 2. 23},
{"Lisbet"} or {}. A set contains no identieal elements and is not ordered.
Tables are any number of equations with the form index=value, where index and
value ean be any expression. Tables are produeed by the function table,
e.g, t : =table O. The table entries ean be aeeessed by [ I, e.g. t lxl , t [7] or
t ["z"] . (Here x , 7, "Z " are the index values of the respeetive expressions.)
Arrays have any number of dimensions and are used for the storing of vectors, matriees, tensors ete.. Arrays are produeed by the function array,
e.g. v:=array(1. .4) (veetor v[1] ...v[4]), m := array(2 .. 6,3 .. 4) (matrix m[2,3], m[2,4]. ..m[6,4]) or t := array(1. .3,1. .3,1. .3) (a three
dimensional array eontaining t [1,1,1] ...t [3,3,3]). The dimensions of arrays is fixed by their declaration and eannot be ehanged dynamieally. Not
explicitly declared array elements have no values.
Polynomials are represented by a special data strueture. This is generated by a
eall of poly, for instanee poly(x~3 - 2*x~2 + x - 1, [x], IntMod(7»
or poly (x*y-3 + 2*x - z , [x , y ,z], Expr). Admissible eoeffieent rings
are Expr (expressions), IntMod(n) (ring of remainder classes modulo n) and
Domains. More than 20 functions are available for working with polynomials.
Domains are used for the definition of new data types by the user. They are fully
integrated in the kernel (so working with them is quite fast) and enable to
implement polymorphie algorithms. By the function domain, new domains
are generated, by domattr the methods of a domain ean be aeeessed. Many
system functions ean be overloaded. For instanee by defining a domain
method _plus, the usual operator + ean be used for addition of domain
elements.
Expressions are data struetures in MuPAD and not ealeulation statements as
in most other programming languages. Expressions are not always directly
evaluated. Evaluation is dependent on the eontext. During evaluation the
identifiers are substituted by values, funetion ealls by their solutions and
arithmetie expressions are simplified and sorted for easier eomparison.
Identifiers are normally reeursively substituted as far as possible during the
evaluation of expressions (so that in the expression no more identifiers with
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values are present). However, this does not apply to procedures. In procedures the identifiers are replaced by their values only once. An expression
consists of a simple expression or an operator and its operands. A simple expression is a constant or an identifier, a function call, an expression sequence,
a list, a set, a polynomial or a domain. Operators are MuPAD operators like
+, * and $. The operands of an expression are themselves any expression.
Examples of expressions are a+3*PI+sin(x) or [f (i) $ i=1 .. nl .
Tables and arrays cannot be directly included in expressions. There are only
identifiers that have entire tables or arrays as values, or indexed identifiers,
like t [3], which have a single value as an element. Such indexed identifiers
are understood internally as the operator t with the operand 3.
A function call, with its actual parameters, is internally understood as an
operator with its operand. Conversely for every operator there is a system
function which realizes the operator. An operator is executed by calling the
relevant system function with the operator as the parameter.
Trees are defined by the recursive definition above. Every expression is a
tree, operators and function calls are inner nodes, operands and parameter
are children, simple expressions are leaves.
Arithmeticaloperators are +, -, *, /, and div and mod. div and mod are
integer division and integer remainder respectively. 1/a mod b results in the
modular inverse of a modulo b.
Relationaloperators are =, <>, <, <=, >, and >=.
Logicaloperators are and, or and not.
Set operators are union, minus (difference) and intersect.
Special operators are the range operator .. , the sequence operator $, the concatination operators . and e, and the domain attribute operator ::.
An expression of type range has the form loweclimit.. upper.limit. The
lower and upper limits are expressions that result in integers. Such a range
represents the integers between the lower and upper limit.
The simplest form of a sequence is expression $ quantity. Here an expression
sequence with a quantity of elements is defined, with each element equal to
the expression. The expression a $ 3 results in the sequence a,a,a.
With expression $ variable = range a expression sequence with the element
expression is defined. Here, however, the running variable in the expression
is replaced with the respective current value from the range. The expression
i*PI $ i=O .. 3 results in the sequence 0,PI,2*PI,3*PI.
A sequence of integers is defined by $ range. This consists of all integers
between the lower and upper limits of the range. The expression $ 2 .. 5
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results in the sequence 2,3,4,5, $ -2 .. -2 in the number -2. The expression
results in the empty seties.

$ 1 ..

°

The concatenation operator is used to concatenate lists and character strings,
and to define new identifiers. [a,b]. [c,d] produces the list [a,b,c,d],
"Can" . "teenIl produces the character string "Cant.een". The identifier f_x
is defined by f." .x". Naturally, when defining new identifiers the result
must be a syntactically valid identifier.
The CD operator is used for composition of functional operators. For example,
(nan CD exp)(x) returnstan(exp(x».
The :: operator is the short form of domattr, l.e. Dom: : a is equivalcnt to
domattr (Dom, 11a") .
The data type of an expression is the internal type in which a expression is
stored in MuPAD. For simple expressions this is identical to the expression
type. Complex expressions have the data type DOM_EXPR. The data type can
be ascertained by the function domtype.
The expression type is the type of the corresponding object for simple expressions and for operators the operator type. Expression types are given by the
function type. type(expr) returns the type of expr, testtype(expr, typ)
results in TRUE when expr has the type typ. The expressions type (a*b) ,
type (x) or type(a+b+c) result in _mult (product), DOM_IDENT (identifier)
or _plus (sum). The expression testtype(x, DOM_IDENT) results in TRUE.
The Operands of an expression can be determined by the function op. op (expr)
results in a sequence containing all the operands of expr. op(expr, n)
returns the n-th operand of expr. op(expr, 0) gives the operator of expr.
Ir e = a+b+sin(3*c) then op Ce) is the sequence a, b , sin(c*3), op Ce ,
1) is a and opfe , 0) is _plus.
By using op, operands can also be ascertained recursively. Ir e is defined as
above, then op (e , [3, 1]) results in the expression c*3, op (e , [3, 1 ,2]) is
3 and op(e , [3,0]) is sin.
Furthermore, by using op, elements of complex data structures, such as sets,
lists and tables, can bc accessed. Thus, op( Ia, b , cl , 2) results in the second
element, b, of the list.
The number of operands in an expression can be determined by the function
nops. The expression nops(a+17+3*c) results in the value 3 (for the three
operands a, 17 and 3*c).
The substitution of partial expressions can be carried out with the functions
subs, subsex und subsop. On calling subs (expr , old=new), the partial
expression old in expr is replaced by new. The partial expression old must
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be complete. It is not possible to replace one operand of an operator individually and retain the others. Therefore, in the expression e above 3*c can
be replaced by d by using subs (e , 3*c=d), but the partial expression a+b
cannot be replaced by the function subs.
With subsex incomplete partial expressions can be replaced, the call is
the same as that for subs. subsex(e, a+b=d) rcsults in the expression
d+sin(3*c) .
With eubecp (expr , n=new) the n-th operand of expr is replaced by new.
subsop (e , 3=d) results in the expression a+b+c. Internal partial expressions
can be specified by giving paths instead of the simple number n (see op),

Statements are expressions, assignments or conditional statements. During interactive input, an statement must always be terminated by ; or : in order
to be executed. When : is used the result of the statement is not shown on
the screen.
Statement sequences are series of statements which are seperated by ; or :.
When : is used the solution of the statement on the interactive level is not
displayed.
Assignments normally bind values to identifiers, as in a: = 12+x. They have the
form identifier : = expression. After assigning NIL, as in a: =NIL, an identifier
has no value.
On the left hand side of an assignment, instead of a simple identifier, an
indicated identifier, such as I [2] (a list, table or array element), an identifier
generated by the concatenation operator, such as x . 2, a domain attribute,
such as Dom: : a, and a call of a function, such as f (2), can be placed.
The result of an assignment is normally the right hand side of an assignment.
Ir the assignment is NIL then the result is the identifier itself. The result of
a [3] : = 12+x*O+4; is 16, for b: = NIL the result is b.
An assignment of NIL to the system variables results in them being set back
to their default values. Therefore, these identifiers always have a value.

Ir-statements have the form
if condition then
statement sequence
elif condition then
statement sequence
else

statement sequence
end_if
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The conditions must be Boolean expressions. If the first condition results
in TRUE, then the statements in the then-part are executed, if not then the
conditions in the elif-part are examined. If these result in TRUE, then the
statements in the elif-part are carried out. Any number of elif parts,
whose conditions are examined one after the other, can follow. If none of the
conditions result in TRUE, then the statements in the else-part are executed.
The elif- and else-parts may be omitted. Examples are if x > y then x
else y end_iforif a mod 3 = 0 then a:= a+l; return(a) end_if.
For-Ioops have two possible forms. In the familiar form a range of numbers is
run through:
for identifier from beginning to end
step step width do
statement sequence
end_for
The range beginning to end is run through with the step width step width
In each run the index identifier is set to the current value and the statement
sequence is executed. for i from 2 to 8 step 2 do print (i) end_for
results in the values 2, 4, 6 t 8.
The step width may be omitted, in which case the default step width 1 is
used. In for i from 1 to 3 do a.i:= i end_for the assignments al:=l,
a2 :=2 and a3: =3 are executed.
The form end downto beginning can be used instead of beginning to end. In
this case the loop runs backwards and the run variable is reduced by the step
width each time. In for j from 4 downto 2 do t [j]:= t [j-l] end_for
the assignments t[4]:= t[3], t[3]:= t[2] and t[2]:= t[l] are executed
in the given order.
In the second form of the for-Ioop alloperands of an expression are run
through:
for identifier in expression do
statement sequence
end_for
The operands of the expression are assigned, one after another, to the identifier and then the loop body is executed each time. In for t in a+b+c
do print(t) end_for the values for a, band c are displayed one after the
other.
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While-Loops have the form

while condition do
statement sequence
end_while
Here, the statement sequence is executed as long as the condition results in
TRUE. The condition is evaluated before the statement sequence is executed.
Repeat-Loops have the form

repeat
statement sequence
until condition end_repeat
Here, the statement sequence is executed as long as the condition results
in FALSE. The condition is checked after the evaluation of the statement
sequence.
Any loop can be terminated by next and break. With next the execution of an
statement sequence is terminated and the next run of the loop is started, with
break the loop is terminated.
Case-statements have the form

case expression
of valuel do statement scquence
of value2 do statement sequence
otherwise statement sequence
end_case
Here, the expression is compared with the expressions valuel, value2, etc. one
after the other. If the expressions match, then all the following statement
sequences of the case-statement are executed. Also the sequences of the
remaining of- and otherwise-parts! If the expression does not match to
any of the of-parts, then only the statements of the otherwise-part are
executed. The otherwise-part may be omitted.
With the break command the user can jump to the end of a case-statement,
the rest of the statements in the case-statement are not executed. With the
next command the comparison of the expression with the values of the ofpart is resumed: Like at the beginning of the case-statement, the comparison
of the expression with the values of the of-parts is resumed starting with the
next-statement and the statements are executed after an appropriate value
is found.
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Procedures have the form
proc ( parameters )
locallocal variables ;
option options;
name name;
begin
statement sequence
end_proc
The formal parameters are a (possibly empty) series of identifiers seperated
by a ,. The loeal variables are also a sequenee of identifiers seperated by a
,. Options are keywords seperated by a " hold and remember are aeeepted.
The name ean be any datum and is used only for output. I.e. the proeedure
is not entered in the stack as a value for the name. The declaration of
the loeal variables, options and name may be omitted. (Sometimes it is
advantageous to use proeedures without names.) Ir the specifieation of the
name is missing, then with the assignment of a proeedure to an identifier,
the identifier is taken as procedure name. With
max:= proc(x,y)
begin
if x > y then
x
else y
end_if
end_proc
the proeedure max is defined, this ealeulates the maximum of two numbers.
With the assignment f: = max, f is assigned the same proeedure as max. In
MuPAD, proeedures are data like expressions and lists.
On ealling a proeedure, the formal parameters are assigned eopies of the
aetual parameters. (A "call by value" is exeeuted, a "eall by referenee" does
not exist.) Then the body of the proeedure is exeeuted. At the beginning
loeal variables are unassigned.
A free variable in a proeedure (a variable that is neither a parameter nor a
loeal variable) is automatically a global variable. A proeedure ean be defined
in another proeedure. In this ease the loeal variables of the outer proeedure
ean be global variables of the inner one, as in
g:= proc(x)
local y, f;
begin y:= x;
f:= proc(x)
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begin

X*y
end_proc;
f (x)

end_proc
Here the inner proeedure f is a local variable of the outer proeedure g, y is a
loeal variable of g and a global variable of f. g (x) evaluates (very elumsily)
to x-2.
Dynamic scoping is used for the free variables, i.e, global variables are bound
during runtime. (In a proeedure, those global variables whieh were last
defined in one of the procedures ealled so far, are used.)
Normally, a proeedure returns the value of the previously exeeuted statement. A procedure can also be left by using the function return. The
parameters of return are the return values of the procedure. The above
mentioned procedure max ean also be defined as follows:

max::::: proc(x,y)
begin
if x > y then
return (x)
end_if;
y

end_proc
The return value of a procedure ean be an expression sequence, with this a
proeedure can return several values at the same time.

Options for proeedures are , as already mentioned, hold und remember. Normally, the eurrent procedure parameters are evaluated before the procedure
is executed. This mechanism is prevented with the option hold. The option
remember causes a procedure to "remember" the return values and if necessary simply to return these values instead of exeeuting the procedure again.
By this means especially reeursions can be greatly accelerated at the cost of
using more memory.
Environment variables are system variables that are automatieally re-set to
their old values after a procedure has been executed. The proeedure

pi::::: procO
local DIGITS;
begin
DIGITS:::::200;
float(P!)
end_proc
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to exactly 200 digits. After calling pi 0, the system variable

DIGITS still has the same value as before the call, i.e. it was only altered

during the procedure pi. However, for this the environment variable must
be declared as local!
Parallel statements are simple to use in the area of micro-parallelism, and there
they offer an optimal adaptation to the basic hardware. Micro- parallelism
can be employed efficiently when communication between the processes involved is minimal. The system carries out load balancing and process communication independently. There are only the parallel implementable program parts to mark. The constructs of macro-parallelism provide a tool for
optimal use of the hardware topology. Load balancing and process communication are no longer carried out automatically but have to be done by the
user.
The micro-paraUelism is based on the model of the shared memory machine.
With the available constructs processes are generated and deposited on a task
stack. Idle processors examine this stack and remove tasks for processing.
There are a parallel for-loop and a parallel block, both of which are also
available in the sequential version of MuPAD.
for identifier from beginning to end step step width parallel
private private variables ;
statement sequence
end_for
The range from beginning to end is run through with the step width. In each
run the index identifier is set to the current value and a process is generated
by the statement sequence, which is then deposited on the stack. The private
variables are a (possibly empty) series of identifiers which are seperated by a
,. The usage of these variables is analogous to local variables in procedures.
A second form of the parallel for-loop runs through alloperands of an expression:
for identifier in expression parallel
private private variables ;
statement sequence
end_for
As in the sequential case, all expression operands are assigned, one after the
other, to the identifier. For each value a process is deposited on the task
stack.
A parallelloop is only then ended when all the tasks it has generated are executed. The return value is a expression sequence containing the values of each
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executed task. The result offor i in [1,2,3,4] parallel i-2 end_for
is 1,4,9,16.
With the help of parallel blocks any statement or statement sequence can be
run in parallel.
parbegin private private variables ; statement sequence end_par
Each statement in the statement sequence is deposited as a task on the task
stack. In order to execute statement blocks sequentially inside a parallel
block, a sequential block is available:
seqbegin statement sequence end_seq
Macro-parallelism can be efficiently used in distributed systems, because, in
this case, all communication has to be explicitly defined by the user. Here,
the system does not care for any load balancing or scheduling tasks. As a
model a network of clusters, which are independent of one another, is used.
These clusters can communicate with each other by exchanging messages.
Queues have names which can be any MuPAD datum. They are used to enable
the communication of clusters with each other. A queue is organized on the
first in first out principle. With writequeue (name, i, value), the value
is written in the queue called name of the cluster i. With readqueue (name),
a cluster reads the first element in its queue. As special queues those with
the name "work'i are available on every cluster. If a cluster is idle, it tries
to read a datum from this queue and evaluate it.
Pipes allow another form of communication between clusters. Because two clusters can both write into the queue of a third cluster, it is possible that
the receiver has problems to identify the sender of the last message. Pipes
offer the possibility of building selective two-way communication. With
writepipe(name, i, value), the value is written in the pipe called name
a cluster reads the next
of the cluster i. Through readpipe(name,
message in the pipe name of the cluster i.
ä

),

Net-variables constitute a third form of communication possibility in macroparallelism. An identifier a, which is assigned the value b by global (a , b),
has this value in all clusters. Therefore, net variables constitute a distributed
shared memory.

4.2

Evaluation in MuPAD
In MuPAD terminology, evaluation is the execution of a MuPAD expression by
the MuPAD interpreter. It can be said, with good reason, that evaluation is the
"actual purpose" of the interpreter. In this context, what does "cxecution" mean?
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MuPAD expressions
Before evaluation is tackled, the term expression must be explained: A MuPAD
expression is - expressed very simply - a tree.
The leaves of an "expression-tree" are basically identifiers (i.e. variable identifiers),
constants (numbers, Boolean constants, strings) and special constructs, that are
needed to identify system functions and procedures.
Identifiers have, apart from the fact that they have names, another extremely
useful characteristic: Values can be bound to identifiers i.e, an expression can be
allocated to an identifier. (This is done with the assignment ": =" .) Through
evaluation, an identifier, which is bound to a value, is substituted by this value
(i.e. by this tree). For instance, with the assignment

a:=b; b:=2;
the value b is bound to the variable a and the value 2 to b.
The inner nodes of a tree are function calls or complex data structures, like lists,
sets or tables. In the following, complex data structures will not be dealt with, in
order not to make the description too complicated.
With function calls the first subtree identifies the function and the other subtrees
identify the current parameters of the call. Such anode can be written as

in "functional notation", where the function Fand the parameter Pi can stand for
subtrees (not only for leaves). In Lisp these nodes would be written as (FP1...Pn ) .
The statements of the MuPAD language are all functions and are also accessible
to the user as functions (e.g. as _assign for the assignment ": =" or as _if for
the "if then else end_if" statement). For each MuPAD statement there is a
so called "underline"-function (so called, because by convention all the names of
these functions begin with an underline "_"). The MuPAD statement

if a < b then a+2 else b end_if
can be just as weIl be written as

_if(_less(a,b), _plus(a,2), b)
Here the legibility obviously suffers.
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Evaluation of expressions
Through evaluation a MuPAD expression is transformed into another one, in other
words one tree is replaced byanother. In MuPAD evaluation is a recursive process:
A leaf, which is not an identifier, is not altered through evaluation. Likewise, if an
identifier has no value bound to it, then it is also not altered. When an identifier
has a value bound to it, then this value (i.e. this expression tree) is evaluated and
the solution returned. Following the statement
a:=bj b:=cj c:=2j
ais normally, during interactive input, evaluated to 2. (More to the qualifications
"interactive" and "normally" later.)
As already mentioned the inner node of an expression is a function call. Initially
the first subtree of the node is evaluated. If the evaluation of the first subtree
results in a function definition then the corresponding function is carried out with
the remaining subtrees of the node as parameters. During the evaluation of the
call
sin(a+b+2)
the identifier sin is evaluated to the function definition of the system function
"sine" and the function can then be called with the expression a+b+2 (or the
equivalent _plus (a , b, 2») as parameter.
If the evaluation of the first subtree of a function call results in an identifier, then
the function is not bound to a definition. In this case, all the remaining subtrees
are also evaluated and the new tree is returned in the form of a "formal function
call". If fis, for instance, an identifier to which no value is bound, then

f(4+3)
will be evaluated to f(7) because _plus(4,3) will be evaluated to 7.
If the first subtree of anode is evaluated neither to a function definition nor an
identifier then the evaluation is terminated with an error. Therefore the expression

li_plus 11 (2,3)
is invalid, because the string "_plus" cannot bc evaluated to the function definition
for the sum.
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Execution of MuPAD-Procedures
As already mentioned, a function is exeeuted with the subtrees of the eall as
parameters. Ifthe funetion is a proeedure whieh is defined in the MuPAD language,
then there are two forms of call: NormaUy, the parameter expressions are evaluated
and the proeedure is exeeuted with these parameters. The statements
f:= proc(x) begin
x*2
end_proc;
a:=2;
f(a) ;
define the function fand then assign the value 2 to a. As expeeted the call f (a)
returns the value 4.
Conversely, if in the proeedure definition the option "hold"is given, then the parameters are not evaluated before exeeution. The statements
g:= proc(x) option hold; begin
x*2
end_proc;
a:=2;
g(a);
define the function g and again assign the value 2 to a. The eall g (a) then returns
the expression a*2 as the solution: The parameter a is not evaluated, the function
g returns the identifier a multiplied by 2 as the result.
The exeeution of the proeedure takes plaee in three steps: Firstly the aetual parameters are bound to the identifiers of the formal parameters. Then the loeal
variables of the proeedure whieh have been declared "local" are established. In
the last step the proeedure is evaluated, as already deseribed. The final evaluated
value is then the return value of the eaU.
The loeal variables are virtually "fresh" identifiers, to whieh, at first, no value is
bound. If identifiers with the same name exist before the proeedure call, then
these values are not visible during the proeedure. Instead, during the evaluation
of the identifiers the loeal variables are used. AU other identifiers are handled as
global variables; in this eontext the eurrent, valid values of the identifier for this
run time are used.
In the foUowing proeedure f, for instanee, x is the parameter and y is a loeal
variable, while z is a global variable, beeause the identifier z is declared neither as
a parameter nor a loeal variable:
f:= proc(x) local y; begin
y:=2; x*y*z
end_proc;
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After the assignments

y:=3; z:=NIL;
the value 3 is bound to y, while z (due to the assignment z: =NIL) has no value.
Beeause in the expression x*y*z the loeal variable y is evaluated to 2, afterwards
the expression f (2) gives the value z*4. However, after the assignment

z:=3;
f (2) returns 12.

The deseribed method has one eonsequenee, this is ealled dynamic seoping: For
global variables those identifiers are used whieh are visible at the execution time.
In a "normal" procedural programming language, like Pascal, those variables are
used which are statieally declared through the program text (through the outer
procedure). This is called lexicsl scoping. In the following procedure g, the loeal
variable z, which was global in connection with the function f above, is defined:

g:= proc() local z; begin

z:= 4;

f(2)

end_proc;
Here, the expression gO always returns the value 16. In this context, the value
of z makes no difference to the call of g. During the evaluation of f (2) in the
procedure g, the local variable z from g is used (this was not "known" in the
definition of f).

4.2.4

Execution of System Functions
In the system functions, parameter evaluation is dependent on the given funetion.
Most functions evaluate all their parameters before the execution of the "actual"
funetion. However, some functions do not, or only partially, evaluate their parameters.
The assignment (_assign), for instanee, does not evaluate its first parameter (the
right hand side of the assignment), if this is an identifier. Otherwise the variable
b in the assignment

a:=b; a:=2;
would have the value 2 - an extremely confusing situation. However, the left
hand side of the assignment is evaluated. Through the assignment

b:=2; a:=b;
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the value 2, and not the value b, is bound to a during interactive input.
Another example for incomplete evaluation of parameters is the procedure definition with proc ... end_proc. In this case the procedure definition is not evaluated.
It would be very confusing if, with the assignment
x:=13;
f:= proc(x) begin x*2 end_proc;
the (incorrect) procedure definition
proc(13) begin 13*2 end_proc;
was generated.
Of course, the execution of system functions is dependent on the given function.
In the following, only a few directions for the execution of functions, like "+", "*"
und "-,, which represent the algebraic operations, are given:
With these functions the evaluated parameters are at first simplified and then
transformed into standard form, in order that the expression can be more easily
compared with other expressions.
Simplification is carried out with simple rules, Firstly the associativity of the operation is used, in order to "Hatten" the expression tree. Encapsulated expressions
of the form
_plus(a,_plus(b,3»
can be simplified to
_plus(a,b,3)
due to the associativity of addition.
After this rules like a + 0 = a or a x 0 = 0 are used. As a consequence of this all
O's are removed from sums and multiplication with 0 results in O. The use of these
rules can be - and this drawback cannot be denied - quite hazardous. One such
hazardous rule is a]a = 1; because it is possible that later a can take the value 0,
so the substitution with 1 is wrong in this case. If the variable a is defined by
a:= b*(c+1)/b;
with b not yet having a value, then a is given the value c+1 through simplification.
If afterwards

b:=O
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is defined, then thc value of ais still falsely defined as c+l, the variable a does not
"know"the variable b from its definition any more.
Unfortunately, here, the user must live with this hazard, as otherwise expressions
can very quickly "explode". The user should be aware of the hazards of the
simplification rules.
The calculation of constants also belongs to the simplification rules. This includes
transformations like
_plus(3,a,4)

~

_plus(a,7)

After simplification the expression is normalized. Here, for instance, in sums
and products constants are moved to the end of an expression and the remaining
expressions are sorted. The expression

is transformed into

by sorting. The sorting order is difficult for the user to predict, but luckily this is
nearly always irrelevant.
The expression b*a is always transformcd to a*b through sorting. Therefore,
sums and products must always be conceived as commutative. If matrices or noncommutative operators are to be multiplied using symbols then the user will need
to use his own functions.
The calculated expression is then returned as the solution of the evaluation.

4.2.5

The Substitution Depth
In the evaluation of identifiers the substitution depth plays an important role.
What is to be understood by this?
If the original expression is considered before evaluation then the substitution
depth is O. Each time an identifier is substituted by its value the substitution
depth is increased by 1 and the value of the identifier is evaluated with this new
substitution depth. After evaluating the value the old sustitution depth is taken
on again.

This means that the substitution depth gives the recursive depth of the evaluation
of identifiers. In this case evaluation can be controlled by declaring a maximal
substitution depth. If the maximal substitution depth is reached then the identifier
is not evaluated any further.
Interactively entered express ions are fully evaluated (fully means the user can still
give a maximal substitution depth). However, normally the expression is evaluated
to the point where no unbound identifiers are present. After the assignment
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a:=b; b:=c; c:=13;
the variable a, when interactively entered, is evaluated to 13, as expected.
In MuPAD procedures the maximal substitution depth is 1, i.e. identifiers are
substituted by their values, these are, however, not evaluated further. In the
following procedure f the local variable z is evaluated to y and not to the parameter

x:
f:= proc(x) local y. z; begin
z:=y; y:=x; z
end_proc;
The call f (13) returns the solution y and not 13, as might have been expected.

4.2.6

Control of the Substitution Depth
The user can explicitly set the maximal substitution depth with the variables
LEVEL and MAXLEVEL.
During evaluation substitution is carried out (when neccessary) to the depth LEVEL.
With the assignment
a:=b; b:=c; c:=13;
a is normally evaluated to 13 in interactive input. If however LEVEL is set to 2
then a is evaluated to c and b to 13.
By the way, LEVEL can be set to values other than 1 during procedures. In the
procedure
f:= proc(x) local Y. z; begin
LEVEL: =2; z:=y; y:=x; z
end_proc;
z is evaluated to the parameter x and not to y. The call f (13) results in 13 and
not y.
The variable MAXLEVEL is used to detect infinite recursions, as in the seemingly
harmless statement sequence
a:= a+1; a;
If a has no value before the assignment, then ais evaluated to a+1 in the second
statement, this then to a+2, this to a+3 and so on, ad infinitum.

In order to detect such situations, a substitution depth of MAXLEVEL, during evaluation, is taken as an error and evaluation is terminated with the message "Recursive
Definition". Naturally this is only a heuristic, which may lead to false error messages in certain cases, but in most cases it is correct.
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Fine Control of Evaluation
So far, for controlling evaluation, the procedure option hold and the variables
LEVEL and MAXLEVEL have been described. The system functions hold, val, level
and context alloweven greater control of evaluation.
The function hold can have any expression as a parameter. This is not evaluated but returned as the solution of the call. So, with hold the evaluation of an
expression is prevented. For instance, the expression
hold(a+2+0)
is evaluated to
a+2+0
and not simplified any further.
The function val also has an expression as a parameter, which, exact1y like hold
is not evaluated. Furthermore all identifiers in the expression which are bound to
a value, are substituted with this. This expression is then evaluated no further,
but immediately returned as the solution of val. For instance after the assignment
a:=b; b:=2;
the expression
val (a+3+0)
is evaluated to b+3+0 and the expression
val (b+4)
to 2+4, but both are simplified no further. The most important use of val is
the quick and direct access to the value of a variable, without a time consuming
evaluation of the value taking place.
The function level is given an expression as its first parameter and, optionally,
an integer as its second parameter. An expression with the form level (e n) is
evaluated, by the expression a being evaluated to the maximal substitution depth
n instead of to the "current" depth given by LEVEL. The function level, therefore, temporarily overwrites the variable LEVEL. The variable MAXLEVEL remains
unchanged, on reaching the substitution depth MAXLEVEL an error message will
still be given. Ir the second parameter is missing then a nearly infinite maximal
substitution depth is assumed (to bc cxact 2147483647).
J

On the interactive level, with the statement
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a:=b; b:=c; c:=3;
the expression

level(a,1)
is evaluated to b and the expression

level(a,2)
to c. Also, the function level can be especially used to fully evaluate a variable
in a function.

context can be used for evaluation of arbitrary expressions in an "outer context".
Ir context is called in a procedure, then the argument, which can be of any type, is
firstly evaluated in the actual context. The result is then evaluated in the context,
from where the procedure has been called. For instance:
i := 2: a:= "a":
:= proc(x)
option hold;
local a,b;
begin

b:= "b":

f

a := b; b := x;

print(x, context(x));
print(a, context(a));
end_proc:
By calling
f(i)

one gets the result
i, 2
b, "b"

Chapter 5

Tools and User Interfaces
5.1

Graphical User Interfaces under X-Windows
MuPAD is written in the programming language C. The executable code takes up
less than 1 MB space on a Sun Workstation. Constructed on a memory management module, the kernel is the "heart" of the system. Here all the users input
is read and processed. In order to work with MuPAD DO special input or output
devices are needed. A keyboard and ASCII terminal are all that are neccessary.
If the user has a Sun SPARCstation with X-Windows or OpenWindows to work
with, then MuPAD is even easier to use. Under these window systems, the userfriendly interfaces make working with MuPAD easier. These are XMuPAD, the
front-end of the actual kernel, the front-end mdx of the MuPAD debugger and
the interactive graphie tool VCam. This package is rounded off by the hypertext
system Hy'IEX, with which the complete MuPAD documentation, including the
on-line help, is made available on the screen.

5.1.1

XMuPAD
XMuPAD is a fully independent program. It has no knowledge of computer algebra, It is implemented as an interface to the MuPAD kernel with the help of the
XView-Library. XMuPAD is invoked with the command

xmupad [options]
The only important option for the user is the -L option. The language of the
on-line documentation can be stipulated with this option. Possible parameters are
german or english.
After being called up aBasie Window (see figure 5.1) appears on the screen, which
consists of two components:
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Input and output of commands takes place in the text window. In this the user
has a simple, mouse sensitive text editor at his disposal. By pressing <Return>
the previously entered text is read and passed to the kernel for evaluation. XMuPAD independently detects which text belongs to the current input. This can be
characters before or after the current cursor position. If the input line is ended
with <Enter> then a new line is started at this position, however, the entered
line is not passed to MuPAD for evaluation. In this way procedures or instruction
blocks can be entered.
By simply shifting the cursor to already present input and pressing <Return>
again this input is read and re-evaluated. If, in the mean time, identifiers have
been given new values, then these are taken into account during execution. In
the settings menu it can be determined if the old output is to be overwritten or
if the new output should be inserted (replace mode). In this menu it can also be
determined if jumping back to old input results only in a new evaluation of this
input, or the evaluation of all following input (recalculate mode). This offers a
very easy method of repeatedly carrying out an interactive entered sequence of
instructions, if neccessary, with altered starting values.
The functions of XMuPAD and MuPAD differ in a few points. These concern the
execution of the system functions system, textinput and input. With system a
new window is opened, in which a UNIX-Shell is made available and the parameter
of the system command is executed. In MuPAD the user gets no information
whether the command has been executed successfully or not. Thus, system is
only suitable for interactive use. With textinput and input furt her windows, in
which the desired text can be entered, are opened.

5.1.2

Hy'IEX
Hy'!EX is a hypertext system based on the '!EX system. It is used for the complete
on-line documentation. This includes the MuPAD reference manual and on-line
help, with help pages for each MuPAD command. Hy'IEX is started together
with XMuPAD as a son process but at first is only visible as an icon. Only on
an explicit inquiry from the user, by entering the appropriate help command, is
Hy'!EX opened.

5.1.2.1

Hy'IEX-Window
The Hy'IEX window (see figure 5.2) contains a M\TEX previewer, which is provided
with hypertext functions. The previewer gives various navigational possibilities
through the documentation.
Apart from the possibility of turning the pages forwards and backwards there is a
so called "Page-Slider" which enables the user to choose and jump to any page of
the document. But the actual highlights are the "Hyper-Links". In the text some
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Many examples in the on-line documentation and tutorial are provided with a
button. By clicking these the user can copy the example input into the XMuPAD
window. Now the user can study this command once again, make any desired
changes and by pressing <Return>, it can be executed. In this way the user
can easily get to know MuPAD on the screen, without previous knowledge of the
MuPAD data structures and the MuPAD language syntax.
5.1.2.2

Help-Pages
As already mentioned above, beside the MuPAD-reference manual, the on-line help
system is also integrated in Hy'JEX. For example, in MuPAD or XMuPAD the user
can request information about the system function igcd () with the command

help("igcd");
or the short form

?igcd
Then, in Hy'JEX the corresponding page is opened (see figure 5.3). The exact
command syntax is described on such a help page, a short summary and some
examples for use are given, and jumps to the help pages of related functions or
commands are possible. Here, each example has also been given a button. Analogue to text, the example is transfered to XMuPAD and written in the XMuPAD
text window. Now the user can study the example at his leisure, modify it if
neccessary and then carry it out by pressing <Return>. With this "Learning by
doing" the user quickly gains knowledge of the syntax to be used.

5.1.3

Debugging in MuPAD - mdx
MuPAD contains two possibilities of following the program run in detail. The trace
mode makes a protocol of the program run. In this mode the user has no influence
on the program execution. This possibility is, however, offered by the interactive,
line-oriented source code debugger, which has already been introduced in the section 2.14. By running through the program step-by-step and setting breakpoints
the user has exact control over the execution of the program. Furthermore by
displaying and altering identifiers the user also has the possibility of influencing
the execution of the program. This debug mechanismus, which is integrated in
the MuPAD kerneI, has a character/line oriented user interface and offers, even
on a text-only output device (ASCII terminal), operational convenience and very
detailed information in text form. An interface based on OpenWindows, which offers even more comfort, is the program mdx. This is not integrated in the MuPAD
kernel but it is aseparate tool. It enhances the operational convenience by:
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Stat us proscnt.s gcnc rnl iuformat.i on ubo ut thc currcnt. statc. Th is co nt nins , among
ot.hcr th ings, tbc liuc uutubcr, in which thc progr am W 'L') stop pc d , e nd thc
file which is d isp lnycd in thc so urcc- tc xt wlndow.
So urce-te xt s hows t hc filc which is currcntly hei lig proccsscd . Ir a file was s pccified in t hc ca ll t hc n tl mt lile is dis plavcd in this window. O t bc rwisc, t h is
window rc mni ns cmpt y unt il a r -ead co mmand is exccutod . In t he co ursc
of th c progr a m cxccut.ion. th e text pas.sage which co nt ains t he line in wh ich
the pro gra m W(L'i s toppcd. is sho wn. W hich tcxt pessage the win dow should
dis pluy tbo uscr ca n also cx plici tl v dct crmiuc with t he goto proc b ut ton.
Butto n s Dobuggor con unnnds which uro oft cn uscd C311 also b c cxc cu tcd by c1 icking with t he mo use . Connuauds wh ich uro IIOt incl uded ca n bc ent ered direct.ly into t ho com muud wind ow with t hc kcyboard .
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Command All output produced by the execution of a MuPAD program, and
some output evoked by debugger commands, is displayed in this window.
Both MuPAD and debugger input must be entered here.
Display The output of the variable values, which need to be permanently shown,
takes place in this window.
The source text, command and display windows all have a scrollbar on the right
hand side. This is to enable the user to see the entire text in each of these windows.
Naturally, in the X front-end, the identical commands, which can be used in the
terminal version of the debugger, are available. For most of the possible commands
there is a button or a special input panel. Of course, the user can also use the
terminal versions short form for the command in the command window. In the
following we would like to briefly present the commands.
Next Short form: n
Execution of all instructions in the current Une. The debugger then stops at
the line that is next to be executed. Ir one of the executed instructions of a
call contains a user defined function then this function is carried out without
the debugger stopping in it.
Step Short form: s
Analogue to next, only here the debugger stops in a user defined function.
Cont Short form: c
The program is carried out until it finds an instruction in a line that has
been given a breakpoint or until the program is completed. See also Stop at.
Ir the debugger stops then the Une in which it stopped (Stopped at:), in
which file this Une is (Displayed file:) and in which procedure it has
stopped (Procedure:) are shown in the status window. The source text
window contains the file passage in which the debugger stopped. Which
lines are contained in the window are given by Lines: . .. -- .... The
current Une is also inversely shown.

Goto proc Short form: g name
The specified procedure in the input field or the actual procedure is displayed
in the source text window.
Quit Short form: q
Terminates the execution of the MuPAD program, when the debugger is in
input mode. The debugger then reports Execution completed, and the user
is in the MuPAD input mode. Quit in the MuPAD input mode terminates
the debugger. An already running program can be halted with <Ctrl-C>.
The debugger is then in input mode.
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Execute Short form: e command
The specified MuPAD command is executed. The command need not only
contain single instructions, but can be made up of any number of instruction
sequences. One use is the interactive influencing of the program run by
changing the values of some variables.
Where Short form: w
All the procedures which were called between the beginning of the program
run and this point in time, are displayed in the terminal window. Apart
from the procedure names the user is also given information about the call
position in the form of a line number and a file name.
UpShort form: u
In the source text window that line is displayed, from which the procedure
shown so far was called. The debugger status lines are also brought up-todate. If the procedure that the user interactively entered has been reached,
then the message Top level reached is shown in the command window.
Down Short form: d
This can only be used when at least one up has occured. The procedure
is shown in the source text window from which the up was called. If the
current procedure, i.e. the procedure in which the debugger has stopped the
program run, has been reached then the message Bottom level reached
appears in the command window.
Clear all Short form: a
Deletes all breakpoints.
Clear Short form: C filename line
The user specifies the line in which the breakpoint is to be deleted with a
double dick of the mouse button.
Stop at Short form: S filename line
The user specifies the line in which the breakpoint is to be entered with a
double dick of the mouse button. In order to enter a breakpoint in a specific
procedure this must already have been loaded in the source text window.
See also Goto proc.
Print Short form: p expr: 1 ... expr_n
The user specifies the expression whose current value is to be shown by
marking the expression in the source text window with the mouse. The
value of the variable is then shown in the command window.
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Display Short form: D name_l .. name_n

The user specifies the variable whose value is to be shown by marking the
variable name in the source text window with the mouse. The value of the
variable is then shown in the display window. From this time on the current
value of the variable is permanently shown. However updating only takes
place when the debugger is in input mode, i.e, when the program run is
stopped.

List Short form: 1
Lists all breakpoints.
Each of the previously described commands, which can be executed by clicking
with the mouse on the appropriate button, can be direct1y entered into the command window with the keyboard.

5.1.4

VCam - The interactive MuPAD graphics
Exactly like the other user interfaces, the front-end VCam of the MuPAD graphics
is an independent tool. On starting XMuPAD it is also loaded but not yet visible.
On entering the command
plot2d (parameter) or plot3d (pararneter)

the given parameters are evaluated, the graphie data calculated and then transfered to VCam to be depicted on the screen. For the calculation of graphics it
is necessary to enter the graphie object in parameter form even if this curve or
surface can be explicitly written down (see section 2.13).
The production of graphics is based on the photography process. To get a better
understanding the user should imagine that he wants to take a photo containing
specific information. Then objects with special features are grouped into a scene
together with other characteristics, which are valid for all objects. This scene is
now "photographed". The user must determine which parts are to be displayed
(Zooming), which measurements fixed (Scaling) and how these are to be marked
(Axes, Ticks, Labels), where the camera is positioned (Perspective) and which
lighting (Lighting) is to be used in the scene. The object features are determined
by thc titlc, the coordinatc functions, the parameter range, the plot style and the
colors. All these options can be given as arguments in a plot command. However,
it is much easier to set the characteristics interactively in VCam. Besides the
base window (sec figure 5.5), in which the graphie is plotted, there are graphics
manipulation windows for two and three dimensional scenes. With the aid of these
windows, thc user is able to manipulate existing graphics and on the other hand,
can intcractively generate new graphics. For the latter, a call of plot2d or plot3d
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V Cam: Bas ew l ndo w

OefauIß ... )

'--

.J

Figu ro 5 .5: VCalll· ßasc W iudow

wit .hout a rgumont.s 01' t.ho sclcction 01' Crapbics in t hc Xr.IllPA D tools mcnu is the
np pro prlute mct.hod . These opc u Lhc besc wiudow wit. h a n cm p ty drawin g arcn.
A mc uu, in whlch thc uscr cnu cho osc bctwccn crcatc 2D-scene a nd cr eate 30sccuc, is cc nccn lcd bchi ud Lhc h ut t ön sccnc. Ir thc usor chooses thc lattcr a
gruphics munipul uti on wiudow for a t hrcc di mensional sccno is op cncd (sec figu rc
5.6). All 01' t.hc prcviou sly list cd chnr uctcristics cuu bc sct here. In t he upp cr
pnrt 01' t hc wind ow t he sccnc-spccific cha rn ctcrisücs are set, in the lowcr (Ia rgcr]
pa rt thc churuc torist.ics 01' th e objccts are sho wu nud ca n be chosen. T hc dcs ircd
scufugs cn n bc ente red in tl rc wlndow und hy ac tivating t hc plot b ut ton a p lo t 3d
conuunud wit h thc rclnt.ivc pa rameters is prod ucod . This com m and is transforcd
to j\IIIPA D for eva lua tiou, t .he grn phics data nrc cal culatcd and fina lly d raw n in
thc d rawing a rca of t he bas ic wiudow. ll on cc it is possiblc t o st a rt ucw grn phi c
com ma ud s (a nd ,vit h th is ncw j\lu PAD p rocesses ) from VCa m.
To illust.ru tc t his internct.ivc proccd urc wo s ha ll const ruct a n exa mple gra phie, in
which wc shall tunke t hc nccccssn ry cntrics step by stc p. At t he s umo t ime wo
shall introd ucc so mc of t.hc mauy possiblc sctt .i ngs . \Ve havc givcn oursolvcs thc
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e n d ing at

AndMe sh
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Sm oot hness
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Ftgurc 5.H: Graphie Manipul ut.inn Window für u 3D-Sccne
tnsk of d ra wing a scone which cons ists of a sphcre. \Vc nccd to st urt wit h t hc
oh jcct spc cilic chn ructer ist .i cs. Ft rs tly, wc add a n cmpty obj cct by clicking thc
Adel b ut tou . Further uctivatic n of t his button res ults in now ob jccts b cing addcd .
W it h O hjcct-No th e usor t hcn chooscs t he ohjec t whosc se tt ing hc wa nts to al ter.
Ir t his ohjcc t has n na mc t his is ente red undcr Ti tlc. La tcr , t his ti tl e ca n bc
positi oncd unywhcrc in t he druwiug area. \Vith !\Iodc wo can dctcr mi ne t he ty pe
of t hc objcc t to bc sur fnce . Ot her pos..s ibilitics ure: 3d curvc [C urvc), Contour
d iagr am [Cont c ur } und List for a list of po ints.

Dopending O ll thc cho....cn ty pe , wo cau determ ine t he plot-style (Sty le). For a
s urface we huvc thc choic c bc uvcc n Point s [only the ca lcula tcd sam ple poin ts nro
d ruw n ), \ VircFra llle (wircfra me mod cl), lIiddcnL ine [hiddc n lincs <He not ShOWII),
Color Patc hcs (like lIi dden Line, only t he s ur faccs (t he so ca lled pat ches ) wh ich
const .it ut.c t hc gruphic, a rc colorcd) und Transparent (like Color Pa tc hes, only the
pat chcs nre fillcd wit h a pat torn. By using d ifferent pattcr ns for differ ent objccts
a feeling of t m nspurcncy cnn bc crontcd). Dopendcut on t he chosc n sty le undcr
!\[cs lJ the usor cnn choo sc if thc pnrnmcter lincs are to bc d rnw» in olle dircct ion
only or in bot h d irect.ions . For our sp hcre we choosc u hid den linc model wit h
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color patchcs a nd paramctcr lincs in both dirccticns.
\Vith thc buttous Color, s tart ing at and cnding at wo can choosc t he color of
t hc object. For our model wo only have to sct t hc color of t hc mesh and for t he
pat elies.
T he ot hc r sct .tings aro all conccrued wi t.h tho parumctcr s of t he ob jcct. For our
choi cc (t he sphere) wo havc to give thrcc functious X , J' und z each eiep endent on
two variables u and v. These detcrrn iuc thc X- , y- und z-coorcliua tcs of t hc object.
For our sp hcrc wo choosc sp hcrica l coordi uatcs and dcfinc the p anun ct riznt ion as
follows:

x Iu . v) : = s tn Iu)
ytu ,v) : = s in(u)
z Iu , v) : = cos Iu)

*
*

cos Iv)
atntv)

:s:

:s:

Wo sct t he raugo for 11 und v u ndcr Range ns 0 :S u
P I und - P I S v
PI,
and wit h Gtid wo deter mi nc t he uumb or of sumplc point s for bot h variables. Ta
get a firs t im prcssio n, wc cho osc 10 in both dircct iou s.
At fir st wo da not change an y t hing in thc scono spccific sct t.tiugs, instoad we press
t he Plot- Button to draw t.hc graphi e. The rcs ult is:

Figure 5.7: Sphcrc, first at.tempt
Howcver , t his docs not look likc a sphcrc . T he problern is t he s tunll numbcr of
sam plo p oint s. \Ve co uld incrc asc t .hem with Grid, b ut this rcsults in additional
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param et er lincs bcin g d rawn. An al te rnative to t his is tu iucreasc t he Sm oot lJIlCSS fuctcr. With thi s, addit ional samplc poin ts ca n bo st ipulatcd t hat lcad 1.0
int er po lat ion bctwcon two vis ible plot points. \Vc sc t t he smoot b ncss to 2 in bo t h
dircct.ions, prcs..s plot agni n and are rcwardcd wit h a much smcot bor rcprcscntation
ur a sphcrc:

Fignr c 5.8: Smoot hness = [2,2]
Now wc should cousidor t he sccno spccific charactcr istics. As with indi vid ual
coo rdi na tc uxos urc wa nt cd t hcsc
objccts wo ca n also givc euch scc nc a nnmc .
are choscn uu dcr Axcs. \Vith Pcrsp ccti vc wo cnn, us might bo expcc tc d , cha nge
t he pcrspcct ivc. T his is detcrmin cd hy two point s: Ca mcra Po iut nnd Foca ll'oi nt .
'I'hc Camcral'oi nt dct cr miu cs whcrc thc ca mc ra stunde, FocalPoint givcs thc point
to which t hc ca mera is d irccted. Thc usor cnn chooso bctwccn an automa t ic or
ma nua l pcrsp octl vo. Thc lauer opc ns th c porspocu vo wlndo w in whieh t hc usor
cnn cxplicitl y givc hot h points, or t hc perspecti ve ca n bc altered with convcn ient
slidors. The sealing routinc to bc uscd is choscn wit h t he hclp of Scaling. \ Vit h
Zooming t hc visible part of t he graphie ean he cha nged. Ir man ual is chosc n then
tho gra p hie ea n bc cnlargod or scalcd dow n stcp hy s tc p in a ncw window (Zoo ming
\ Viudow). Further possi blc settings are gro uped under propcrtics. Among tbcsc
urc thc uxos legends an d Iont s for sccno nud ohjcct u rlcs.

Ir

Chapter 6

List of functionality items
provided by the system
The following is a short list of functions provided by the system at present. A detailed description of their functionality and syntax is found, togethcr with various
examples, in the reference manual.

Standard Library
Arithmetic functions

Functions for polynomials

Combinatoric functions

Generation of data structures

Manipulation of expressions

Evaluation of expressions

In- and output, graphics

Manipulation of strings

Functions with respect to procedures

Statistics

Debugging

Parallelism

Varia
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Arithmetic functions
abs

absolute value

ceil

rounding from above

D

differential operator

diff

differentiates an expression or polynomial

expand

expansion of an expression

fact

factorial

float

evaluation to a floating point number

floor

rounding from below

frac

fractional part of a number

DIGITS

number of digits for floating point numbers

id

identical function

ifactor

factorization of an integer

igcd

greatest common divisor

igcdex

extended Euclidean algorithm for integers

ilcm

least commom multiple

isprime

primality test

ithprime

delivers the i-th prime

max

maximum

min

minimum

modp, mods

functions for modular arithmetic

nextprime

delivers the next prime following its argument

o

order term

phi

Euler's qr.function

powermod

modular power

random

generation of a random number

round

rounding of a number

sign
taylor

sign of a number

trunc

integer part of a number

Taylor series expansion
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Functions for polynomials

coeff

delivers the coefficients of a polynomial

degree

degree of a polynomial

degreevec
divide

delivers the exponent of the leading term of a polynomial
division of two polynomials

evalp

evaluation of a polynomial

expr
genpoly

conversion of a polynomial into an expression

i content
iszero

content of a polynomial

lcoeff

returns the leading coefficient of a polynomial

lmonomial
lterm

returns the leading monomial of a polynomial

mapcoeffs

applies a function to the coefficients of a polynomial

multcoeffs

multiplies the coefficients of a polynomial with a factor

norm
nterms

norm of a polynomial

nthcoeff

the n-th coefficient of a polynomial

nthmonomial

the n-th monomial of a polynomial

nthterm
pdivide

the n-th term of a polynomial

poly

generation of a polynomial

Poly

yields the domain of polynomials

tcoeff

the lowest coefficient of a polynomial

generates a polynomial by a p-adic expansion
recognizes the zero polynomial

returns the leading term of a polynomial

number of terms of a polynomial

pseudo division of two polynomials

Combinatoric functions

permute

permutations of a list

Generation of data structures
definition of an array
definition of objects of type DOM_EXEC
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domain
func_env

generation of a domain
definition of functional environments

new

generation of domain elements

null

delivers DOM_NULL

poly

generation of a polynomial

table

definition of a table

Manipulation of expressions

anames

returns the identifiers which are assigned

append

appends elements to a list

cattype

determines the data type

contains
context

evaluates in another context

domattr

access to entries of a domain

domtype
extnops

determines the data type

extop

returns the operands of a domain element

extsubsop

substitution of an operand in a domain element

func
funcattr

considers an expression as function

genident
indets

generates an unassigned identifier

tests existence of an element

number of operands of a domain element

access to the third argument of a DOM_FUNC_ENV

index_val

determines the unassigned identifiers contained in an
expression
indexing without evaluation

load

returns those identifiers which have a value

map

applies a procedure to operands

nops

number of operands of an expression

op
seq
sort

returns the operands of an expression

subs
subsex
subsop
testtype

generates an expression sequence
sorts the elements of a list
substitution of complete subexpressions
extended substitution for arbitrary subexpressions
substitution of operands
checks the type of an expression
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returns the type of an expression

Evaluation of expressions

bool

Boolean evaluation

eval

evaluation for some special functions

evalassign

assignment to an evaluation of the left side

EVAL_STMT

controls the evaluation of statements in expressions

history

exhibits the entries in the history table

HISTORY

length of history table

hold

prevents evaluation

last

access to last values

level

defines the substitution depth for evaluations

LEVEL
MAXLEVEL

defines substitution depth for identifiers

val

value of an expression

recognizes recursive definitions

In- and output, graphics

fclose

closes a file

finput

read-in of MuPAD-expressions from a file

fopen

opens a file

fprint

prints output to a file

ftextinput

line oriented read-in from a file

input

asks for interactive input of MuPAD-expressions

loadlib

loading of library procedures

loadproc

loads a procedure

PATH

search paths for files

pathname

returns a machine independent path name

plot2d

for graphical representation of 2-dimensional objects

plot3d

for graphical representation of 3-dimensional objects

PRETTY_PRINT

controls format of output

print

output to screen

PRINTLEVEL

printing depth for output of expressions and assignments
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protocol

protocol of a MuPAD-session

read
textinput

read-in and execution of a file
asks for interactive input of text

TEXTWIDTH

width of a line

write

saves values of variables in a file

Line Editor

line editor for the terminal version

Manipulation of strings

expr2text

converts MuPAD-expressions to strings

strIen

length of astring

strmatch

comparison of two strings

substring

access to parts of astring

tbI2text

converts tables to strings

text2tbl

converts strings to tables

text2expr

converts strings to MuPAD-expressions

text2Iist

converts strings to lists

Functions with respect to procedures

args

access to the parameters of a procedure

return
testargs

exit from a procedure
controls the parameter check

Statistics

bytes

amount of memory used

rtime
time
stack

measuring real time
measuring real CPU time
stack
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Debugging
debug

user controlled execution of procedures

ERRORLEVEL

controls the error check during evaluation

error

user defined error interrupt

trace

protocols the execution of procedures

traperror

intercepts errors

Parallelism
global

access to net variables

readpipe

reading from a pipe

readqueue

reading from a queue

topology

information about parallel structures

writepipe

writing into a pipe

writequeue

writing into a queue

Varia
help

access to a page of the help system

reset

resetting a MuPAD-session

sysname

delivers the name of the operating system

system

execution of a command from the operating system
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Library Packages
Gröbner Basis
Orthogonal Polynomials

Gröbner Basis

groebner

Introduction for Gröbner basis package

groebner::gbasis

compute reduced Gröbner basis

groebner::normalf

reduced form modulo an ideal

groebner: :spoly

compute the S polynomial of two polynomials

Orthogonal Polynomials

orthpoly
orthpoly::chebyshevl
orthpoly::chebyshev2

Introduction for the library package for orthogonal polynomials
Chebyshev-polynomial of first kind
Chebyshev-polynomial of second kind

orthpoly::gegenbauer
orthpoly::hermite

Hermite-polynomial

orthpoly: : j acobi

Jacobi-polynomial

orthpoly::laguerre

Laguerre-polynomial

orthpoly::legendre

Legendre-polynomial

Gegenbauer-polynomial

Index
:8

PI 151
context 114

:: 27
;8
# 151
_procdef 47

data structure 31
operands 32
tree 31
data types 21, 154
arrays 22, 152
DOM_EXPR 15
DOM_FUNC_ENV 101
DOM_IDENT 15
DOM_NIL 25
DOM_NULL 25
DOM_POLY 17
expression sequences 23, 152
expressions 15, 152
identifiers 15, 151
lists 22, 152
polynomials 152
sets 22, 152
tables 24, 152
user defined 26
debug 86
debug mode 86
debugging 84, 175
degree 127
diff 118
differentiation 125
DIGITS 9
div 12
divide 127
domains 26, 137, 152
attributes 27
name 27
new 27
print 27

anames 124
append 22
arithmetical operators 153
arrays 22, 152
dimension 24
assignment 15
attributes
domains 27
functional environments 105

binary format 56
branch
case 52, 157
if 48, 155
break 51,53
case 52,157
code objects 101
coefficient rings 18, 152
Expr 18
IntMod 18
colon 8
combinatorics
permutations 129
comments, # 151
concatenation 22, 153
lists 22
constants 151
E 151
1151
NIL 151
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INDEX

generator 137
overloading of system functions 28
reference effect 141
domattr 27
domtype 15, 21
DOM_EXPR 15
DOM_FUNC_ENV 101
DOM_IDENT 15
DOM_NIL 25
DOM_NULL 25
DOM_POLY 17

E 14
environment variables 6, 44, 159
DIGITS 9
ERRORLEVEL 33
EVAL_STMT 36, 122

HISTORY 9
LEVEL 38
MAXLEVEL 38
PRETTY_PRINT 6
TEXTWIDTH 8
ERRORLEVEL 33

eval40, 61
evalp 127
evaluation 36, 161
EVAL_STMT 36
of expressions 163
of procedures 164
of system functions 165
substitution depth 37
suppressing of, hold 25
EVAL_STMT 36, 122
expand 16
expansion 16
expr 17
expression sequences 23, 152
expression type 154
expressions 15, 152
extop 27
Fast Fourier Transformation 149
fclose 59
Fibonacci numbers 111

file descriptor 59
finput 56
flattening 22, 147
float 9
fopen 59
f or in loop 50
for loops 49, 156
formal parameters 41
fprint 57
frac 10
ftextinput 56
funcattr 106
function call 151
functional environments 101, 119
attributes 105
functions see procedures
genident 108
global variables 43
graphical user interface 171
graphics 61
graphs 131
matehing 134
shortest paths 131
greatest common divisor
integers 12
polynomials 127
HISTORY 9

history 8
hold 25,40
I 14
identifiers 15, 151
if 48,155
ifactor 12
igcdex 12
indexing
arrays 23
expression sequences 23
lists 23
tables 25
input 55
IntMod (n) 18
isprime 13
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ithprime 12
last 8
LEVEL 38
level 39
lists 22, 152
appending an element 22
eoneatenation 22
indexing 23
loeal variables 43
logical operators 153
loops
for 49,156
interrupting 51
parallel 160
repeat 49, 157
step width 156
while 49, 157

M-eode 56
maero parallelism 161
MAXLEVEL 38
miero parallelism 160
mod 12
monitoring 84, 94
net variables 161
next 51, 54
nextprime 13
NIL 16
nops 33
norm 127
null 25
objeet oriented programming 26
on-line help 173
op 32,33
operands 32, 154
number 154
path 32
zero 32
operators
:: 27
arithmetieal 153
eoneatenation 22, 153

logical153
range 153
relational 153
sequence 153
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